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12Ei.AT0R'S MOTION FOR TMMED:lATE INTERIM.REMI±.D1AL SUSPENS:ION
lj'ND:11R GOV. BARRo YL5a)

Pursuant to Rule V(5a) of the Supreme Court Rules for the Government of the Bar of

Ohio, relator, Disciplinary Counsel, moves the Court for an immediate interim remedial

suspension. Respondent has engaged in conduct that violates the Ohio Code of Professional

Responsibility, the Ohio Rules of Professional Conduct, and the Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct.

This misconduct has caused serious public harm and poses a substantial additional and

continuing threat of serious harrr to the public and the administration ofjustice. In light of this

fact, respondent should be immediately suspended from her judicial duties and the practice of

law pending final disposition of the pending disciplinary proceedings against her. The interests

ofjustice warrant immediate consideration pursuant to Gov. Bar. R. V, Section 5a(A)(1)(b) and

S.Ct.Prac.R. 4.01(C). The grounds for this motion are set forth more fully in the following

Memorandum in Support.

Respectfully moved,

--------------- -------- --------------------
Scott J. Drexel (00 1467)
Disciplinary C un 1
250 Civic Cen r rive, Suite 325
Columbus, Ohio 43215-7411
614.461.0256
614.461.7205 (Facsimile)
scott.drexel@sc.ohio.gov
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MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT

A. Background Facts

Respondent, Angela R. Stokes, was admitted to the practice of law in the state of Ohio on

October 29, 1984. She was first elected as a judge of the Cleveland Municipal Court in

December 1995. Most recently, she was elected for a six-year term beginning January 2, 2012

and expiring January 1, 2018. Since taking the bench in 1995, hundreds of formal and informal

complaints have been communicated to court officials regarding respondent's conduct -

exponentially more than any other judge of the Cleveland Municipal Court. See, Affidavit of

Michael Negray, attached hereto as Exhibit 1, ¶ 10; Affidavit of Judge Ronald Bruce Adrine,

attached hereto as Exhibit 2, ¶ 10.

1. Summary of Misconduct

a. Complaints to the Court

The complaints communicated to court officials "include mistreatment of participants in

criminal hearings, including defendants, witnesses, police officers, prosecutors, private defense

counsel, public defenders, court personnel, and other members ofthe general public." Ex. 2,

Adrine Aff., ¶ 8. Specifically, defendants, attorneys, and members of the general public have felt

restrained by respondent's "policies of ingress to and egress from her courtroom," such as her

policy that all individuals entering her courtroom sign in and provide identifying inforq-nation.

See, Id. at ¶$-9a and Answer of Respondent to Relator's Complaint, attached hereto as Exhibit

3, ¶ 135.

Moreover, the court has received numerous compla.ints from security bailiffs regarding

treatment received in respondent's courtroom, such as being publicly reprimanded or banished

from the courtroom "for perfonning their duties." Ex. 2, Adrine A.ff, ¶ 9b. And, personal
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bailiffs assigned to respondent have repeatedly resigned due to the treatment received from

respondent. Id. at ¶¶ 9b, 13. Upon information and belief, respondent is no longer assigned a

personal bailiff.

In addition, respondent regularly speaks to defendants and members of the general public

"in an excessively rude and demeaning matter." Id. at ¶9b. Examples of respondent's

misconduct are detailed more specifically below.

Furthermore, respondent has grossly misused the court's human and material resources.

Id. at ¶ 8. In fact, every department of the Cleveland Municipal Court has been negatively

impacted by respondent's grossly disproportionate use of human and material resources as

compared to other judges of the court. Id.

For instance, respondent regularly continues cases, requiring defendants and their

attorneys (both private and public) to make multiple appearances in her courtroom. Id. at ¶ 16.

She takes an inordinate amount of time to handle cases on her docket, which oftentimes results in

prosecuting attorneys and public defenders having to wo-rk hours past their scheduled shifts,

sometimes as late as 8:00 pm, and on rare occasions even later. Id. at ¶¶ 9a, 16. It is not

uncommon for a case on respondent's morning docket (8:30 or 9:00 am) to be called in the mid

or late afternoon or sometimes not at all thus requiring defendants (and their attorneys) to return

and appear the following day. Id. Due to the extraordinary amount of time it takes to handle a

case in respondent's courtroom, it has been difficult for the Cleveland Municipal Court to find

private attorrieys who will accept a court appointnient when the Public Defender has a conflict.

Ex. 2, Adrine Af£, ¶ 11; Ex. 1, Negray Aff., ¶ 12.

In addition, court personnel have been frequently summoned for immediate appearance in

respondent's courtroom, only to wait for up to 60 minutes or more while respondent tended to
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other matters. Ex. 2, Adrine Aff., ¶ 9a. Furthermore, respondent's conduct requires an

inordinate amount of time to be expended by the Probation Department and Psychiatric Clinic,

including "limitless requests for probation updates, pre-sentencing reports, post sentencing

reports and psychiatric evaluations." Id. at 9c.

As for material resources, respondent exhausts court-allotted funds for drug and alcohol

testing earlier than any other judge on the court. Id.

b. Complaints to the Public Defender

The Cuyahoga County Public Defender has also received many complaints regarding

respondent. See, Affidavit of Robert L. Tobik, attached hereto as Exhibit 4, ¶ 7. The majority of

those complaints focused on long hours spent in respondent's courtroom due to the

mismanagement of her docket; repeated continuances; and rude and demeaning treatment of

attorneys when they tried to place an objection on the record or discouraged their-clients from

accepting a plea offered by the prosecutor. Id. at ¶ 7. Many employees of the Public Defender's

Office "have been yelled at, publicly humiliated and/or threatened with contempt for no valid

reason." Id. at ¶ 8. As a result of respondent's conduct, defendants are concerned about being

treated fairly in her courtroom. Id. at ¶ 23.

2. Specific Examples of Misconduct

The following are just some examples of respondent's misconduct. Additional examples

can be found in the First Amended Complaint, filed by relator in. April 2014 and attached hereto

a.s Exhibit 5. Moreover, at the hearing in the formal disciplinary proceeding, relator intends to

introduce numerous other examples of respondent's misconduct, which are not detailed in the

amended complaint, but that follow the general pattern of conduct alleged in the complaint, i.e.

rude and demeaning conduct, abuse of court resources, etc.
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• Respondent required one defendant to appear in her courtroom on 19 separate
occasions during his three years of probation after a second DUI conviction
during his lifetime. Ex. 2, Adrine Aff., ¶ 30a.

Another defendant, after being convicted of DUI for the first time, was terminated
from her nursing school program because respondent required her to make
multiple eight-hour courtroom appearances in connection with her effort to have
her driving privileges restored. Id. at ¶ 30d. That defendant was required to wear
a continuous alcohol monitoring device "even though an alcohol assessment
indicated that she had no alcohol problems." Id.

• Along the same lines, a third defendant was required to undergo weekly urinalysis
and alcohol assessments after being found guilty of petty theft even though there
was no indication that alcohol was a factor in his offense or that there existed a
significant alcohol problem. Id. at ¶ 30b.

• Respondent ordered one defendant to undergo grief counseling after losing her
fiance in an accident that was unrelated to her conviction for physical control of
her vehicle. Id. at ¶ 30c.

• Another defendant was required to undergo a psychiatric evaluation, serve 44
days in jail, and undergo intensive outpatient treatment after being convicted on
charges for not having a driver's license and failing to stop after an accident. Id.
at ¶ 30e. Respondent required that defendant to appear in her courtroom on nine
separate occasions. Id. at ¶ 30e.

On August 29, 2011, Denise Pederson came before respondent on an open
container charge. Pederson pled no contest to the charge. Respondent imposed a
$20 fine and inquired whether Pederson could pay it within 24 hours. Pederson or
her attorney stated that she was unable to pay the fine within 24 hours because she
was on disability and would not receive her next check until September 3, 2011.
Respondent then inquired into Pederson's specific disability. Upon learning the
Pederson had schizophrenia, respondent placed Pederson on one-year of active
probation, decided that Pederson needed to be evaluated, and took her into
custody for a psychiatric evaluation. See Ex. 6, DVD attached hereto, Audio 1&
2; See also, Complaint, attached hereto as Exhibit 7, ¶¶ 212-219 and Ex. 3, Ans.
of Resp't to Relator's Compl., ¶¶ 212 & 214-216.

• On March 5, 2013, respondent ordered that Jamese Johnson, a defendant, Jasmine
Edwards, another defendant, and Lisa Barbee, a member of the public, be placed
in the holding cell without giving them any warning or opportunity to explain
their conduct. Johnson had made a noise or statement in the courtroom and
respondent believed that it was Edwards who had made the noise or statement.
When Johnson, Edward, and Barbee attempted to correct respondent as to who
made the noise or statement, respondent ordered all three of them confined in the
holding cell. See Ex. 6, Video I at 11:47; See also, Ex. 7, Compl., ¶ 123-132.





• On June 25, 2013, respondent ordered that a non-incarcerated defendant to use the
restroom in the holding cell instead of permitting him to leave the courtroom to
use the public bathroom. See, Ex. 6, Video 2.

• On August 13, 2013, Tabbatha Toon appeared before respondent on charges of
license required to operate and right of way when turning left. The matter was
continued so that Ms. Toon could retain counsel. As Ms. Toon was leaving the
courtroom, she allegedly pushed too hard on the courtroom door. Respondent
immediately ordered that Ms. Toon be brought back into the courtroom and
confined in the holding cell. Respondent did not tell Ms. Toon why she was
being held in contempt, nor did she give Ms. Toon an opportunity to speak, much
less explain her conduct. See, Ex. 6, Video 3.

• On March 21, 2013, respondent ordered that all cell phones in the courtroom be
confiscated due to the fact that two individuals were using their cell phones in the
courtroom. See Ex. 6, Video 4.

• On August 19, 2010, respondent threatened Attorney Michael Winston with
contempt and confinement in the holding cell due to Winston's attempt to place
an objection on the record on behalf of a client. l See, Ex. 6, Video 5; See also,
Ex. 7, Compl., ¶¶ 39-44 and Ex. 3, Ans. of Resp't to Relator's Compl., ¶¶ 39-44.

• On June 16, 2011, respondent repeatedly yelled at Assistant Public Defender
Scott Malbasa, ordered him to "shut his mouth" and threatened to hold him in
contempt when he attempted to place an objection on the record. See, Ex. 6,
Video 6.

• On May 16, 2013, respondent ordered Malbasa to be confined to the holding cell
for advocating on behalf of his client in another case. See Ex. 6, Video 7; and Ex.
4, Tobik Aff., 119.

• On September 25, 2012, respondent told defense attorney Henry Hilow that he
was "out of order" and that he needed to "watch [his] conduct" in her courtroom.
See, Ex. 6, Video 8; See also, Ex. 7, Compl., ¶ 71 and Ex. 3, Ans. of Resp't to
Relator's Compl., ¶ 71. After waiting over three hours for his client's case to be
called, Hilow had simply asked whether it was appropriate to request a later
appearance time for a future pre-trial since it appeared that respondent called
cases involving police officers first. See, Ex. 6, Video 8; See also, Compl., ¶ 65-
71 and Ans. of Resp't to Relator's Compl., ¶¶ 65-71.

r Respondent claims that this incident is not a proper subject of the instant complaint because it
was previously reviewed and dismissed by relator. See, Ex. 9, Ans. of Resp't to Relator's
Compl., ¶ 245. However, at the time it was dismissed, relator was not aware of the other
instances of misconduct committed by respondent. Moreover, relator did not have the benefit of
reviewing the video of this incident at that time.
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• On October 23, 2013, respondent sentenced a defendant to three days in jail for
driving without a legal right to do so. Respondent ordered the defendant t® serve
her sentence immediately. Assistant Public Defender Gus Rini attempted to
inform respondent that the defendant had a four-year old child for whom she
needed to make child care arrangements during her incarceration. Respondent
refused to listen to Rini's comments or give any consideration to the defendant's
circumstances. She then told Rini that he was "out of order" and implied that it
was Rini's fault that the docket had continued past 5:00 pm that day. See, Ex. 6,
Video 9 at 5:23:50; See also, Ex. 5, First Amd. Compl., ¶¶ 263-266 and Answer
of Respondent to Relator's First Amended Complaint, attached hereto as Exhibit
9, ¶¶ 263-266.

• On September 24, 2008, respondent repeatedly criticized a Court Psychiatric
Clinic employee, Dr. Arcangela Wood, in open court. Among other things,
respondent stated that a risk assessment performed by Dr. Wood was "flawed"
and "unbalanced." Respondent made her public comments even after she had
privately discussed her concems at sidebar and directly with Dr. Wood and her
supervisor. See Ex. 6, Video 10.

On November 27, 2012, respondent publicly berated a pro-se defendant for not
understanding court procedures and the flow of cases. The defendant filed a
motion to dismiss but the prosecutor had not yet responded. Although it was the
prosecution that required extra time, respondent continued the matter "at the
defendant's request." When the defendant attempted to address some other
outstanding issues, respondent yelled at him: "That's why you need to hire an
attorney because you don't have a clue as to what you are doing in a courtroom."
Respondent ordered him escorted out of the courtroom and threatened him with
time in jail if he said "another word." See Ex. 6, Video 11; See also, Ex. 7,
Compl., 'U¶ 117-122 and Ex. 3, Ans. of Resp't to Relator's Compl., ¶¶ 117-121.

On August 9, 2013 at 5:25 pm, Carl Collins appeared before respondent on a
driving under the influence charge. Collins had previously stated that he would
retain counsel, but ultimately decided that he wanted to represent himself. Since
the prosecutor had already left for the day, the matter was continued. See, Ex. 6,
Video 12. On October 23, 2013 at 5:58 pm, Collins appeared before respondent
again. Collins requested a jury trial because he had been unable to reach any type
of resolution with the prosecutor. Respondent again questioned Collins' decision
to represent himself and continued the matter until November 7, 2013. See, Ex. 6,
Video 13; See also, Ex. 5, First Arnd. Compl., ¶¶ 279-282 and Ex. 9, Ans. of
Resp't to Relator's First Amd. Compl., ¶¶ 279-282. When Collins appeared on
November 7, 2013, he was unrepresented. Since Collins did not reach a
resolution of his case with the prosecutor, he requested a jury trial. Respondent
immediately requested that the parties approach sidebar. At sidebar, respondent
again questioned Collins' decision to represent himself and ordered Collins to
undergo a psychiatric evaluation for the purpose of determining whether he was
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competent to represent himself. See, Ex. 6, Video 14. Ultimately, Collins was
declared competent to represent himself; however, due to the number of
appearances before respondent, the prosecutor was forced to dismiss the charges
on speedy trial grounds. See, Docket for Case No. 2013 TRC 039690, attached
hereto as Exhibit 8.

» On Nove.mber 26, 2013, Cynthia George appeared before respondent on four
different traffic charges - a license required to operate charge, a max
speed/assured clear distance charge, a driver seatbelt required charge, and a
passenger seatbelt required charge. George had previously pled not guilty to the
charges because she had a valid license on the date of the offense, but did not
have it with her at the time of the offense. See Ex. 6, Video 15; See also, Ex. 5,
First Amd. Compl., ¶¶ 325-329 and Ex. 9, Ans. of Resp't to Relator's First Amd.
Compl., ¶¶ 325-329. Although George's case was scheduled for 8:30 am,
respondent did not call George's case for the first time until approximately 1:45
pm. See Ex. 6, Video 15; See also, First Amd. Compl., ¶¶ 326 and Ans. of Resp't
to Relator's First Amd.. Compl., ¶¶ 326. At that time, George stated that she
wanted to represent herself. Respondent informed George that she needed to
speak to the prosecutor about her case when he returned from lunch in about 25
minutes. Respondent did not recall George's case unti13:42 pm. See Ex. 6,
Video 15; See also, First Amd.. Coanpl., ¶¶ 328-3 3) 1 and Ans. of Resp't to
Relator's First Amd. Compl., ¶¶ 328, 330, 331. When respondent recalled
George's case, George stated that she wanted the matter set for trial. Respondent
questioned George's decision to represent herself and again made George wait
while she handled other cases. See Ex. 6, Video 16; See also, First Amd. Compl.,
¶¶ 337-341 and Ans. of Resp't to Relator's First Armd. Compl., ¶¶ 337-341. At
4:04 pm, respondent recalled George's case for the third time and George
reiterated that she wanted to represent herself. See Ex. 6, Video 17; See also,
First Amd. Compl., ¶¶ 337, 340 and Ans. of Resp't to Relator's First Amd.
Compl., ¶¶ 337, 340. After berating George for her decision, respondent directed
a public defender to assist her. See Ex. 6, Video 17.

3. Attempts to Address Respondent's Misconduct

Judge Ronald B. Adrine, the current administrative and presiding judge of the Cleveland.

Municipal Court, and Judge Larry A. Jones, the preceding administrative and presiding judge,

have attempted to address respondent's conduct since at least 2004. Ex. 2, Adrine Aff., ¶ 3-4.

At first, they met with respondent in private to discuss her actions. Id. at ¶ 13. When it

became apparent that these private discussions were not having an effect on respondent's

conduct, Judge Adrine and Judge Jones began issuing multiple administrative orders and policy
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changes. Id. at ¶ 13-14. Although these directives applied equally to all court staff, they were

instituted for the sole purpose of addressing respondent's conduct. Id. In addition, several other

agencies or offices affiliated with the court, such as the Public Defender's Office, began issuing

rule and/or policy changes in response to respondent's conduct. Ex. 2, Adrine Aff., ¶¶ 15, 16;

Ex. 4, Tobik Aff., ¶ 10-12.

Respondent thwarted these curative efforts. Adrine Aff., ¶ 16. By way of illustration,

after the implementation of a rule requiring all public defenders and other court personnel to

leave respondent's courtroom by 5:00 pm daily, respondent "merely began carrying cases over to

the following day, which required defendants to appear for a second day, and sometimes, a third

day in order to have their cases heard." Id. The number of complaints regarding respondent's

conduct increased as a result. Id.

In November 2011, Judge Adrine filed a grievance against respondent with the Office of

Disciplinary Counsel. Id. at ¶ 19. In early 2012, respondent became aware that she was being

investigated by relator as a resuit of Judge Adrine's grievance and another grievance, which was

filed by an individual who had appeared before her. Still, respondent persisted in her conduct.

Id. at ¶ 20.

In July 2013, relator served respondent with a Notice of Intent to file a certified

complaint. Despite-notice that Disciplinary Counsel believed her conduct violated the ethical

rules and canons, respondent's misconduct continued unabated. As a result, the Cleveland

Municipal Court continued to receive complaints "from employees, defense attorneys,

prosecuting attorneys, police officers, outside agencies, and the general public about the manner

in which her courtroom operated." Id.
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On September 25, 2013, relator submitted a complaint against respondent to the Board of

Commissioners on Grievances and Discipline ("Board"). See, Ex. 7, Compl. Relator's

complaint details multiple ethical violations ranging from abuse of court resources, court

personnel, lawyers, defendants, and the public, to abuses of constitutional freedoms and the

commission of abusive and egregious legal errors. Id.

On October 14, 2013, a probable cause panel certified the complaint to the Board. On or

about December 6, 2013, respondent answered relator's formal complaint. Although respondent

admitted many of relator's factual assertions, she denied that her conduct was inappropriate to

any degree or in any respect, making it clear that she neither understands nor appreciates the

gravity of her misconduct. See, Ex. 3, Ans. of Resp't to Relator's Compl.

Despite the filing of the formal complaint, respondent's conduct "continued uncha.nged."

Adrine Aff., ¶ 22. The court continued to receive complaints about respondent's conduct and

administration of her duties by court employees, attorneys, police officers, outside agencies and

the general public. Id. at ¶ 26. On average, the court received approximately one formal

complaint filed against respondent every week and informal complaints on a daily basis. Id.

In response to respondent's ongoing misconduct, relator filed its First Amended

Complaint on Apri125, 2014. See, Ex. 5, First Amd. Compl. Respondent filed her answer on or

about July 21, 2014 and, like her previous answer, denied that she had committed any violation

of the ethical rules. See, Ex. 9, Ans. of Resp't to Relator's First Amd. Compl.

Just prior to the filing of the First Amended Complaint, in March 2014, the Cuyahoga

County Public Defender filed a motion to have respondent's criminal cases involving a 4"'

degree misdemeanor or higher transferred to other judges on the Cleveland Municipal Court and
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to stop further assignment of those cases to respondent's docket. Ex. 2, Adrine Aff., ¶ 23; Ex. 4,

Tobik Aff., ¶ 19.

Upon receipt of the Public Defender's motion, Judge Adrine "recognized the necessity of

pursuing stronger actions than those undertaken before." Ex. 2, Adrine Aff., ¶ 27. Since all of

the complaints arose from respondent's handling of her criminal docket, Judge Adrine issued a

number of administrative orders reassigning her criminal caseload. Id. at ¶ 28. He balanced her

caseload by increasing the number of civil cases assigned to her. Id. These changes were not

meant to be any form of discipline, but were a "last resort" to prevent the continuation of what

Judge Adrine believed was an "unacceptably dysfunctional courtroom that compromised the

operations of the entire Cleveland Municipal Court." Id. at ¶ 31.

After respondent was relieved of handling criminal cases, no new complaints were

received except for one instance in which respondent sought a psychological assessment of a

civil litigant. Id. at ¶¶ 30f, 32. Moreover, the managers of all court departments reported that

morale and productivity of the court's staff has considerably improved. Id. at ¶¶ 33, 36. Thus,

there was no need for relator to seek an interim remedial suspension at that time.

On March 26, 2014, respondent filed a complaint for writs of quo warranto, mandamus

and prohibition to overturn the administrative orders issued by Judge Adrine that reassigned her

criminal docket. On September 3, 2014, this Court dismissed, sua sponte, the writs of quo

warranto and mandamus. At the same time, it issued an alternative writ of prohibition and set a

briefing schedule. Judge Adrine issued an administrative order on September 17, 2014 that

stayed the further reassignment of respondent's criminal docket but delayed implementation of

that order pending this court's action, if any, on his motion for clarification. Although the matter

is still pending and a Motion for Clarification of Respondent's Obligations Pursuant to the
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Court's Alternative Writ has been filed, it appears that respondent's criminal docket might soon

be restored. Therefore, it has now become necessary to file the instant motion to prevent the

substantial harm to the public that is likely to occur if respondent is permitted to resume

presiding over criminal cases.

B. Law and Argument

"[A] litigant who is subjected to rude and insensitive treatment is left without recourse.

Whether the litigant wins or loses, the end result is an irreparable loss of respect for the system

that tolerates such behavior." Disciplinary Counsel v. ®'Neill, 103 Ohio St.3d 204, 2004-Ohio-

4704, 815 N.E.2d 286, ¶38. Deborah P. O'Neill was suspended from the practice of law due to

several findings of judicial misconduct, including a pattem of rude and discourteous treatment of

court staff, attorneys, law enforcement officers and other individuals.

Respondent has exhibited a pattern of rude, undignified and unprofessional conduct.

Like O'Neill, respondent's behavior includes abusive verbal outbursts, unjustified expulsions

from the courtroom, and berating or humiliating persons in the presence of others. She has

created a hostile work and courtroom environment in which court personnel are constantly on

edge and individuals appearing before her are frightened and intimidated because of her volatile

and unpredictable personality. She refuses to listen to the concerns of attomeys advocating for

their clients and of individuals appearing before her who are advocating for themselves. Not

only is her conduct worthy of significant disciplinary action, it unquestionably poses a

substantial threat of serious harm to the public.

In addition to abuse of court personnel, lawyers, defendants, and the public, respondent

has engaged in misconduct which can only be categorized as the abuse of court resources, abuse

of constitutional freedoms, and the commission abusive legal errors. Consistent with the
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background facts set forth above and the detailed allegations contained in the Complaint and

First Amended Complaint, relator's case-in-chief during the disciplinary proceedings will

include multiple additional examples of every category of misconduct.

An interim remedial suspension is appropriate when there exists "substantial, credible

evidence demonstrating that a Justice, judge or attomey has committed a violation of the Code of

Judicial Conduct or Ohio Rules of Professional Conduct and poses a substantial threat of serious

harm to the public." Gov. Bar. R. V(5a)(A)(1). It is notable that relator's complaint has already

been reviewed by a probable cause panel of the Board of Commissioners on Grievances and

Discipline and that the panel concluded that probable cause existed to file the complaint. See,

Entry dated Oct. 14, 2013, attached hereto as Exhibit 10. In certifying the complaint, the Board

has already determined the existence of substantial, credible evidence of respondent's

misconduct. Furthermore, respondent has admitted to many of the facts alleged in the Complaint

and First Amended Complaint. See, Ex. 3, Ans. of Resp't to Relator's Compl. and Ex. 9, Ans. of

Resp't to Relator's First Amd. Compl.

The threat of serious harm to the public is substantial in this case because, despite all of

the attention to respondent's behavior, she has refused to alter her conduct in any way. Her

refusal to admit any wrongdoing demonstrates that she has no appreciation for the gravity of her

actions or their effect on the integrity and the operation of both her courtroom and the Cleveland

Municipal Court as a whole. Moreover, Judge Adrine believes that if respondent's criminal

docket is restored, respondent "will feel empowered and emboldened and that her conduct is

likely to become even more stringent." Ex. 2, Adrine Aff., ¶ 36. Similarly, the Cuyahoga

County Public Defender, Mr. Tobik, also believes that there will be no change in respondent's
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future conduct, and if her criminal docket is restored, he intends to renew his motion to transfer

criminal cases from her docket. Ex. 4, Tobik Aff., ¶ 5, 22.

Like Judge Adrine and Mr. Tobik, relator also believes that respondent will resume her

pattern of misconduct if her criminal docket is restored. Clearly, respondent's conduct has had a

profoundly negative effect on the Cleveland Municipal Court, and there is no reason to believe

that her conduct will be any different if her criminal docket is restored. This contention is

supported by the fact that respondent has repeatedly rejected informal counseling/advice from

Judge Jones and Judge Adrine, has failed to understand or appreciate the multiple administrative

changes that have been made in response to her conduct, and has refused to reform, alter, or

adjust her conduct in any way in response to the disciplinary complaints that have been filed

against her.

Respondent's conduct is not only inappropriate and inexcusable under any circumstance;

it has also "diminished the way that the public views the court, as a result of routinely negative

portrayals of her conduct in the local newspapers and on broadcast and internet media." Ex. 2,

Adrine Aff., ¶ 11. In the interests of justice, to prevent continued serious harm to the public, the

Court should enter an immediate interim remedial suspension pending final disposition of the

disciplinary proceedings.

C. Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

Pursuant to Gov. Bar R. V(5a)(A)(1)(b), relator proposes the following findings of fact

and conclusions of law:

1. Respondent is currently licensed to practice law in the State of Ohio and is subject

to the Rules for the Cgovernment of the Bar, the Ohio Code of Professional Responsibility, the

Ohio Rules of Professional Conduct and the Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct.
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2. Respondent is presently the subject of a pending Motion for Immediate Interim

Remedial Suspension filed by relator pursuant to Gov. Bar R. V(5a).

3. Relator has provided substantial, credible evidence that respondent has failed to

uphold and promote the independence, integrity and impartiality of the judiciary, avoid

impropriety and the appearance of impropriety in violation of the Canon 1 rules of the Ohio

Code of Judicial Conduct by mismanaging and disproportionately using the court's human and

material resources; mistreating court personnel; and abusing constitutional freedoms.

4. Relator has provided substantial, credible evidence that respondent has failed to

act at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the independence, integrity, and

impartiality of the judiciary, and avoid impropriety and the appearance of impropriety, in

violation of Rule 1.2 of the Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct by mismanaging and

disproportionately using the court's human and material resources; mistreating court personnel,

lawyers, defendants and the public; abusing constitutional freedoms; and making abusive legal

errors including hasty decisions, placing burdensome conditions on defendants, increasing bonds

for defendants who request a trial and improperly revoking probation.

5. Relator has provided substantial, credible evidence that respondent has failed to

perform the duties of judicial office impartially, competently, and diligently in violation of the

Canon 2 rules of the Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct by mismanaging and disproportionately

using the court's human and material resources; mistreating court personnel; and abusing

constitutional freedoms.

6. Relator has provided substantial, credible evidence that respondent has failed to

uphold and apply the law and perform all duties of judicial office fairly and impartially in

violation of Rule 2.2 of the Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct by abusing constitutional freedoms.
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7. Relator has provided substantial, credible evidence that respondent has failed to

perform judicial and administrative duties competently and diligently and to comply with

guidelines set forth in the Rules of Superintendence for the Courts of Ohio in violation of Rule

2.5 of the Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct by mismanaging and disproportionately using the

court's human and material resources;

Relator has provided substantial, credible evidence that respondent has failed to

accord to every person who has a legal interest in a proceeding the right to be heard according to

law in violation of Rule 2.6 of the Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct by mistreating defendants and

the public.

9. Relator has provided substantial, credible evidence that respondent has failed to

be patient, dignified, and courteous to litigants, jurors, witnesses, lawyers, court staff, court

officials, and others with whom she deals in an official capacity in violation of Rule 2.8 of the

Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct by mistreating court personnel, lawyers, defendants and the

public.

10. Relator has provided substantial, credible evidence that respondent has failed to

be patient, dignified, and courteous to litigants, jurors, witnesses, lawyers and others with whom

the judge deals in an official capacity in violation of Canon 3(B)(4) of the Ohio Code of Judicial

Conduct by mistreating court personnel, lawyers, defendants and the public.2

11. Relator has provided substantial, credible evidence that respondent has failed to

diligently discharge her administrative duties without bias or prejudice, maintain professional

competence in judicial administration, and cooperate with other judges and court officials in the

administration of court justice in violation of Canon 3(C)(1) of the Ohio Code of Judicial
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Conduct by failing to competently perform judicial and administrative duties; and mismanaging

and disproportionately using the court's human and material resources.

12. Relator has provided substantial, credible evidence that respondent has engaged in

conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice in violation of Disciplinary Rule 1-

102(A)(5) of the Ohio Code of Professional Responsibility and Rule 8.4(d) of the Ohio Rules of

Professional Conduct by mismanaging and disproportionately using the court's human and

material resources; mistreating lawyers; and abusing constitutional freedoms.

13. Relator has provided substantial, credible evidence that respondent has engaged in

conduct that adversely reflects on the lawyer's fitness to practice law, in violation of Disciplinary

Rule 1-102(A)(6) of the Ohio Code of Professional Responsibility and Rule 8.4(h) of the Ohio

Rules of Professional Conduct by mistreating court persormel, defendants and the public.

14. Respondent should be suspended from her judicial duties and from the practice of

law pursuant to Gov. Bar R. V(5a).

D. Conclusion

Relator has presented substantial, credible evidence that respondent has conirnitted

numerous violations of the Ohio Code of Professional Responsibility, the Ohio Rules of

Professional Conduct, and the Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct while a sitting judge of the

Cleveland Municipal Court. In the event that respondent's criminal docket is restored, there is

no reason to believe that respondent's conduct will be any different. As such, in order to prevent

a substantial and continuing threat of serious ha.rm to the public, this Court should impose an

immediate interim. remedial suspension pursuant to Gov. Bar R. V(5a).

Z Portions of respondent's misconduct occurred before the March 1, 2009 amendments to the
Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct.
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Respectfully submitted,

Scott J. Drex ( 91467)
Disciplinary Cou sel
250 Civic Ce Drive, Suite 325
Columbus, Ohio 43215-7411
614.461.0256
614.461.7205 (Facsimile)
scott.drexel@sc.ohio.gov

Relator

CER'I`IFICA'1'l:a OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to the notice provision of Gov. Bar R_ V(5a)(A)(1)(a), Disciplinary Counsel

informed respondent's counsel, Richard C. Alkire, by telephone on October 27, 2014 that relator

intended to file the instant motion on or before November 4, 2014. Also on October 27, 2014, in

response to a later inquiry from respondent's counsel, relator sent correspondence to

respondent's counsel explaining the grounds for the motion. See, Exhibit 11, attached hereto.

Scott J. Drexel ( 091 67)
Disciplinary Ca s , Relator
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

A copy of the foregoing Motion for Immediate Interim Remedial Suspension has been

served upon respondent's counsel, Richard C. Alkire and Dean C. Nieding at 250 Spectrum

Office Building, 6060 Rockside Woods Blvd., Independence, OH 44131-7300

(rick@alkirelawyer.com; dean@alkirelawyer.com) via regular U.S. mail and electronic mail,

postage prepaid, this 4h day of November 2014.

Scott J. Drexe^0^91467)
Discil^lina^ Relator
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EXHIBIT I





STATE OF OHIO )
) ss:

COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA)

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL NEGRAY

I, Michael Negray, having been duly cautioned and sworn under oath, do hereby
state as follows:

I have personal knowledge of the information set forth in this affidavit,
and I am competent to testify to the matters stated herein.

2. I am at least 18 years of age.

3, I am currently employed as a Deputy Court Administrator for the
Cleveland Municipal Court.

4. I have served in this position since March 4, 2013. Prior to becoming a
Deputy Court Administrator, I was a Case Flow Coordinator, Criminal
Case Manager and Special Projects Officer.

^. As a Deputy Court Administrator and a_ prior position, one of my
responsibilities is/was to receive and review formal and informal
complaints against judges or court personnel.

6. In fact, the court administration office has created specific forms for use
when a member of the public and/or employee of the cotiu-t wishes to lodge
a complaint against a judge or another employee of the Cleveland
Municipal Court.

7. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits A and B are true and accurate copies
of the two complaint forms that the court administration office has created.

8. In addition to receiving complaints on the above-mentioned forms, which
we consider to be "formal" complaints, the court administration office also
receives "informal" complaints from members of the public and court
staff. These complaints can be in the forrn of a written letter to the
Cleveland Municipal Court and/or a verbal complaint that is lodged in
person or over the phone.

9. During my tenure as Deputy Court Administrator and prior positions as
Case Flow Coordinator, Criminal Case Manager and Special Projects
Officer, the court administration office has received literally hundreds of
complaints (both formal and informal) against Judge Angela R. Stokes.
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10. The ilumber of corrzplaints against Judge Stol^es is exponentially higher
than the amount of complaints received against any other judge.

11. As Deputy Court Administrator, another one of my responsibilities is to
find appointed counsel to represent indigent defendants when the Public
Defender's Office iridicates there is a conflict of interest.

12. It was become increasingly laard to find private attorrzeys to accept a court
appointed assignments due to the extraordinary amount of time necessary

to complete cases in lier Courtroom. The niaxiintun fee for misdemeanor
cases is $150.00. In otlier courtroot-os the $150.00 fee is acceptable.

AFI+IA1lTT FI1I2TI1Iaa^^ SAYETH NAUCdI-I'I'.

---- '---
^ ic1^ae1 Ne ^ av

SWORN TO OR AFr'IRMIaI) BEFORE ME A'Yl3 SUBSCRIBED IN MY
PRFSENCE IN 'I'HE^ CITY OF CLEVELANI), 'I'I-IE COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA,
THE STATE OF OHIO, ON THIS DAY OF OCTOBER 2014.----------------

.....^
..^^

'dc^ i o,

My commission expires: _

M LEAURMAN, Alt,+
N0Vi%brrqSWedf0hio

W; t^^^NDWigdon Date

^





^ .^ A

CLEVELAND MUNICIPAL COURT
PUBLIC INCIDENTjCC)M Pt..A,INT FORM

. ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
1200 Ontario'Street-Jus~bicO'Center

P.O. Box 94894
Cleveland, Ohio 44101a4894

(216) 654-4701

Complainant Narc,e•.

Address

Contact Phone

Location of Iricident

Date of Incident

C:tsJ_ St-ate

Time of Inciden

Cornplainan.t Statement
(Use additional pages if n^c.essaa-y)

---^•---

.......................................

W............ ------^.^_^.^^..-----^--................ -^----^

____----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_ _

- ------------- -_.....---- .^^
. . . _ .. .._.._^...^ Y....... . .. ... ^ ..^..Y...W.. .W

------------------•--'°---------------------

List any witnesses

Na {^ie

Nanie

Name

Complainant Signature

Contact Phone

Contact Phone

Contact Phone

Date





CLEVELAND MUNICIPAL COURT
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES INCIDENT REPORT FORM

Type of lnc€dent I Date 6/24/09------- ------- -------- --------- ^_..- __- -------- ... . - ----- ----- . _---- -------- ---.. ....... ----- - ----
^:^^^::?r^^_,^C:^^:^:^-:^:^

--------- ..... --------------------------------------- -----------.. - - ------------------ ---- --- ----- ------ ^-... - - ---------
ErTiployee Name I Date of Incident

Location of Inciderat--------- ------------------------------------------.
Witness°S-- Nanie

Tinie of Incident-------------- -----------------
Depaftryierit

Details of ittcident: State fully all crrcutrtstatices and facts of t11is incident, wlio, witat, where, wi-ty, liow. Please
include any retiiaests for resolution.

Employee Signature Date

Supervisor Signature Date





EXHIBIT 2





STATE OF OHIO )
) ss:

COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA )

AFFIDAVIT OF RONALD BRUCE ADRINE

I, Ronald Bruce Adrine, having been duly cautioned and sworn under oath, do
hereby state as follows:

I have personal knowledge of the information set forth in this affidavit,
and I am competent to testify to the matters stated herein.

2. I have been licensed to practice law in the State of Ohio since 1973

3. I was first elected to serve as a judge of the Cleveland Municipal Court in
1981 and have been re-elected five times since then. Since 2008. 1 have
also served as the Administrative and Presiding Judge (APJ) of the court.

4. Upon becoming the APJ in 2008, I had several conversations with Judge
Larry A. Jones, who was the APJ before me, about Judge Angela R.
Stokes and the way in which she conducted her courtroom.

5. Having served with Judge Stokes on the court since 1995, I was aware of
much of Judge Stokes' conduct prior to becoming the APJ; however, after
speaking with Judge Jones, I had a greater appreciation for how Judge
Stokes' conduct reflected on the Cleveland Municipal Court as a whole.

6. Judge Jones info'rmed me that, at first, he had personally tried to address
Judge Stokes' conduct by meeting with her in private; however, his
personal conversations did not have the desired effect on Judge Stokes'
actions. Accordingly, he began issuing "court-wide" policy changes that
affected all judges and court personnel even though the rules were meant
to specifically address conduct by Judge Stokes.

7. After becoming the APJ, I too found myself having to address issues
arising from Judge Stokes' conduct. During my tenure as APJ, my staff
and I have received literally hundreds of complaints (formal and informal)
from defendants, public defenders, private attorneys, the public, and court
staff conceming the work flow and courtroom practices of Judge Stokes
relating to her criminal docket.

8. These complaints include mistreatment of participants in criminal
hearings, including defendants, witnesses, police officers, prosecutors,
private defense counsel, public defenders, court personnel, and other
members of the general public. In addition, every department of the court
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was negatively impacted by Judge Stokes' grossly disproportionate use of
human and material resources as compared to other judges of the court.

9. I have personally reviewed complaints and/or spoken to individuals about:

a. the long hours that they spent in Judge Stokes' courtroom, whether it
be as a defendant or witness waiting for a case to be called,
prosecuting attorneys or public defenders who were required to work
past their scheduled shifts, members of the general public and of the
private defense bar who literally felt as though they were held hostage
by the judge's policies of ingress to and egress from her courtroom, or
members of the court's personnel who upon being summoned to
appear immediately by Judge Stokes for a specific reason, were
required to wait for 30 to 60 minutes or more while Judge Stokes gave
attention to other matters;

b. the treatment that individuals reported receiving in Judge Stokes'
courtroom, for example: bailiffs publicly reprimanded or thrown out of
the courtroom for performing their duties, defendants or members of
the general public who complained that they were spoken to in an
excessively rude and demeaning manner, and attorneys who accused
Judge Stokes of threatening them with contempt when they attempted
to advocate on behalf of their clients; and

c. the excessive percentage of court resources that Judge Stokes uses,
ranging from the earlv exhaustion of court-allotted funds for drug and
alcohol testing, to the excessive amount of time expended by the
Probation Department, to the inordinate amount of time that the court
Psychiatric Clinic must spend on Judge Stokes' cases resulting from
requirements that she places on defendants that appear before her
and/or her limitless requests for probation updates, pre-sentencing
reports, post-sentencing reports, and psychiatric evaluations.

10. The exponentially higher number of complaints received against Judge
Stokes than against any other judge currently serving on the Cleveland
Municipal Court.

11. Moreover, Judge Stokes is notorious in the community and has diminished
the way that the public views the court, as a result of routinely negative
portrayals of her conduct in the local newspapers and on broadcast and
internet media. The dysfunction of Judge Stokes' courtroom, conduct and
actions have become so well-known that it is oftentimes hard for the court
to find appointed counsel willing to represent indigent defendants in her
courtroom when the Public Defender's office is prevented from doing so
due to a conflict of interest.





12. For the first three years of my tenure as APJ, I agonized over the
appropriate actions to take to address the ongoing disruptions to the
orderly administration of justice occasioned by Judge Stokes' mishandling
of her criminal docket and the administrative conundrums that those
disruptions created.

13. At first, like Judge Jones before me, I tried to meet with Judge Stokes in
private about her actions. Particularly, I spoke to her about the repeated
resignations of her personal bailiffs. Like Judge Jones, my attempts at
guidance did not have any impact on Judge Stokes' actions.

14. Like Judge Jones before me, I then attempted to work around the problems
by crafting administrative solutions - frequently with the concurrence of
the majority of the bench. Although these administrative remedies, such
as requiring personnel to abandon their posts no later than one hour after
the court's closing hour or prohibiting the Probation Department from
conducting substance abuse screens on individuals charged with driving
under suspension, no driver's license, hit-skip, or escalated moving
violations unless the charge was also accompanied by a charge involving
alcohol and drugs, affected the entire bench, they were created in direct
response to conduct by Judge Stokes, who was the only jurist who
engaged in such practices.

15. In addition to the changes that both Judge Jones and I initiated on our
own, we also authorized policy, procedural, and rule change requests from
virtually every department of the court. These requests allowed the
management of those departments to address disruptions resulting from
unreasonable and excessive demands placed on their resources by Judge
Stokes' conduct.

16. The impact that these changes had upon Judge Stokes' behavior and/or
conduct has been negligible. Regardless of the changes that were made,
Judge Stokes persisted in her conduct and/or created new ways to subvert
the initiatives undertaken to correct problems that her actions caused. For
instance, in 2009, in response to a court-enacted rule requiring that all
court business be concluded no later than 5:00 PM daily, the Public
Defender's office issued a rule of its own requiring all public defenders to
leave Judge Stokes' courtroom by no later than 5:00 PM. Prior to the
issuance of this rule, public defenders and other court personnel were
routinely required to remain at their posts in Judge Stokes' courtroom as
late as 8:00 PM, and on rare occasions even later. After the
implementation of the 5:00 PM rule, Judge Stokes merely began carrying
cases over to the following day, which required defendants to appear for a
second day, and sometimes, a third day in order to have their cases heard.
This, of course, increased the amount of complaints that the court received
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against Judge Stokes, which as noted above, was exponentially higher than
any other judge on the court.

17. Because Judge Stokes was not amenable to steps taken to ameliorate her
behavior and because the complaints from court staff, the Clerk, the
prosecuting attorney, the public defender, private counsel, and outside
agencies, defendants, witnesses, the news media, and members of the
general public continued unabated, I determined that I had to do
something more than attempt to privately counsel Judge Stokes and/or
create "court-wide" rules.

18. In 2011, I began collating collected information regarding incidents
involving Judge Stokes, and I began to ask that all individuals with new
complaints against Judge Stokes recap their experiences and present them
to me in writing, since virtually none of the complainants were willing to
pursue their complaints formally for fear of repercussions.

19. By November of 2011, I became convinced that it was inappropriate to
retain the materials assembled and I provided all of the information that I
had collected to the Office of Disciplinary Counsel. Shortly thereafter, a
disciplinary investigation was initiated against Judge Stokes.

20. Despite the pending disciplinary investigation, Judge Stokes did not
modify any of her court room practices, and I continued to field
complaints from employees, defense attorneys, prosecuting attorneys,
police officers, outside agencies. and the general public about the manner
in which her courtroom operated. As before, those making these
complaints did not want to challenge Judge Stokes publically or officially,
but merely wanted their complaints registered.

21. These additional complaints were also forwarded to the Office of
Disciplinary Counsel for its consideration during the disciplinary
investigation.

22. In October 2013, Disciplinary Counsel filed a formal complaint against
Judge Stokes. Despite the filing of this complaint and the inherent notice
provided to Judge Stokes that Disciplinary Counsel believed her conduct
to be in violation of the Code of Judicial Conduct and Rules of
Professional Conduct, Judge Stokes' conduct continued unchanged.

23. Shortly after the complaint was filed, on October 28, 2013, I received a
letter from Robert L. Tobik, the Cuyahoga County Public Defender,
requesting that I re-assign all cases currently pending before Judge Stokes
in which the public defender was representing a defendant against a 4th
degree misdemeanor charge or higher and to refrain from assigning Judge
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Stokes any future cases in which the defendant was charged with a 4I'
degree misdemeanor or higher.

24. This letter specifically stated that due to the fact that current and former
public defenders were listed as victims of and/or witnesses to Judge
Stokes' conduct in the complaint filed by Disciplinary Counsel, neither
defendants, nor the public at large could feel any confidence that Judge
Stokes would be impartial or that the public defender could be an effective
advocate in her courtroom.

25. At the time that I received the letter from Mr. Tobik, I decided to take no
action with respect to the letter in favor of seeing whether the pending
disciplinary complaint had any effect on Judge Stokes' conduct. It did not.

26. In fact, my staff continued to receive informal complaints about Judge
Stokes on a nearly daily basis. Moreover, we received a written complaint
about Judge Stokes' conduct at the rate of approximately one per week,
although, again individuals were unwilling to pursue even those written
complaints further than filing.

27. In March 2014, I received a formal motion from Mr. Tobik requesting the
same action as in his October 2013 letter. Following receipt of this
motion, I recognized the necessity of pursuing stronger actions than those
undertaken before.

28. After some research, on March 1.4, 2014, I isszied a series of
administrative orders that resulted in the transfer of all of Judge Stokes'
criminal cases to my personal docket. In addition, the administrative
orders prohibited the assignment of any new criminal cases to Judge
Stokes pending the outcome of the disciplinary matter. In exchange, I
increased her civil case assignments.

29. True and accurate copies of the administrative orders that I issued in
March 2014 are attached to this affidavit as Exhibit A.

30. Upon reviewing the cases reassigned from Judge Stokes' docket to my
own, I obtained a much more expansive understanding of the impact her
action had on those who were required to participate in her irregular
processes. I offer the following small sample, gleaned from the cases
reviewed, to provide some flavor of the variety of issues confronted:

a. Frederick Philhower, case #2012TRC30161, appeared before Judge
Stokes charged with DUI. It was his second offense in a lifetime.
During his 3-year probationary period, he was required to appear in
court on 19 separate occasions.
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b. Ariel Reidenbach, case #2013CRB32808, was found guilty of Petty
Theft before Judge Stokes. During her probationary period, she was
required to undergo weekly urinalysis, as well as alcohol assessments,
even though alcohol was not implicated in the offense and there was
no indication of a significant alcohol problem.

31.

c. Isabelle Bucsanyi, case #2014TRC2967, was convicted on an amended
charge of Physical Control. Judge Stokes mandated that the defendant
undergo grief counseling because of the fact that she had lost her
fiance in an accident which occurred on Lake Erie.

d. Michelle Nester, case #2013TRC23649, appeared before Judge Stokes
and was convicted of first offense DUI. She was enrolled in nursing
school but was almost terminated from the program due to multiple 8-
hour courtroom appearances she was required to make in an attempt to
obtain driving privileges. She was also required to wear a continuous
alcohol monitoring device even though an alcohol assessment
indicated that she had no alcohol problems at the time.

e. Matthew Lewandowski, case #2013TRD2588, was charged with No
Driver's License and Failure to Stop after an Accident. He was
required to undergo a psychiatric evaluation, sentenced to 180 days in
jail, required to serve 44 of those days, placed on intensive outpatient
treatment and appeared before the court on 9 separate occasions.

f. Donells Davis, case 42014CVF001342, appeared before the court a,s a
defendant in a civil matter. Judge Stokes referred the defendant to the
Psychiatric Clinic for an evaluation.

I did not intend my actions to be any form of discipline against Judge
Stokes. Rather, my actions were taken as a last resort to prevent the
continuation of what I came to believe was an unacceptably dysfunctional
courtroom that compromised the operations of the entire Cleveland
Municipal Court. I believed and still believe that my actions were
necessary to ensure and buttress the timely and orderly administration of
justice.

32. Since Judge Stokes' criminal docket was temporarily transferred, no
additional complaints have been levied against Judge Stokes' arising from
the disposition of her civil caseload except one incident in which it was
reported that she sought to have a civil litigant evaluated by the court's
psychiatric clinic.

33. More importantly, managers of all court departments have reported to me
that morale and productivity have increased since the removal of Judge
Stokes from criminal case responsibilities.
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34. Shortly after they were issued, Judge Stokes challenged my administrative
orders by filing a Complaint requesting that the Supreme Court of Ohio
issue extraordinary writs of Quo Warranto, Mandamus, and Prohibition to
enjoin implementation of the orders that temporarily transferred her
criminal case adjudication responsibilities.

35. That complaint seeking a Writ of Prohibition is still pending. As a result,
if it is granted, I will be required to restore Judge Stokes to her criminal
caseload. Through counsel, I have filed a Motion for Clarification
regarding my obligation and am currently awaiting a ruling.

36. I have seen major improvements in morale and productivity across all
platforms at the court since criminal caseload responsibilities were
temporarily transferred from Judge Stokes, pending the outcome of the
disciplinary complaint against her. The restoration of Judge Stokes to
criminal caseload responsibilities will reverse those improvements, both as
it relates to the public's perception of the court and in the efficient,
effective, timely and professional administration of justice. Based upon
prior experience, there is no reason to believe that Judge Stokes will
modify her behavior if criminal caseload responsibilities are restored, and
in fact, I believe that if her complaint for a Writ of Prohibition is granted,
she will feel empowered and emboldened and that her conduct is likely to
become even more stringent.

AFFIANT FURTHER SAYETH NAUGHT.

6^"
Ronald Bruce Adrine

SWORN TO OR AFFIRMED BEFORE ME ANI? SUBSCRII3E.D IN MY
PRESENCE IN THE CITY OF GLEVEI,ANJ), 'C`HE COUNTY OF
CUYAHOGA,THE STATE OF OHIO, ON THIS ;YN DAY Ok' ,FQBER 2014.

My commission expires. / 7... /:5--°

L^^ra Will€ams
Notary Pub`sic

Cuyahoga Cocnty
State of Ohio

:^ ^ ^^¢^^^^^ ^ f ., ^E ^ •- ^ ^7
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IN THE CLEVELAND Mti'NJCIPAL CO T
^'^^-D

SI ATE QF oHIO ^ .ADMI..^s^ f FMoZE'R °
CUI^AHQGA COUNT`^ ) I*aO ,.^^?14 Q(}3 l a;il^rF

i4 i.>UitT

^

I N RE: 'i'emporary Transfer and Reassignment of all Pending Criminal

Misdemeanor, Criminal Minor Misdemeanor and Traffic Matters CtzrretatIy
Assigned tiD the Honotable A.aagela R. Stokes

IZesponsibility for alt.criminal misdemeanor;..crimiaat min.orritisdemeaoor and traffic r3iatters currently

assigned to the personal docket of the I-Ionorabie Angeta IL Stokes is hereby transferred to the

Administrativ.e Juclge of the Ctevetand 1<Iuaicipal Conrt; fcir review and/or pencling teenporary

reassignment. Aaiy such transfers and #enaporary reassigiaments will be in. effect only during the

pendency of the certified complaint filed against Judge Stokes with the Supreme Court's. $oard of

Commissioners on G'rievances and Discipline on October 14, 2433, un[ess:.[he tra7isferred case is

otliervrise rescilved ian the interirn: The transfers are made pursuant to authoritX granted under Sufs, R.

40) and Sup: R. 4(B)(1), and in ordai-to maintain and e,nhance public eonftdence in the 1ega1 system
(Paragraph 1, Preamble, Code ofJudicial Conduct).

Tlae tiansfers are justified fos the foll®wing reasons:

• A certified coi^iplaint pending against Judge Stokes before the Ohio Supreme. Gourt's Baartl of
Commissioners on Grievances and Discipline was gieaned frosn appa•oxema.tely 337.allegei
violations of the Code of Judic'ia! Conduct presented to the Cleveland Municipal Court.

•' All of those aI(egations concerned her mishandting of criminal matters and rnistreatrttent of
participants in arirninal hearina, including defendaftcs, witnesses, police officers, proseeutors,
private defense courisel, public defenders, coiirt personnel and other members of the general
public.

Since tlie original complaint was presented ta the Disciplinary Counsel, and r>ont.inuingthrough
and.af'ter the complaint't tiertification by the Board, nearly 100 additional written inwident reporb
have been received by this office alleging.simiIar pr®b[ems. involving the Judge's haiidling of her
personal criminal docket.

The courc contutfues to average one to ttii>o new e:tlxics coniplaints.against Judge Stokes per week.

Pending resolution of the certif-ted cornplaint, no additionalcrintinal misdemeanor; tnirior misciemeanor or
traffic matters arc to be assigned W. Judge Stokes.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Date:^ -,.^`)tlT/L,^1.C^.^ ^.^ -^f (ic^"•^.

Ronald B. Adrine
Administrative & Presiding Judge

EXhiaa.t ;A

JouRNAiA ^ ^ iAGL 429

EXHIBIT
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IN T.HE CLEVELAN7.? iVII,iNICIPAL CO..TRT
r-
r IL L U

STATE OF OHIO } ADMINISTRATIV^^X&V9 P "e 10
CUYAHC?GA COtTNTY ) NO. 2014 QQ04

:)k?iER
aC±.[;': ;Cu•rGui7RT

} #r4

IN RE: Tensporary Transfer and Statqs Review of all Probation. Matters on the
PearsoAra.i Docket of the fIonot-able Angela R..S.tokes

ResponsibiFity for the supervision of aIl. criminal defendants currently maintained onpr.obation on the

persop.al docket of the Hotioratrle Angela R. Stokes is hereby transferred to the Administrative Judge of

the Cleveland Municipal Coeirt, forstatus review and/or possible temporary reassignment: Said trassferr

an(L temporar°y reassignments will only be in effect during the pendency of the eertified c.omp]aiFit filed

against Judge Stokes with the Supreme Court's Board of Co.iiatnissioriers on Grievances and Discipline on

October 14, 2013, unless a case is otherwise resoived.iia the interim. The transfer i^ made p:,ar,uant.to

authority graiited under Sup. R. 4(B) and. Sup. R. 4(I3)((1),: and in order to inaiiatain an,d enhance public

confidence in the:legat system (Paragraph'l, mreasnble, Code of Judicial Conduct).

The ttansfer isjustifsed fQr th:e foIlowiiag reasons

• A certified complaint pending against. Judge Stokes before the Qhicr Snprerrae Court's Board-of
Conimissi.oners on Grievances and Discipline wa:s gleaned from approximateiy 337 alleged
viol,ations ofthe Code cfJudicial Concluct presented to the C leveland Municipal Court,

• All ofthose allegations concertzed her mishandling ofcriminal matters and mistreatsnent of
participants in erzminal hearings, including defer,dants, >uitnesses, police oTicers, prose^-utors;
private defense counse.I; public defenders, court personnel and other members.of the general.
public.

• Sincethe original complaintwas presented to the Disciplinary Counsel, and continuing through
ancl. after the complaint's-cerfaficat.ion by the Boaid, nearly 100 additional wcatteai ixi: ident reports
havo been received by this office alleging simni3ar problems involving the Judge's handhng of her
persQnal criminal docket.

• The court continuesto average one to ttvo new ethics cor,npIaints against Jitdge Stokes per tveek..

Pendirib resolution ofthe certified complaint, no probation matters shall be assigried. to Judge St®kes for
supervision.

IT IS SO C3RDE12ED..
r

Date: .3 /f ^i .,I^^ ^ i

RorLaid B. Adirine:
Administrative & I'residing Jttdge

Exhibit I3

^^^^RW^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^3 0'





W THE CLEVELAND IvIUMC:[-P^-1T. COURT

^ FILED

STATE OF OHIO ). AD1V1IMSTRRf1TIVE ^ ^{{lk 1 M P II: 10
CUYAHC)GA C®U i'^ITY } NO. 20l 4-005 : t 1 v 1^: L G0 Q1 R r

} _.. t , ; IJRi^ 2r; ^ i'Le
^

"C

IN RR^: Temporary Transfer afResponsfbllity for Status Review of Individuals

Sentenced to 1:ncarceration by the fTonorrableAngela R. Stokes

Responsibility for statusreview of all criminal defendants sentenced to a period of incsrrceration by the
Honorable Angela R. Stokes is hereby tesn.porarilytransferted to the Administrative..Tudge of the
Cleveland Municipal CouiY. Said ti-ansfer wi11 be in effect only ciuring the pendency of the cerfified
complaint filed agdinst. Judge Stokes- wsth the Suprezne Court's Board ofCorzgmissianers ®zi Grievances
ancl. I>iscipline on October 14; 20I3,. unless.the case is otherwise resolved in the interim. The transfer is
made pursuant to authority granted ander Sup. R. 4.(B} and Sup. R. 4()B)(1); and_igi order tomainta,in-and
enhance publ.ie confidence in the. legai system (Paragraph 1. Preanible, Code of Jiadicial Condatct).

The €iansfer is justifidd for the follciwii`tg re,asons.

• A certifieti complain.t pendzng against Judge Stokes before the 0hio Supreme Coui-t's lioard of
Commissioners on Grievances and Discipline was gleaned from approxiiixately337 alleged=
violations oftlze CodegfJiid'icial Conduct presented to the Cleveland;Municipal Court.

* All of those allegations concerned her mishandting of criminal rnatters-and nnistreatinend nf
participants in criminal hearitigs, itacludize; defendants, ti'vitnesses, police officers, prosecutors;
private defeiase counsel, public de1'enders court peisonnet and.other members of the general
public.

$ Sinczthe original complaint was presented to the l;siscipliriary Couiisel, and eontinuiitg through
and after the cornpIaint's certificatiou by the Board, nea•rly 100 additional written incident reports
have b€en received by this flffice'alteging. similar problems involving the lucige's liandling of her
personal crixninal docket.

a The court continues to average one to :hvo new ethics coiriplaints against Judge Stokes per xveek.

Pendingresolution of the certitied complaini;, no incarceration sta:tus reviews sha$I be coniiacted by
Judge Stokes.

IT IS SO UIZT?E:iU--£► .

r-Tt

^

^ tJ 3̂ ;^^
Ronaid B. Adrine

Administrative & 1'resitiing. Judge

Ex',i.ib^. t: C
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LN TBE CLEVELAND NIU^.^ICIPAI, COURT

STATE OF OHIO } ADMMSTRA.TIVE ®]a^B*R ^ ^ P 4- 10-
Ci1YAHOGA COUNTY ^ rrO. 20 i 4-0W

jz^ i COURT
A

IN R.E6 TLIVJEPORARYY,INCRIEASE IN CIVIL CASE A.SSIGNMENTS TO THE
PERSt}NAL DOCKET OF TIIE HONORABLE ANGELAP- ST(}KES

Due to the temporary transfer of all cr.imiaial maiters assigned to ttic person.al docket of

the Honorable Angela R. SCokes; Central Sebeduling is hereby ordered to adjust the
ra.ndom draw of case assignzrienCs as follaevs:

I. Pursuant to Adan"triistrative Order 2014-003, and until further administrative
order, Judge Stokes is ^rdered re.ri^.oved from tlie coia.^°t's rarad®zo draw of criminal
mis.denaeanor, min®r misdemeax^or and tra^c cases.

2. Due to the temporary transfer of all erimine2; qcaasi-crimirial and tra.â SC matters
#°rom Judge Stokes' personai. docket, central schedu.iiing is ordered to adjust -the.
civiI.randori dravv to ineraase the perc,^,ntage ofcivil cases assigned to Judge Stokes,
until further adr-mnisfrative order.

In a.ddifaori, Judge Stokes is continalally assigned to Particular Sessiori One as follows:

two weeks on, f-ollozved by one week- off, begifuaing the week of Marcli:24, 2014, wlxile

the certified com.plaintfided wiih the Board of Commissioners on Crievances and U.zsciplincis
pencliing against her in the Ohio Su.preme Ccrurt,

IT IS SO ORDERE D.

Date.:

Ronald B. Adrine
Admiiaisfra.tive & Pr:esiding Judge

Exhibit. D
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
ON GRIEVANCES AND DISC1PL.1^^

OF
THE SUPREME COURT OF OHIO
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In reo
Complaint against

Angela Rochelle StotCes (0025650)„

Respondent,

Disciplina.ry Counael„

Relator.

Case No. 2013a057

ANSWER OF ^^^^^.^^^NT TO
RELA7'OR'S COMPLAINT AND
CERTIPtCATIE

Respondent, °("he. Honorable Angela Rochelle Stokes, hereby pr-ovides her

Answer to the Complaint and Certificate of Relator, Disciplinary Counsel. By way of

general denial, Respondent denies and objects to'the characterlzations of the

paragraphs contained within Counts One, Two, Three, Four, Five and Six as being

argumentative and not supported by the paragraphs following each of the titles of those

Counts. Further, Respondent answers as follows:

1, Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph I of

the Complaint.

2. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 2 of

the Cornplaint.,



3. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 3 of
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the Complaint.

CCt1NT CNE

4. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 4 of

the Complaint.

5. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 5 of

the Complaint and in respect to each of its subparagraphs (a) through (m), inclusive.

6. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 6 of

the Complaint.

7. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 7 of

the Complaint.

8. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 8 of

the Complaint.

9. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 9 of

the Complaint and in respect to each of its subparagraphs (a) through (f), inclusive.

10. Responoent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 10

of the Complaint and in respect to each of its subparagraphs (a) through (c),- inclusive.

11. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 11

of the Complaint.

12. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 12

of the Complaint.

13. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 13

of the Complaint.

2



14. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 14

of the Complaint.

15. Respcaiident is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

CI)
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contained in Paragraph 15 of the Complaint and in respect to each of its subparagraphs

(a) through (d), inclusive, as Respondent is without knowledqe or information sufficient

to form a belief as to the truth of the averments made and contained in Paragraph 15

and its subparagraphs (a) through (d).

16. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 16

of the Complaint.

17. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 17

of the Complaint.

CC)UNT°TW®

18. No response required to Paragraph 18 of the Complaint.

19. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 19

of the t;orreplairat and in respect to each of its subparagraphs (a) thrcaugh (c), incluslve,

20. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 20

of the Complaint.

21. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 21

of the Complaint and in respeGt to each of its subparagraphs (a) through (d), inclusive.

22. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Pamgraph 22

of the Complaint and in respect to each of its subparagraphs (a) through (0, inclusive.

23. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 23

of the Complagnt.

3



24. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 24
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of the Complaint.

25. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 25

of the Complaint.

26. Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations made and

contained in Paragraph 26 of the Complaint. Respondent admits that the court has

decided not to provide her with a personal bailiff, but denies the remaining facts and

statements made and contained in Paragraph 26.

27. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 27

of the Complaint.

COUNT THREE.

28. No response required to Paragraph 28 of the Complaint.

29. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 29

of the Complaint.

30. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 30

of the Complaint.

31. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 31

of the Complaint.

32. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 32

of the Complaint.

33. Respondent admits the allegations made,and contained in Paragraph 33

of the Complaint.

4



34. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 34

of the Complaint.
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35. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 35

of the Complaint.

36. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 36

of the Compiaint.

37. Respondent denies the allegations made and oontainod-in Paragraph 37

of the Complaint.

38. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 38

of the Complaint.

Michael Winston

39. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 39

of the Complaint.

40. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 40

of the Complaint.

41, Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 41

of the Complaint.

42. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 42

of the Complaint.

43. Respondent admits the allegations made a€id contained in Paragraph 43

of the Complaint.

5



44. Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations made and

contained in Paragraph 44 of the Complaint. Respondent specifically denies holding

him in contempt because he objected.

T"ina, Tricarich

45. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 45
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of the Complaint.

46. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained in Paragraph 46 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge or

information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averments made and

contained in Paragraph 46.

47. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 47

of the Complaint.

48. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 48

of the Complaint.

49. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 49

of the Complaint.

50. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 50

of the Complaint.

51. Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations made and

contained in Paragraph 51 of the Complaint. Respondent admits that which is

contained within quotation marks and denies the characterizations and assertions made

in addition to the quoted remarks in Paragraph 51.

6



52. Respondent admits the a€Iegations made and contained in Paragraph 52

of the Complaint.

53. Respondent admits the ailegations r-nade and contained in Paragraph 53

of the Complaint.

&qgia Rodriguez
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54. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained vvithin Paragraph 54 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 54.

55. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 55 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 55.

56. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 56 of the Complaint, as Respondent is Without knowledge

or information sufficient to torrn a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 56.

57. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 57 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

r-orttained in Paragraph 57.

7
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58. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 58 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 58.

59. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 59 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 59.

60. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 60 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 60.

61. Respondent is unable to -admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 61 of the C®mp{aint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 61.

62. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 62 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 62.

63. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 63 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

8
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contained in Paragraph 63.

64. Respondent is unable to admit or deray the allegations made and

contained within Paragrapl-i 64 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 64.

Henrv Hilow

65. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 65

of the Complaint.

66. Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations made and

contained in Paragraph 66 of the Complaint. Respondent cannot admit that Hilow and

Petrucci both checked in at approximately 8,30 a.m. Respondent can admit that the

case was not called urttil approximately 11:40 a.m. The reason for this is because it

was one of 50 cases set for 9:00 a.rn.

67_ Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 67

of the Complaint.

68. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 68

of the Complaint.

69. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 69

of the Complaint.

70. Respondent Eidmits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 70

of the Complaint.

9



71. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 71

of the Complaint.

Ash1eY Jones/Joanna Lopez

72. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 72

of the Complaint.

73. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 73
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of the Complaint.

74. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 74 of the Compiaint; as Respondent is without knowledge

or information suffscient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 74.

75. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 75 of the Complaint, as Respondent is_without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 75.

76. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 76

of the Complaint.

77. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 77 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 77.

78. Respondent'denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 78

of the Complaint.

10



79. i=Zesponderit der3ies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 79
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of the Complaint.

CC+UNTFC3UR

80. No response required to Paragraph 80 of the Complaint.

81. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 81 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 81.

82. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 82

of the Complaint.

83. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in -Paragra.ph 83

of the Complaint.

84. Respondent denies the a[Iegatisans. made and contained in Paragraph 84

of the Complaint.

85. Respondent denies the allegations made and eoritained in Paragraph 85

of the Complaint.

86. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 86 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 86.

87. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 87 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

11
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or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 87.

88. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 88 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 88.

89. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 89

of the Complaint.

90. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 90

of the Complaint.

Novella Black

91. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 91

of the Complaint.

92. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 92

of the Complaint.

93. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 93

of the Complaint.

04. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 94

of the Complaint.

95. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 95

of the Complaint.

96. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 96

of the Complaint.

12



97. Respondent denies the aIfegatirans made and contained in Paragraph 97

of the Complaint.

98. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the a11egatioras made and

contained within Paragraph 98 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge
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or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 98.

99_ Respondent is uriabBe to admit or deny the ailegations made and

contained within Paragraph 99 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 99.

100. Respondent-admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 100

of the Complaint.

101. Respondent admits the substance of the aIlegations .made and contained

in Paragraph 101 of the Complaint. The word "offered" does not appdar in the

transcript.

102. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 102

of the Complaint.

Chariotte Shutes

103. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 103

of the Complaint.

104. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 104 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without kr^ovvledge

13



or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 104.

105. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and
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contained within Paragraph 105 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 105.

106. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 106 of the-Camplaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 106.

Shatauna Moore

107. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 107

of the Complaint.

108. Respond-ent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 108

of the Complaint.

109. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 109 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge ,

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 109.

110. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 110

of the Complaint.

111. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 111

of the Complaint.

14



112. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 112

of the Complaint.

113. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 113

of the Complaint.

114. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 114
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of the Complaint.

115. Respo-ndent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 115

of the Complaint.

116. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 116

of the Complaint.

Kennet.h Ta ior

117. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 117

of the Complaint.

118. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 118

of the Complaint.

119. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 119

of the Complaint.

120. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 120

of the Complaint.

121. Respondent admits in part and denies in part thd allegations made and

contained in Paragraph 121 of the Complaint. Respondent denies as to the

characterization of the Court"s manner of speaking.

15



122.. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 122

of the Complaint.

Jarnese dohnsopA Jasmine Edwa€'ds, and t_.€sa. Barbee

123. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 123

of the Complaint.

124. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 124
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of the Complaint.

125. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 125 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 125.

126. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 126 of the Complaint, as Respondent :s without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 126.

127. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 127

of the Complaint.

128. Respondent denies the allegations made and- contained in Paragraph 128

of the Complaint.

129. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 129

of the Complaint.

130. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 130 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

16
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or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 130.

131. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 131 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 131.

132. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 132 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment madd and

contained in Paragraph 132.

133. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 133

of the Ccmp(aint.

COUNT FIVE

134. No response required to Paragraph 134 of the Complaint.

135. Respondent admits that all individuals entering her courtroom are required

to sign in and provide their identifying information. Respondent denies that she

prohibits individuals from leaving the courtroom for purposes of using the res^tr®om. In

terms of any other assertions contained within Paragraph 135 not specially addressed,

Respondent is unable to admit or deny those assertions.

136. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 136

of the Complaint.

137. Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations made and

contained in Paragraph 137 of the Complaint. Specifically, Respondent admits that on

17
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at least one occasion, a member of Respondent's church presented Project Hope

participants with a scarf that had a cross on it. The other statements and allegations

made and contained in Paragraph 137 are denied:

138. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 138

of the Complaint.

Carolyn Massengale-Hasan

139. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 139

of the Complaint.

140. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 140

of the Complaint.

141. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 141

of the Complaint.

142. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 142

of the Complaint.

143. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 143
..... ......... ......... ......... .... :... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ........ ......... ......... .................

of the Complaint.

144. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 144

of the Complaint.

145. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 145

of the Complaint.

146. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 146

of the Complaint.

18



147. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 147

of the Complaint.

Dezi Walker

148. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 148
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of the Complaint.

149. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 149

of the Complaint.

150. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 159

of the Complaint.

151. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 151

of the Complaint.

152. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained Within Paragraph 152 of the Complaint, -a.s Respondent is withoLit knowledge

or information, sufficient to -form a belief as to the truth of the averrnent made and

contained in Paragraph 152.

153. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 153

of the Complaint.

154. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 154

of the Complaint.

155. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 155 of the Complaint, as Respondent is maithout knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averrnent made and

contained in Paragraph 155.

19



156. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 156
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of the Complaint.

157. Respondent is unable to admit-or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 157 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 157.

158. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 158

of the Complaint.

159. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 159

of the Complaint.

160. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 160

of the Complaint.

P'ornad-o Tavtor

1.61. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 161

of the Complaint.

162. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 162 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief-as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 162.

163. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 163

of the Complaint.

r
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164. Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations a-nade and

contained in Paragraph 164 of the Cornplaint_ While the Respondent did tell Taylor to

"sit down" and "think about this," she did not mumble anything under her breath.

165. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and
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contained within Paragraph 165 of the Complaint.

166. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 166

of the Compiaint.

167. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 167

of the Cornpla.int.

COUNT SIX

168. No response required to Paragraph 168 of the Complaint.

169. Respondent-denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 169

of the Complaint.

170. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 170

of the Complaint.

171. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 171

of the Complaint.

James Luster

172. Respondent adrnits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 172

of the Complaint.

173. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph. 173

of the Complaint. Luster had been to court on January 9, 2002 and January 30, 2002

for sentencing. However, both times Loster's sentencing had been continued. On
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January 9, 2002, sentencing was continued so that the victim could be present and so

that the PSI officer could advise the Court concerning open suspensions and whether

an update was needed. On January 30, 2002, the Luster matter was continued due to

the Court's large docket that day.

174. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 174

of the Complaint.

175. Respondent admits the ailegations made and contained in Paragraph 175

of the Complaint.

176. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 176

of the Complaint.

177. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 177

of the Complaint.

178. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 178

of the Complaint.

179. Respondent-_admits that the court of appeals dismissed Luster's appeal as

moot on November 27; 2002. Respondent denies Relator's characterization of the

reasons because they are incomplete as asserted in Paragraph 179.

Gabriel Matthew

180. Respondent responds to Paragraph 180 by reasserting and incorporating

herein by reference each of the, responses set forth in Paragraphs 30 through 38,

inclusive, of this Answer.
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Daniel O'Reilly

181. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 181

of the Complaint.

182. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 182
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of the Complaint.

183. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 183

of the Co;nplaint.

184. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 184

of the Complaint.

185. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragrap-h 185

of the Complaint.

186. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 186

of the Complaint.

187. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 187

of the Complaint.

188. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations made and

contained within Paragraph 188 of the Complaint, as Respondent is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the averment made and

contained in Paragraph 188.

189. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 189

of the Complaint.

190. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 190

of the Complaint.
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191. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 191

of the Complaint.

192. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 192

of the Complaint.

193. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 193

of the Complaint.

194. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 194

of the Complaint.

195. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 195

of the Complaint.

196. Respondent•admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 196

of the Complaint.

197. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 197

of the Complaint.

198. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 198

of the Complaint.

199. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 199

of the Complaint.

200. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 200

of the Complaint.

201.- Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 201

of the Complaint.

,[I.e1^^
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Continuous Alcohol Moriitoring device. Because Respondent received a full aicohol and

drug assessment report on March 9, 2011, which confirmed the diagnosis of alcohol

abuse and cannabis-abuse and the recommendation for outpatient treatment, she

advanced the hearing from March 9, 2011 to March 15, 2011.

210. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 210
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of the Complaint. On March 15, 2011, the case had been continued from March 9,

2011 at Mr. Cary's request. At that time, on March 15, 2011, Mr. Cary agreed to wear

and pay for the Continuous Alcohol Monitoring device. Thus, Respondent mitigated Mr.

Cary's sentence by giving him credit for 55 days served and suspended 125 days. Mr.

Cary remained on two years of active probation with the following conditions: Not to

drive until valid and have insurance; complete Outpatient Treatment with Random

Breathalyzer and Urinalysis Testing; and to wear a Continuous Alcohol Monitoring

Device. Mr. Cary was given time to pay his fine and court costs until August 13; 2011,

given the cost of the Continuous Alcohol Monitoring Device.

211. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 211

of the Complaint.

Denise Pederson

212. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 212

of the Complaint.

213. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragra_ph 213 `

of the Complaint.
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202_ Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 202

of the Complaint.

203. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 203

of the Complaint.

204. Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations made and
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contained in Paragraph 204 of the Complaint. Respondent admits that on January 19,

2011, Cary appeared with Kraus for sentencing but denies the remaining facts and

statements made and contained within Paragraph 204.

205. Respondent denies any intimation that all that Respondent relied upon, in

connection with the sentence imposed, were the facts and statements made and

contained in Paragraph 204 of the Complaint. The March 8, 2011 hearing was

rescheduled because the probation department had not scheduled Mr. Cary's alcohol

and drug abuse assessment, claiming that they had not received acopy of

Respondent's January 19, 2011 Journal Entry.

206. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 206

of the Complaint.

207. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 207

of the Complaint.

208. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 208

of the Complaint.

209. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 209

of the Complaint. The matter was continued until March 15, 2011 in order to obtain the

Full Assessment and to verify Mr. Cary's employment and willingness to pay for the
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214. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 214

of the Complaint, but admits that Pederson would not receive her next disability check

until September 3, 2011.

215. Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations made and
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contained in Paragraph 215 of the Complaint. Respondent admits that she asked

Pederson to "quietly tell attorney Malbasa her mental health disability" and he was to tell

Respondent "quietly" and privately said information. Instead, Mr. Malbasa stated in

open court, "schizophrenia," after which statement the Court inquired as to why

Pederson was consuming alcohol with her psychotropic medications. Pederson denied

taking medications or that she was required to do so.

216. Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations made and

contained in Paragraph 216 of the Complaint. Based upon that which is averred in

Paragraph 215 and set forth above in_Respondent°s response to Paragraph 215,

Respondent placed Pedersonon one year of Active Probation and made a referral to

th-e Court's Psychiatric Clinic for Pederson to have a psychiatric evaluation to determine

if she would be eligible to have her case placed on the Cleveland Municipal Court's

Mental Health Docket.

217. Respondent admits the allegati®ns made and contained in Paragraph

217 of the Complaint.

218. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 218

of the Complaint.

219. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 219

of the Complaint. Pederson was taken into custody based upon a Nia--Bond/Clinic
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Mittimus Order entered by Respondent for the following reasons: (1) the improper

conduct of Pederson, which included cursing Respondent and the Deputy Bailiffs, the

hostifity and the lack of cooperation displayed by Pederson which appeared to be

related to her mental health diagnosis; (2) the address on the Citation listed at a P.O.

Box in Buffalo, NY; (3) Pederson was uncooperative and unable to communicate and

provide a local Cleveland address; (4) Pederson displayed a lack of comprehension

with respect to some of the court proceedings; and (5) Pederson was uncooperative

and unable to communicate information regarding her mental healthcare provider, and it

appeared that she needed to be evaluated for psychiatric care and possibly medication

in view of her conduct.

220. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 220

of the Complaint.

Proiect Hope

221. Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations made and

contained in Paragraph 221 of the Complaint. Project Hope's mission is to use the

criminal justice system not only to stop the commission of certain sex-related

misdemeanor crimes associated with prostitution, which includes women and men, but

also to see the offenders as victims in need of serious life changes to reduce recidivism.

Project Hope is a court-managed intervention program for criminal defendants using a

holistic approach to address the defendant's mental, emotional, physical, educational,

housing, vocational and financial needs. If defendants are eligible and show

commitment to change through dedicated self-help efforts, court supervision and

compliance with the curriculum and individually designed conditions, any potential jail
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time that could be imposed may be avoided or significantly decreased. With potential

penalties of six months in jail and a$1,000 fine, participation in Project Hope is a

constructive option for defendants_ The participants of Project Hope have two years to

successfully complete the curriculum in their individually tailored conditions. There is no

fee to participate in Project Hope. Participants are required to participate in monthly

compliance dockets, meeting in Courtroom 15-C of the Justice Center.

222. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph

222 of the Complaint. In 1998, Respondent and former Cleveland Municipal Court

Judge Mary Eileen Kilbane established Project Hope. Currently, Respondent co-chairs

Project Hope with Judge Pinkey S. Carr and Judge Pauline H. Tarver.

223. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 223

of the Complaint as to any characterization of the review performed by P-rofessors Dana

J. Hubbard and -VVendy C. Regoeczi as "comprehensive." Further, each and every

subparagraph, (a) through (e), of Paragraph 223 of the Complaint is denied.

224e Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations made and

contained in Paragraph 224 of the Complaint. On November 17, 2009, Lawson-Dennis

was represented by Public Defender Gus Rini. Based upon a plea agreement, the

, Soliciting Rides from Roadway charge and the Open Container and Public Intoxication

charges were nolled or dismissed. Lawson-Dennis withdrew her pleas of not guilty,

entering pleas of no contest, and consented to a finding of guilty to the charges of

Soliciting Rides from Roadway see Citation dated January 15, 2008, Case No. 2008

TRD 003752); Open Container Prohibited and Public Intoxication. Lawson-Dennis was

sentenced on the Open Container and Public Intoxication charges at that time.
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Respondent imposed a $25 fine on the Public Intoxication charge which was

suspended. On the open Container Prohibited charge, Respondent suspended the

$250 fine, gave Lawson-Dennis credit for eight days served, suspended 22 days, and

suspended the court costs due to her indigent status. In addition, Respondent placed

Lawson-Dennis on one year of active probation to attend a formal alcohollsubstance
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abuse assessment with treatment/counsel if warranted based on the assessment

recommendations. Respondent also ordered Breathalyzer testing. In connection with

the Soliciting Rides charge, Respondent gave Lawson-Dennis credit for the eight days

that she had served in jail; suspended 22 days; suspended the entire $250 fine, and

suspended the court cost based on her indigent status. In addition, Respondent placed

Lawson-Dennis on two years of active probation with the following conditions: to

participate in Project Hope. At the time of sentencing, Respondent explained that the

conditions-of active probation included no solicitation; a referral far an alcohol-drug

abuse assessment, with treatment/counseling if warranted based upon the assessment

recommendations; random Breathalyzertesting; a referral for a vocation skills

assessment in order to obtain legitimate, gainful employment. Thereafter, the case was

continued to November 23, 2009.

On November 23, 2009, Lawson-Dennis appeared at the Project Hope

Docket and informed Respondent that she was on a bipolar high, not due to alcohol or

drugs, and that she was giddy and "bouncing all over the place," that she suffered from

a bipolar disorder, that she used to get mental health care from Murtis Taylor Agency,

but no longer, due to her lack of insurance, that she had not slept in over 48 hours due

to being charged, happy and giddy. Thereafter, the Court completed a Court
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Psychiatric Clinic Referral form, continuing the Lawson-Dennis' case to December 21,

2009.

Indeed, Lawson-Dennis continued to make progress with respect to her
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conditions of probation duly noted at the Project Hope Compliance Dockets. It was not

until April 25, 2011 that Lawson-Dennis displayed improper conduct toward Respondent

and the Deputy Bailiffs. At that time, she was held in contempt and 22 days of the

sentence was ordered to be served. Respondent then set a date for a mitigation

hearing on April 28, 2010. At the time of that hearing, Respondent allowed Lawson-

Dennis to purge her contempt, whereupon she apologized for her rude and improper

conduct, stating: "1 would like to say, Your Honor, that I apologize to you for not having

my emotions in check, and apologize to your bailiffs and stuff because I was truly wrong

and I disrespected the courtroom and°I apoiogize for that." Thereupon, her sentence

was m-i-tigated.

At the May 2011 Project Hope Docket, Lawson-Dennis was set for a

probation violation hearing because she had missed probation appointments. For the

last 60 days, Respondent had requested Lawson-Dennis to verify her attendance at

grief counseling classes so that she would not divert to destructive and illegal behavior.

Not being able to do so, Respondent found Lawson-Dennis to be in violation of

probation because she had missed probation appointments without proper notification

to her probation officer and had missed the required Breathalyzer and urinalysis testing.

On August 22, 2011, Lawson-Dennis' case was set for a probation

violation hearing because she missed her August 2, 2011 court date and for a hearing

on Defendant's Request for ten°nination for Community Control Sanction or order of
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original sentence into execution. At the time of this hearing, Attorney Young stated on

the record that Lawson-Dennis "has a change of heart" and indicated that she has only

two months to be in the program and feels like it's doing some good, so she wants to

withdraw that Motion and remain in the (Project Hope) program if it is-" Thereafter,

Lawson-Dennis waived the probation violation hearing and was not found in violation of

probation regarding the missed August 2, 2011 court date. Further, she completed her

conditions of probation, which exp.ired on November 17, 2011. Lawson-Dennis

attended her Project Hope graduation which was held on October 24, 2011.

225. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 225

of the Complaint.

226. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 226

of the Complaint.

227. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 227

of the Complaint.

Bobbi Wiiliams

228. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 226

of the Compiaint.

229. Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations made and

contained in Paragraph 228 of the Complaint. Respondent admits that Williams'

boyfriend Freddie Johnson had operated the vehicle. Respondent denies that he was

charged with License Required to Operate.

230. Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations made and

contained in Paragraph 230 of the Complaint. Respondent denies that Johnson
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appeared in court on February 14 and pled not guilty to the charges against him.

Respondent admits the remaining facts and statements made and contained within

Paragraph 230.

231. Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations made and

contained in Paragraph 231 of the Complaint. Respondent admits that on February 21,
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2013, Williams appeared in court and pled no contest to the misdemeanor charge

against her. Respondent denies that during the sentencing portion of Wiiiiams' case,

Respondent became aware that a capias had been issued for Johnson. Instead,

Attomejr Berman indicated that he "guessed" that a capias had been issued for

Johnson.

232_ Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 232

of the Complaint.

233. Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 233

of the Complaint.

234. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 234

of the Complaint.

235. Respondent denies that she increases bonds for defendants who request

a trial in all cases. Her responses to the specific subparagraphs are as follows:

(a) Respondent admits in part and denies in part the facts and

statements made and contained in Paragraph 235(a). There were three cases

which came before her on June 30, 2009 involving Maurice Tucker. In addition

to the two set forth in subparagraph (a), a third one came before her, a Noise in
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Motor Vehicle charge which was a companion to the 2009 Driving Under

Suspension charge, 2009 CRB 020513.

(b) Respondent admits that Tucker was represented by Attorney David

Eidenmiller on all three matters on June 30, 2009.
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(c) Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations

contained in Paragraph 235(c) of the Complaint. Respondent admits that a

$1,500 bond had been imposed in respect to the DUS charge, out of the

arraignment room, not by Respondent. Further, personal bonds apply to both the

minor misdemeanor 2008 charge (One Way Street) and the Fourth Degree

Misdemeanor charge (Noi_se in Car).

(d) Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in

Paragraph 235(d) of the Complaint.

(e) Respondent admits in oart_and denies in part the allegations

contained in Paragraph 235(e) of the Complaint. When Eidenmiller was asked if

he wanted to set the DUS and Noise in Car for trial, he indicated "yes."

Respondent admits inquiring whether Tucker would be able to pay the $1,500

bond on the DUS charge.

(f) Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in

Paragraph 235(f) of the Complaint.

(g) Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in

Paragraph 235(g) of the Complaint.

(h) Respondent admits the allegations made and contained in

Paragraph 235(h) of the Complaint.
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(i) Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in

Paragraph 235(i) of the Complaint.

236. Responderit admits in part and denies in part the allegations made and

contained in Paragraph 236 of the Complaint. Respondent denies that she improperly

revoked defendarit's probation because of rude and disrespectful conduct which was

displayed in her presenceo

(a) The facts and statements made and contained in Paragraph 236(a)

are admitted.

(b) The facts and statements made and contained in Paragraph 236(b)

are admitted.

(e) The facts and stateme-nts made and contained in Paragraph 236(c)

are admitted.

(d) Respondent admits in part and denies in part thb allegatloni made

and contained in Paragraph 236(d) of the Complaint. Respondent admits that

the door slammed, but denies that it slammed because E^^ckvVith"s hands were

full. Further, Respondent admits that she asked her bailiff to bring Beckwith back

into the courtrcaom, whereupon she informed Beckwith that she was being held in

contempt.

(e) Respondent denies the allegation made and contained within

Paragraph 236(e).

(f) Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations made

and Gantairaed in Paragraph 236(f) of the Complaint. At the time Respondent

ordered the 180 days of ^^ckwith`s sentence into execution, she simultaneous
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set a motion to mitigate the sentence hearing for two days hence, on December

19, 2012, noting in the Journal Entry that on December 19., 2012, Beckwith was

to return to court with her personal clothes and belongings.

(g) Respondent admits in part and denies in part the allegations made

and contained in Paragraph 236(g) of the Complaint. At the time of the mitigation
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of sentence hearing on December 19, 2012, Beckwith's sentence was mitigated

to five days, giving her credit for three days served and requiring her to serve an

additional two days. Her active probation was continued until March 8, 2014.

Respondent denies that Beckwith was ordered to be held in custody for five

additional days at the December 19, 2012 hearing. Respondent admits that she

suspending the remaining 172 days of Beckwith's sentence.

237. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 23_7

of the Complaint.

238. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 238

of the Complaint.

COUNT SEVEN

239. No response required to Paragraph 239 of the Complaint.

240. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 240

of the Complaint.

241. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 241

of the Complaint.

242. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 242

of the Complaint.
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243. Respondent denies the allegations made and contained in Paragraph 243

of the Complaint.
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Relator's Complaint fails to state a claim for upon relief can be granted.

Paragraphs 39 through 44 of Relator's Complaint raise facts which have

already been reviewed in c®nnection with Ohio Disciplinary Counsel Case No. Bg-

2588J which was dismissed by Assistant i73isciplirtary Counsel Stacey Solochek

Beckman's letter ofAprii 7, 2011 (attached hereto as Ex. A), and therefore, is not a

proper subject of the instant Complaint, having already been dismissed once, and not

.appealed by grievant.

246. Attorney Ashley Jones, on behalf of her client Robert W. Downing, filed an

Affidavit of Disqualificaticynp pursuant to R.C. 2707.031, against Respondent arising out

of the same facts and circumstances alleged in Paragraph 72 through 78, inclusive.

Presiding/Administrative Judge Nancy A. Fuerst, after reviewing all the evidence, found

"that the record fails to demonstrate bias and prejudice against Robert W. Downing or

his ^ounseI.eP As a result, the request for disqualification of Respondent was denied on

August 13, 2013, As such this aspect of Relator's Complaint should be dismissed as

well.

247. The facts and statements alleged in Paragraph 236 and its subparts (a)

through (g), inclusive, are presently the subject of a letter of inquiry 133--01 g9i presently

pending in Disciplinary Counsel's office. This letter of inquiry has been fully responded

to by way of a response of February 12, 2013 and asupplementa,l response of February

13, 20130
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248. Laches. Many of allegations contained in the Complaint arise from facts

and circumstances greater than four years previous, and some of which involved

alleged conduct beginning when Respondent first assumed the bench. As such, based

upon principles of equity, these allegations of misconduct should be dismissed

WHEREFORE, having fully and completely answered the allegations in the

Complaint, Respondent, Angela Rochelle Stokes, requests that each and every

allegation of misconduct be dismissed.

Respectfully submitted,

ard C. Alkire (#0024816)
Dean Nieding (#0003532)

Richard C. Alkire Co., L.P.A.
250 Spectrum Office Building
6060 Rockside Woods Boulevard
Independence, Ohio 44131-2335
216-674-0550 / Fax: 216-674-0104
rick@aikirelaLANer.com
deanCâ alkireiawyer_com

Aftorneys for Respondent
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LORI J. BROWN FAX (614) 461-7205

SEN;OA ASSISYRNf DLS'CIFUNARY COUNSEL 1-800-589-5256

ROBERTR.BERGER
JOSEPH Ivt_ CALIGfURI

April 7, 2011

PERSONAL AND CONF"IDFNTfA.€-

PrsLivl` = amxnsel
THE SUPREME COURT OF OHIO

ASSPSTANT UISLWUNAqY COUNSEL

STACY SOLOCHEK BECKMAN
CAROL A: COSTA
HEATHER L. HISSOM
PHILIP A. KING

KAREN H. OSMONO
AMY C. STONE

Michael D. Winston, Esq. -
P.O. Box 27112
Coluraibus, OH 43227-0112

Re: Hon. Angela RachellE° Stokes
Our File No. B1:3-2588J

Dear Mr. Winston:

After investigation and careful consideration of your complaint against Judge
Angela R. Stokes, we have determirred that fLtrther disciplinary action is not
warranted. As we are certain you are aware, the authority of this office is limited to
investigating alleged violations of the Code of Pr®fessiOnal Responsibility, the Ohio
Rules of Professional CandLrct and the Code of JUdicial Conduct. In order to pursue a
matter beyond the investigative stage, we must find-probable cause (defined as
substantial, ca-edible evidence) of misconduct by an attorney or judge. After review
of the materials submitted to our office, including the transcript of the August 19,
2010 hearing that gave rise to your grievance, we did not find substantial, credible
evidence of misconduct by Judge Stokes,

Your grievance arose out of what you believed was unprofessiOraaE°- arid
unwarranted conduct by Judge Stokes in the case City of Cleveland Y. Keynan
Williams. You indicated that in response to your advocacy on Mr. Williams' behalf,
Judge Stokes became visibly upset with you, berated and embarrassed you and acted
in a retaliatory manner towards Mr. `N'illiams. In her response to the allegations,
Judge Stokes explairQed the circumstances surrounding Mr. Williams' case, including
his prior history and the concerns that she had with, what she believed to be, Mr.
Williams' drug abuse problem. She explained that she became upset with you during
the hearing when you objected to the exact sentence that you had negotiated and
agreed to on Mr. Williams' behalf. Judge Stokes further acknowledged and regretted
raising her voice in response to your actions. She denied acting in retaliation towards
Mr. Williams, or you, and indicated that she called Mr. Williams back into the
courtroom not to change his seritence, but to confirm that your actions were what

Ex. A



Michaet D. Winston, Esq.
April 7, 2011
Page 2

your client desired. The transcript of the proceeding supports Judge Stokes'
recollection. We do not believe that substantial, credible evidence exists to suggest
that Judge Stokes acted in a manner contrar-y to the Ohio Rules of Professional
Conduct of the Code of Judicial Conduct in her handling of Mr. Williams' case.

As previously set forth, in accordance with our authority, the disposition of
your complaint is limited solely to the question of whether Judge Stokes committed a
violation of the Ohio Rules of Professional Conduct or the Code of Judicial Conduct.
Accordingty, because our investigation did not reveal substantial, credible evidence of
misconduct by Judge Stokes, we are dismissing your complaint and closing our file on
this matter.

Sincerely,
.

Stacy So chek Beckman
Assistant Disciplinary Counsel

SSB/mlr
cc: George D. Jonson, Esq.

KimberlyV. Riley, Esq.
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CERTtFICAT^ OF ^ERVI^E

A copy of the foregoing Answer of Respondent has been emailed and mailed,

^
postage prepaid, this ^ day of December, 2013 to:

Michael E. Murmane Esq. Csaunsel for Relator
14701 Detroit Avenue, Suite 555
Lakewood, OH 44107
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Richard C. AIkire
Attorney for Respondent
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STATE OF OHIO )
) ss:

COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA)

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT L. TOBIK

I, Robert L. Tobik, having been duly cautioned and sworn. under oath, do hereby
state as follows:

1. I have personal knowledge of the information set forth in this affidavit, and I
am competent to testify to the matters stated herein.

2. I have been licensed to practice law in the State of Ohio since 1970.

3. I currently serve as the Cuyahoga County Public Defender and have served in
this position since 2002.

4. It has recently come to my attention that Judge Adrian may be required to
restore Judge Stokes' criminal docket to her.

5. If this occurs, I fully intend to renew the motion that was filed on March 10,
2014 to transfer criminal cases from Judge Stokes docket.

6. During my tenure as the Cuyahoga County Public Defender, either I or the
supervisors in my office have fielded complaints from a number of the
attorneys in my office regarding the working conditions in Judge Angela
Stokes' courtroom.

7. A majority of the complaints focus on:

a. The long hours spent in Judge Stokes' courtroom because of how she
conducts her docket;

b. The repeated continuances of clients matters because of the inability to
resolve any days docket on the scheduled day;

c. The rude and demeaning treatment that they receive in Judge Stokes'
courtroom when they try to place an objection on the record, advocate
on behalf of a client, or discourage their clients from accepting a plea
offered by the prosecutor.

8. Many of my employees have been yelled at, publicly humiliated, andlor
threatened with contempt for no valid reason.

9. A number of my employees have been threatened with time in the holding cell
with their clients, and in May 2013, Judge Stokes actually ordered one of my
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employees (Scott Malbasa) to be placed in the holding cell for acivocatirig on
behalf df his client.

10. Over the years, I and my supervisors have tried to address the working
conditions in Judge Stokes' courtroom.

11. Beginning during the peric}ci. of the Legal Aid Society representing indigent

criminal defendants in. Jtzdge Stokes courtroom, a policy was instituted
Nvhereby public defe;nde:rs only serve a two-nionth rc>tatioii in Judge Stokes'
courtroom whereas they serve a "oaar inonth rotation in other courtrooms.
Moreover, at the c;ompletic^i-i of a rotation in Judge Stokes' courtroom, the
public defender is perinitted to choose tlle courtroom in which they would like
to seove the tiext four motith. rutation.

12. A nLimber of years ago we attempted to institute a policy wrirereby the 1'ublie,
Defender assigned to Judge Stokes' courtroc^^-n would leave when the other
court employees assigned to h.er c;ourtroc^iii lc.ft. (i.e. 5:00 p,n.i. at the direction
of the Presiding Judge) The Public Defe:riclers assigned to that root3l were
reluctant to leave a because the Judue continuec:i. on with her docket

13. In October 2013, the Office of Disciplinary Counsel filed a formal
disciplinary complaint against Judge Stokes. 'fhis complaint detailed several
cases/situations involving current and former public defenders in my office.

14. On October 28, 2013, shortly after the disciplinary complaint was filed, I
wrote a letter to Judge Ronald Adrine, the administrative and presiding judge
of the Cleveland. Municipal Court, requesting that he reassign all of Judge
Stokes' cases in which a public defender represented a defendant against (4Ih
degree misdemeanor charge or higher) to a different judge.

15. A true and accurate copy of my October 28, 2013 letter is attached as Exhibit
A.

16. I sent this letter because I did not believe that the defendants, nor the public at
large, could or would feel any confidence that Judge Stokes would be fair and
impartial in their cases or that the Public Defender eoLild be an effective
advocate in her courtroom.

17. For the same reason, l: requested in my letter that Judge Adrine refrain from
assigning any new cases to Judge Stokes in which a defendant was charged
with a 4 degree misdemeanor or higher since the Public Defender represents
the overwhelming majority of indigent criminal defendants charged with these
offenses in Judge Stokes' courtroom.

18. Judge Adrine did not take any action in response to my October 28, 2013
letter.
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19. In March 2014, 1 again renewed my request that Judge Adrine transfer all of
Judge Stokes' cases in which the pu blic; defender was involved to a different
judge and that he not assign any further cases to Judge Stokes' in which a
defend.ant was charged with 4th degree misdemeanor or higher. This time,
however, I made my request in a formal motion that was filed with the coaxrt.

20. A true and accurate copy of my motion is attached as Exhibit B.

? 1. Shortly after my rnotiran. was filed, Judge Adrine issued a series of
administrative orders, which effectively removed Judge Stokes' criminal
docket from her. Judge Adrine then denied my motion as moot.

22. :^ecatase my past efforts, as Nvel:i as the p^r.iding of a disciplinary ir^vestigation.
and the issuance of a complaint did not have ari et'feet c}fli Judge Stokes'
conduct in the past I have no reason to expect any change in her future
cond^ict, should her criminal docket be rcinstated.

23. In sum, the combination of continued abusive treatment and the public
appearance that this Office is at odds with Judge Stokes because of the
Complaint's allegations potentially causes indigent defendants in her

courtroom to be lackirig in confidence that they can be effectively represented
by this OFfic,e. In that Judge Stokes' conduct has caused both attomeys and
litigaaits to be concerried about being treated fairly, I believe it best that Judge

Stokes remain apart from her criminal docket until the disciplinary process
runs its c®Lirse.

AFFIANT FURTHER SAYETH NAUGHT.

•-----ut
Robert L. Tobik

SWORN TO OR AFFIRMED BEFORE ME AND SUBSCRIBED IN MY
PRESENCE IN THE CITY OF CLEVELAND, THE COUNTY OF CI.rYAI3OGA,
THE STATE OF OHIO, ON THIS 094" DAY OF OCTOBER 2014,

Notai y Public

My cqW^n:io^sijqp expires:

POLLMANM"IA
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF OHIO

Romrded in
Cuyat^^ County

°^®^^^^o„<<, • ^'^^'° My Comm, Exp.'i2/7115
0
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^ ► o CU-^.^'AHOGA COUNTY PUBLIC D EFENDER

Robert L. Tobik
Public Defender

October 28, 2013

Hon. Ronald Adrine
Administrative and Presiding Judge
Cleveland Municipal Court
Room 15-A, Justice Center
1200 Ontario Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44113
Harad Delivered

RE: Removal of criminal cases (M-4 and above) from docket of
Hon. Angela R. Stokes, Cleveland Municipal Court

Dear Judge Adrine,

As Cuyahoga County Public -Defender, I fornzally and respectfully request that, in

the exercise of your supervisorypower.s, you

(1) Reassi.gn all cases currently pending before Judge Angela Stokes in whicli the

defendant is not represented by private counsel and is charged with a fourth-

degree misdemeanor or more serious offense; and

(2) Refrain from assigning to Judge Stokes any future cases in which the

defendant is charged with a fourth-degree misdeineanor or more serious offense.

The reasons for this request are set forth. below.

1. Background

By Entry filed October 14, 20.13, a probable cause panel of the Ohio Board of

Conimissioners on Grievances and Discipline made a finding of probable cause regarding

a formal, Complaint against the Honorable Angela R. Stokes, Judge of the Cievelan.d.

310 Lakeside Aveniie Suite 200, Cleveland, ()R 44113
(216) 443-7223 Felonys (216) 443-7583 Appeals®(21.6) 443-2190 Municipal

Fax (216) 443-6911 Feloay• Fax (216) 443-3632 Appeals e
Fax (216) 698-3233 Municipal Division EXHIBIT----- u^-- --- ---- -- -- d
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Municipal Court. The Complaint (copy attached as Exhibit A) alleges that Judge Stokes

(1) abused court resources, (2) abused court personnel, (3) abused lawyers, (4) abused

defendants and the public, (5) abused constitutional freedoms, and. (6) committed abusive

legal errors. In these various acts, she is alleged to have violated Cannons 1, 2, and

3(B)(4) of the Code of Judicial Conduct; Judicial Rules 1.2, 2.2, 2.6, and 2.8;

Disciplinary Rules 1-1 02(A)(5) and 1-1 02(A)(6), and Professional Conduct Rules 8.4(d)

and 8.4(h).

Among the specific allegations of the Complaint are several in which Judge

Stokes is alleged to have engaged in abusive behavior against present and former

employees of the office of the Cuyahoga County Public Defender.

Count Three, captioned "Abuse of Lawyers," includes the following allegations

referencing Assistant Public Defenders David Eidenmiller and Tina Tricarichi and former

Assistant Public Defender Scott Malbasa:

29. Prosecutors, public defenders, and private defense counsel that appear
before respondent are prohibited from asking questions about courtroom
procedure or requesting further clarrification of respondent's rulings. If they do so,
they are told that they are "out of order" and threatened with contempt or referral
to a disciplinary authority. The following are some examples of the confrontations
that respondent has had with prosecutors, public defenders, and private defense
counsel in her courtroom.

David Eidenmiller

30. On May 21, 2009, Matthew Gabriel appeared before respondent with his
attomey, David Eidenmiller, for sentencing on a Driving Under Suspension
(DUS) charge. (Case No. 2008 TRD 07151.) Gabriel's license had been
suspended due to a DUI conviction.

31. The maximum penalty for DUS is 180- days in jail and a$1,000 fine.

32. Gabriel had already spent two days in jail. Respondent sentenced Gabriel
to an additional three days in jail and a $300 fme. She suspended the remaining
175 days.
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33. Respondent requested the location of Gabriel's vehicle so that she could
have it immobilized.

34. Gabriel informed respondent that he had sold the vehicle in January 2009,
but that he did not have proof of the sale with him in court.

35. Respondent noted that the probation report indicated that as of April 21,
2009, Gabriel still appeared to be the titled owner of the vebicle.

36. Based on this information, respondent ordered the full 178 days into
execution, but set the matter for a mitigation hearing on May 27, 2009.

37. When Eidenmiller tried to advocate on behalf of his client and explain that
the probation report -only reflects the last person who registered the vehicle,
respondent threatened to hold Eidenmiller in contempt and place him in the
holding cell with Gabriel.

38. The following day, Gabriel's family was able to provide proof that the
vehicle had been sold, and respondent reduce d Gabriel's sentence to the original
three days.

Tina Tricarichi

45. On October 28, 2010, Tina Tricarichi was in respondent's courtroom with
her client, Darius Andrews, for sentencing on several cases. (Case nos-. 2010 CRB
040350, 2010 CRB 008032, 2010 TRD 001047.)

46. During the sentencing, Tricarichi did not hear one of the conditions
imposed on Andrews because Andrews was talking to her.

47. Tricarichi said "Pardon," and repeated what she believed was the
condition to ensure that she had heard it correctly.

48. Respondent stated that Tricarichi was correct, but that she should have
been listening to the court in the first place. Respondent further stated that it was
"outrageous" that she had to repeat herself "three or four times" during a
sentencing.

49. After the sentencing was complete, Andrews stated "Thank you, your
Honor."





50. Respondent continued to berate Tricarichi by stating, "He [the defendant]
understands. He knows. She [Tricarichi] doesn't understand what the court is
saying." [sic]

51. Respondent accused Tricarichi of talking during the sentencing, but when
Tricarichi attempted to explain herself, respondent stated that she was "tired of
going through this for the past two months" and that she was not "going to
tolerate it."

52. Respondent then stated - in open court - that she had already spoken to
Tricarichi's supervis®rs about Tricarichi.

53. The confrontation ended with respondent threatening to hold Tricarichi in
contempt and placing her in the holding cell if she said "one other word."

Scott Malbasa

58. On June 16, 2011, Attorney Scott Malbasa was representing a defendant in
a trial before respondent.

59. One of the defense witnesses was being cross-examined by the prosecutor;
however, the individual was not seated in the witness stand. He was standing at
the podium with Malbasa.

60. At one point during the prosecutor's questioning, the witness-began
talking at the same time as the prosecutor.

61. Respondent interrupted the trial and instructed the witness not to speak at
the same time as the prosecutor.

62. Respondent then stated that it would be better for the individual to sit in
the witness stand because he was "out of control in this courtroom" and she was
"not going to permit it."

63. At that point, Malbasa attempted to place an objection on the record.

64. Respondent would not permit Malbasa to make his objection, and the
situation quickly deteriorated into a shouting match between Malbasa and
respondent with respondent telling Malbasa to "shut your mouth" and threatening
to hold him in contempt.
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Count Four of the Complaint, captioned "Abuse of Defendants and the Public,"

includes an allegation regarding Shatauna Moore. Count Six, captioned "Abusive Legal

Errors," includes allegations regarding James Luster, Gabriel Matthew, and Daniel

O'Reilly. The Complaint specifically mentions that Ms. Moore and Mr. Luster were

represented by Margaret Walsh, an Assistant Public Defender, and that Mr. O'Reilly was

represented by Assistant Public Defender Eidenmiller. The allegation regarding Mr.

Matthew is a repeat of the allegation in Count Two regarding Eidennniller. Both

Eidenmiller and Walsh are, necessarily, likely witnesses against Judge Stokes.

Shatauna Moore

107. On November 20, 2012, Shatauna Moore was in court with her attomey,
Margaret Walsh, for a probation violation hearing. (Case No. 2012 TRD 007856.)

108. Moore had also been charged with a felony that was set for apre-trial on
the following day, November 21, 204 2.

109. Walsh requested a continuance of the probation violation hearing due to
the fact that the felony was still pending.

110. In deciding whether or not to grant the continuance, respondent began
reviewing Moore's file.

111. Respondent inquired into whether Moore had taken a urinalysis test
recently. Moore stated that she had approximately two weeks earlier through Key
Decisions Treatment Center.

112. Respondent informed Moore that she needed to take a urinalysis test
through the probation department and that she needed to do it before she would
grant a continuance of the probation violation hearing.

113. Walsh advised respondent that Moore did not have the $9 to pay for the
urinalysis test that day, but that she could have it the following day.

114. Respondent told Moore that she was not going to place the matter on her
docket for tomorrow and that Moore needed to figure out how she was going to
pay for the urinalysis test that day.

115. Moore responded by rolling her eyes.
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116. At first, respondent stated that if Moore rolled her eyes one more time, she
was going to take Moore into custody; however respondent quickly changed her
mind and decided to take Moore into custody immediately for rolling her eyes.

Janzes Luster

172. On January 31, 2002, James Luster appeared before respondent with his
attorney, Margaret Walsh, for sentencing on a License Required to Operate
Charge. (Case No. 2001 TRD 108484.)

173. Luster had previously been in. court on January 7, 2002 and January 30,
2002 for sentencing; however both times, Luster's sentencing had been continued.

174. On January 31, 2002, respondent sentenced Luster to 180 days in jail, with
150 days suspended, an alcohol assessment, and substance abuse counseling. She
also fmed Luster $100.

175. Following the sentencing order, Walsh challenged the court's imposition
of an alcohol assessment and substance abuse counseling because they were not
reasonably related to the charge against Luster. Walsh also requested that Luster
be given credit for time served for the two days that Luster spent in respondent'-s-
courtroom waiting for his sentencing hearing.

176. Respondent denied Walsh's request and instead decided to suspend only
120 days of the Luster's sentence thereby doubling Luster's actual time in jail to
60 days.

177. On February 15, 2002, Luster filed a Notice of Appeal with the eighth
District Court of Appeals.

178. On March 15, 2002, respondent suspended all fmes against Luster and
gave him credit for the 34 days ofjail time that he had already served. She
suspended the remaining 146 days of Luster's sentence.

179. On November 27, 2002, the Court of Appeals dismissed Luster's appeal as
moot because Luster had already served his time in jail; however, the court noted
that "a trial court abuses its discretion when it imposes a sentence based upon the
conduct of the defense attomey."

Gabriel Matthew

180. See Paragraphs 30 through 38 of Count Two for facts regarding Gabriel
Matthew.
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Daniel O'Reilly

181. On June 3, 2009, Daniel O'Reilly appeared before respondent on charges
of aggravated trespass and aggravated menacing_ (Case NO. 2009 CRB 014228.)
He was not represented by counsel.

182. O'Reilly politely asked respondent for permission to say something on his
own behalf, but respondent would not permit him to speak without legal counsel
present. At that point, Attorney David Eidenmiller (public defender) agreed to
assist O'Reilly with his case.

183. O'Reilly's file indicated that O'Reilly had some kind of mental illness.
Accordingly, respondent asked O'Reilly whether he was taking his medication.

184. O'Reilly responded that he was not taking his medication and that he had
not taken his medication for over 30 days due to a number of reasons involving
medicate, Social Security, etc.

185. Respondent then requested a sidebar on the record; however, halfway
through the sidebar, respondent muted all microphones in the courtroom.

186. During the sidebar, O'Reilly agreed to speak with Jerome Saunders, a
court psychiatric employee, regarding his mental health condition and lack of
medication.

187. Thereafter, O'Reilly met with Saunders.

188. O'Reilly's case was recalled approximately two hours later.

189. When the case was recalled, respondent asked Saunders to place his
fmdings on the record as to whether O'Reilly was suicidal, homicidal, or needed
emergency psychiatric hospitalization.

190. Saunders testified that O'Reilly was not suicidal or homicidal and that he
did not require emergency psychiatric hospitalization. Saunders stated, however,
that O'Reilly needed to obtain and take his medication.

191. Based on Saunder's testimony, respondent continued the matter until June
9, 2009 (six days later). She allowed O'Reilly's personal bond to remain in effect
on condition that he not go to Tower City Mall, not have any contact with his
alleged victim, and go immediately to Lakewood Hospital to obtain his
medication. O'Reilly confirmed that the understood the court's orders and that he
would abide by them.
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192. As everyone was preparing to leave the courtroom or move on to the next
case, respondent told Saunders that O'Reilly takes four Tylenol PM per night,
which was against the dosage recommendation on the box.

193. Saunders stated that O'Reilly had not told him this information during
their conversation, but that he still believed that O'Reilly was willing and able to
obtain his medication as previously indicated.

194. Respondent then commented that if O'Reilly overdoses on the Tylenol
PM, it will be "on all our consciences for the rest of our lives."

195. Respondent then ordered that O'Reilly appear in her courtroom on June 4,
2009, rather than June 9, 2009, with proof that he had gone to Lakewood Hospital
to obtain his medication.

196. Thereafter, respondent changed her mind again because she did not have
"peace" with the situation.

197. Respondent ordered O'Reilly to be taken into custody immediately and
transported to St. Vincent's Charity Hospital. She stated that "it is not going to be
on my conscience. It is not going to be on my conscience." She then continued
O'Reilly's case until June 5, 2009. (Emphasis added.)

198. On June 5, 2009, O'Reilly appeared in court with Attorney Eidenmiller.

199. Eidenmiller informed the court that O'Reilly had been seen by the court's
psychiatric clinic and by St. Vincent's, and both had released him without
providing him with any medications.

200. Based on this information, respondent initially stated that she was not
going to release O'Reilly from custody because she believed that he was harm to
himself and other. She stated, "If I don't have peace, he won't be released."

201. However, respondent later changed her mind and gave O'Reilly a personal
bond on condition that he obtain his medication immediately.

II. The Appearance of Impropriety and Bias

The Office of the Cuyahoga County Public Defender, through its assistant public

defenders, represents the overwhelming majority of the indigent criminal defendants who

are represented by counsel in the Cleveland Municipal Court. Those defendants, like all

litigants and like the public itself, are entitled to be tried in a courtroom where the judge
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has no bias which will work to their disadvantage and where it appears that the judge has

no such bias. As Chief Justice Moyer explained in In re Disqualification of Lewis, 117

Ohio St.3d 1227, 2004-Ohio-7359,

A judge should step aside or be removed if a reasonable and objective observer
would harbor serious doubts about the judge's inipartiality. Canon 3(E)(1) of the
Code of Judicial Conduct ("A judge shall disqualify himself or herself in a
proceeding in which the judge's impartiality znight reasonably be questioned").

Id. atT 8.

Under the circuinstances, where current and forzner assistant public defenders are

specifically named as victims of and witnesses to Judge Stokes' alleged m.isconduc.t,

neither defendants represented by the Cuyahoga County Public Defender nor the public at

large can feel any confidence that the judge can be impartial or that the Public Defender

can be an effective advocate in her courtroom. No one, after all, would voluntarily choose

to be represented by a law-lver who h.as publicly accused a judge of misconduct in the

course of the judge's duty - and indigent defendants desenle the saine quality of legal

representation that they would choose if they had the funds to hire counsel.

Moreover, because indigent defendants cannot be confident that,.if they were to

desire cotuisel, they would be effectively represented before Judge Stokes by the Public

Defender, the determination of whether to waive counsel cannot be understood to be

knorving, intelligent, and voluntary as the Sixth Amendment requires.

Accordingly, all persons charged with misdemeanors of the fourth degree or

above should have their cases assigned to a different courhoom.
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1I:Ie The Remedy

Rule 1.02 of the Local Rules of this Court provides in pertinent part, that "th.e

authority of the administrative jtidge shall extend ... to those matters relating to docket

and case control." Rule 1.03(A), setting fortll the duties and authority of the presiding

judge, says that

The enforcement of all administrative orders of the court, as well as the
en.Eorcem.ent of compliance with these rules, shall be the responsibility of the
presiding judge, except as set forth in Rule 1.02. Subject to the approval of a
majority of the court, he or she shall have the authority to issue or modify any
procedural order of court to obtain conformity with such orders and/or rules. Any
other action taken by the pr•esiding judge nut}- be disapproved and rescinded by a
majority of the n7e7rzbers of this c:ourt.

(Italics added.)

The broad authority enlbodied in. those .rules provides the Administ.rati.ve and.

Presiding .ludge the power to control the docket of this Court for its efFicient operation

and, implicitly, so that the Court will serve the very interests ofjustice which are its

underlying purpose.

Under the circumstances, that purpose, and the requirements of justice,

fundamental fairness, due process, and the Code of Judicial Conduct, can only be served

by the recusal of Judge Stokes fro.ni all criminal cases involvin.g fourth-degree

misdemeanors and above, current and fimue, as to which the Cuyahoga County Public

Defender is counsel for the defendant. Indeed, it would be proper for all criniinal cases to

be removed from her docket at least until the disciplinary process is resolved.

Conclusion

Accordingly, I ask that you exercise your supervisory powers, to (1) reassign all

cases currently pending before Judge Angeia Stokes in which the defendant is not
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represented by private counsel and is charged with a fourth-degree misdemeanor or

above; and (2) refrain from assigning to Judge Stokes any future cases in which the

defendant is charged with a fourth-degree misdemeanor or above.

Sincerely,

Robert L. "I'obi

cc: Hon. Angela R. Stokes (fland Delivered)

Victor R. Perez, Esq.
Chief Assistant Prosecutor
City of Cleveland (Hand Delivered)
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BOARD OF C®M1kfiSSYC3NEgiS ON Git.iEVANCES & DISCIPLINE

65 St3't7THFrtt2N"7` STiLEET, 5°-mFL^OR, COLUMBUS, 011 43215-3451

1filmAiSD A. DOvE Teleplione; 61$.3$7.9370

Fax: 614.3S7.9379
SECRETAFtY www.supreinecouxf.ohio.gov

TO: Re3ator, .R"espondenl, and Counsel of Ft.ecord

FI^(314^1: Richard A.1^ 3

DATE: October 11, 20

#^^CIEtVED

flCT16 2013
Disciplinary Cc^^^^^

^upreme Court of Ohio

NIICRELLE A. FiRfi:F;

SENYCTItCOFJNSEL

SUBJE+CT: Disciplinary Counsel v. Angela Rochelle Stokes, Case No. 2013-057

On this date, a probable cause panel of the Board of Comnlassicners on Grievances and
Discipline certifle{i the above-referenced matter to the Board.

Enclosed please find the certixcatioii entry and forma.l notice of filing.

RA.D/fll
Enclosure

Rev. 9/1/2012
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BEFORE A PROBABLE CL aUS v.' P<A-NTf,
OF

THE BOARD OF COMMISSfOIVER-S
ON GRIEVANCES AND DISCIBIai^^

OF
°f'HE STfP.REME COURT OF C)7EH0

In rea

Complaint against

Aragela RochelI.e Stokes
Attorney Reg. No. (0€12.565€1)

Respondent

Disciplinary Counsel
Relator

Case No. 2013-057

RECEIt^^^

OCT1 16 2013

Diseap€atary ccursed
-S'Vreff)e Ccurd of Ohio

FfLED
OCT 14 2013

B&AR' OFC{sftfW SSlt., ;E: fq S
OP! Gi^ )E JA. N C,E S & Mq C!r-Llh11 E

ENTRY

The Secretary of the Board of Commissioners on Grievances and Discipline, having

received a complaint from Relator that alleges misconduct, as defined in Gov. Bar R. V, Section

6(A)(1), on the part of Respondent and that appears to satisfy the applicable requirements of

Gov. Bar R. V, Section 4(I)(6), (7), and (8), has assigned the complaint to a duly constituted

probable cause panel of the Board pursuant to Gov. Bar R. V, Section 6(D)(1). Upon review of

the su.rnmary of investigation and formal complaint filed by Relator against Respondent, the

probable cause panel hereby finds that probable cause exists for the filing of a formal complaint

and certifies the complaint to the Board of Commissioners. It is hereby ordered that the

complaint be accepted for filing and that notice of the filing be served forthwith by mail to

Respondent at 1200 Ontario, P® Box 94894, Cfeveland, OH 44113.

This entry is dated this 1.4th day of October, 2013.

RI<CHARD A. VE, Secretary

Rev. 9/I/2012





COPY OF RELATOR'S
COMPLAINT AND CERTIFICATE
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IN THE CLEVELAND MUNICIPAL COURT
CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO

In re:

Defendants in Criminal
Cases Assigned to the
Docket of the I-Ion.
Angela R. Stokes

)
)
)
)
)
)

)

_,-: >
CASE NO.

JUDGE RONALD A D^ftf'^' 110 A ^ ^ : 418

MOTION TO TRANSI'ER. CRINIINA.L
CASES FROM THE DOCIr..E-"I'- OF TION.
ANGELA R. STOKES AND TO STOP
THE FURTHER ASSIGNMENT OF
CRIMINAL CASES TO HER DOCKET

Comes now the Fublic Defender, Cuyahoga County, and moves this Honorable Court to:

(1) Reassign all cases c-urrently pending before Judge Angela Stokes in

which the defendant is not represented by private counsel and is charged

with a#ourth-degree misdemeanor or more serious offense; and

(2) Refrain from assigning to Judge Stokes any future cases in which the

defendant is charged with a fourth-degree misdemeanor or more serious

offense.

The reasons for this request are set forth below.

By Entry filed October 14, 2013, a probable cause panel of the Ohio Board of

Commissioners on Grievances and Discipline made a finding of probable cause regarding a

formal Complaint against the Honorable Angela R. Stokes, Judge of the Cleveland Municipal

Court. The Complaint alleges that Judge Stokes (1) abused court resources, (2) abused court

personnel, (3) abused lawyers, (4) abused defendants and the public, (5) abused constitutional

freedoms, and (6) committed abusive legal errors. In these various acts, she is alleged to have

violated Cannons 1, 2, and. 3(B)(4) of the Code of Judicial Conduct; Judicial Rules 1.2, ?.2, 2.6,

EXHIBIT
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and 2.8; Disciplinary Rules 1-102(A)(5) and 1-102(A)(6), and Professional Conduct Rules 8.4(d)

and 8.4(h).

Anlong the specific allegations of the Complaint are several in which Judge Stokes is

alleged to have engaged in abusive behavior against present and former employees of the office

of the Cuyaboga County Public Defender.

Count Three, captioned "Abuse of Lawyers," includes the following allegations

referencing Assistant Public Defenders David Eidenmiller and Tina Tricarichi and former

Assistant Public Defender Scott Malbasa:

29. Prosecutors, public defenders, and private defense counsel that appear before
respondent are prohibited from asking questions about courtroom procedure or requesting
further clarification of respondent's rulings. If they do so, they are told that they are "out
of order" and threatened with contempt or referral to a disciplinary authority. The
following are some examples of the confrontations that respondent has had with
prosecutors, public defenders, and private defense counsel in her courtroom.

David Eidenmiller

30. On May 21, 2009, Matthew Gabriel appeared before respondent with his attomey,
David Eidenmiller, for sentencing on a Driving Under Suspension (DUS) charge. (Case
No. 2008 TRD 07151.) Gabriel's license had been suspended due to a DUI conviction.

31. The maximum penalty for DUS is 180- days in jail and a $1,000 fine.

32. Gabriel had already spent two days in jail. Respondent sentenced Gabriel to an
additional three days in jail and a $300 fine. She suspended the remaining 175 days.

33. Respondent requested the location of Gabriel's vehicle so that she could have it
immobilized.

34. Gabriel informed respondent that he had sold the vehicle in January 2009, but that
he did not have proof of the sale with him in court.

35. Respondent noted that the probation report indicated that as of April 21, 2009,
Gabriel still appeared to be the titled owner of the vehicle.

36. Based on this information, respondent ordered the full 178 days into execution,
but set the matter for a mitigation hearing on May 27, 2009.
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37. When Eidenmiller tried to advocate on behalf of his client and explain that the
probation report only reflects the last person who registered the vehicle, respondent
threatened to hold Eidenmiller in contempt and place him in the holding cell with
Gabriel.

38. The following day, Gabriel's family was able to provide proof that the vehicle had
been sold, and respondent reduce d Gabriel's sentence to the original three days.

Tina Tricarichi

45. On October 28, 2010, Tina Tricarichi was in respondent's courtroom with her
client, Darius Andrews, for sentencing on several cases. (Case nos. 2010 CRB 040350,
2010 CRB 008032, 2010 TRD 001047.)

46. During the sentencing, Tricarichi did not hear one of the conditions imposed on
Andrews because Andrews was talking to her.

47. Tricarichi said "Pardon," and repeated what she believed was the condition to
ensure that she had heard it correctly.

48. Respondent stated that Tricarichi was correct, but that she should have been
listening to the court in the first place. Respondent further stated that it was "outrageous"
that she had to repeat herself "three or four times" during a sentencing.

49. After the sentencing was complete, Andrews stated "Thank you, your Honor.99

50. Respondent continued to berate Tricarichi by stating, "He [the defendant]
understands. He knows. She [Tricarichi] doesn't understand what the court is saying."
[sic.]

51. Respondent accused Tricarichi of talking during the sentencing, but when
Tricarichi attempted to explain herself, respondent stated that she was "tired of going
through this for the past two months" and that she was not "going to tolerate it."

52. Respondent then stated - in open court - that she had already spoken to
Tricarichi's supervisors about Tricarichi.

53. The confrontation ended with respondent threatening to hold Tricarichi in
contempt and placing her in the holding cell if she said "one other word."

^





Scott Malbasa

58. On June 16, 2011, Attorney Scott Malbasa was representing a defendant in a trial
before respondent.

59. One of the defense witnesses was being cross-examined by the prosecutor;
however, the individual was not seated in the witness stand. He was standing at the
podium with Malbasa.

60. At one point during the prosecutor's questioning, the witness began talking at the
same time as the prosecutor.

61. Respondent interrupted the trial and instructed the witness not to speak at the
same time as the prosecutor.

62. Respondent then stated that it would be better for the individual to sit in the
witness stand because he was "out of control in this courtroom" and she was "not going
to perrnit it."

63. At that point, Malbasa attempted to place an objection on the record.

64. Respondent would not permit Malbasa to make his objection, and the situation
quickly deteriorated into a shouting match between Malbasa and respondent with
respondent telling Malbasa to "shut your mouth" and threatening to hold him in
contempt.

Count Four of the Complaint, captioned "Abuse of Defendants and the Public," includes

an allegation regarding Shatauna Moore. Count Six, captioned "Abusive Legal Errors," includes

allegations regarding James Luster, Gabriel Matthew, and Daniel O'Reilly. The Complaint

specifically mentions that Ms. Moore and Mr. Luster were represented by Margaret Walsh, an

Assistant Public Defender, and that Mr. O'Reilly was represented by Assistant Public Defender

Eidenmiller. The allegation regarding Mr. Matthew is a repeat of the allegation in Count Two

regarding Eidenmiller. Both Eidenmiller and Walsh are, necessarily, likely witnesses against

Judge Stokes.
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Shatauna Moore

107. On November 20, 2012, Shatauna Moore was in court with her attomey, Margaret
Walsh, for a probation violation hearing. (Case No_ 2012 TRD 007856.)

108. Moore had also been charged with a felony that was set for a pre-trial on the
following day, November 21, 2012.

109. Walsh requested a continuance of the probation violation hearing due to the fact
that the felony was still pending.

110. In deciding whether or not to grant the continuance, respondent began reviewing
Moore's file.

111. Respondent inquired into whether Moore had taken a urinalysis test recently.
Moore stated that she had approximately two weeks earlier through Key Decisions
Treatment Center.

112. Respondent informed Moore that she needed to take a urinalysis test through the
probation department and that she needed to do it before she would grant a continuance
of the probation violation hearing.

113. Walsh advised respondent that Moore did not have the $9 to pay for the urinalysis
test that day, but that she could have it the following day.

114. Respondent told Moore that she was not going to place the matter on her docket
for tomorrow and that Moore needed to figure out how she was going to pay for the
urinalysis test that day.

115. Moore responded by rolling her eyes.

116. At first, respondent stated that if Moore rolled her eyes one more time, she was
going to take Moore into custody; however respondent quickly changed her mind and
decided to take Moore into custody immediately for rolling her eyes.

James Luster

172. On January 31, 2002, James Luster appeared before respondent with his attorney,
Margaret Walsh, for sentencing on a License Required to Operate Charge. (Case No.
2001 TRD 108484.)





173. Luster had previously been in court on January 7, 2002 and January 30, 2002 for
sentencing; however both times, Luster's sentencing had been continued.

174. On January 31, 2002, respondent sentenced Luster to 180 days in jail, with 150
days suspended, an alcohol assessment, and substance abuse counseling. She also fined
Luster $100.

175. Following the sentencing order, Walsh challenged the court's imposition of an
alcohol assessment and substance abuse counseling because they were not reasonably
related to the charge against Luster. Walsh also requested that Luster be given credit for
time served for the two days that Luster spent in respondent's courtroom waiting for his
sentencing hearing.

176. Respondent denied Walsh's request and instead decided to suspend only 120 days
of the Luster's sentence thereby doubling Luster's actual time in jail to 60 days.

177. On February 15, 2002, Luster filed a Notice of Appeal with the eighth District
Court of Appeals.

178. On March 15, 2002, respondent suspended all fines against Luster and gave him
credit for the 34 days of jail time that he had already served. She suspended the
remaining 146 days of Luster's sentence.

179. On November 27, 2002, the Court of Appeals dismissed Luster's appeal as moot
because Luster had already served his time in jail; however, the court noted that "a trial
court abuses its discretion when it imposes a sentence based upon the conduct of the
defense attorney."

Gabriel 111atthew

180. See Paragraphs 30 through 38 of Count Two for facts regarding Gabriel Matthew.

Daniel O'Reilly

181. On June 3, 2009, Daniel O'Reilly appeared before respondent on charges of
aggravated trespass and aggravated menacing. (Case NO. 2009 CRB 014228.) He was
not represented by counsel.

182. O'Reilly politely asked respondent for permission to say something on his own
behalf, but respondent would not permit him to speak without legal counsel present. At
that point, Attorney David Eidenmiller (public defender) agreed to assist O'Reilly with
his case.

183. O'Reilly's file indicated that O'Reilly had some kind of mental illness.
Accordingly, respondent asked O'Reilly whether he was taking his medication.
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184. O'Reilly responded that he was not taking his medication and that he had not
taken his medication for over 30 days due to a number of reasons involving medicate,
Social Security, etc.

185. Respondent then requested a sidebar on the record; however, halfway through the
sidebar, respondent muted all microphones in the courtroom.

186. During the sidebar, O'Reilly agreed to speak with Jerome Saunders, a court
psychiatric employee, regarding his mental health condition and lack of medication.

187. Thereafter, O'Reilly met with Saunders.

188. O'Reilly's case was recalled approximately two hours later.

189. When the case was recalled, respondent asked Saunders to place his findings on
the record as to whether O'Reilly was suicidal, homicidal, or needed emergency
psychiatric hospitalization.

190. Saunders testified that O'Reilly was not suicidal or homicidal and that he did not
require emergency psychiatric hospitalization. Saunders stated, however, that O'Reilly
needed to obtain and take his medication.

191. Based on Saunder's testimony, respondent continued the matter until June 9, 2009
(six days later). She allowed O'Reilly's personal bond to remain in effect on condition
that he not go to Tower City Mall, not have any contact with his alleged victim, and go
immediately to Lakewood Hospital to obtain his medication. O'Reilly confirmed that the
understood the court's orders and that he would abide by them.

192. As everyone was preparing to leave the courtroom or move on to the next case,
respondent told Saunders that O'Reilly takes four Tylenol PM per night, which was
against the dosage recommendation on the box.

193. Saunders stated that O'Reilly had not told him this information during their
conversation, but that he still believed that O'Reilly was willing and able to obtain his
medication as previously indicated.

194. Respondent then commented that if O'Reilly overdoses on the Tylenol PM, it will
be "on all our consciences for the rest of our lives."

195. Respondent then ordered that O'Reilly appear in her courtroom on June 4, 2009,
rather than June 9, 2009, with proof that he had gone to Lakewood Hospital to obtain his
medication.

196. Thereafter, respondent changed her mind again because she did not have "peace"
with the situation.
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197. Respondent ordered O'Reilly to be taken into custody immediately and
transported to St. Vincent's Charity Hospital. She stated that "it is not going to be on my
conscience. It is not going to be on my conscience." She then continued O'Reilly's case
until June 5, 2009. (Emphasis added.)

198. On June 5, 2009, O'Reilly appeared in court with Attorney Eidenmiller.

199. Eidenmiller informed the court that O'Reilly had been seen by the court's
psychiatric clinic and by St. Vincent's, and both had released him without providing him
with any medications.

200. Based on this infonnation, respondent initially stated that she was not going to
release O'Reilly from custody because she believed that he was harm to himself and
other. She stated, "If I don't have peace, he won't be released."

201. However, respondent later changed her mind and gave O'Reilly a personal bond
on condition that he obtain his medication immediately.

U. The Appearance of Impropriety and Bias

The Office of the Cuyahoga County Public Defender, through its assistant public

defenders, represents the overwhelming majority of the indigent criminal defendants who are

represented by counsel in the Cleveland Municipal Court. Those defendants, like all litigants

and like the public itself, are entitled to be tried in a courtroom where the judge has no bias

which will work to their disadvantage and where it appears that the judge has no such bias. As

Chief Justice Moyer explained in In re Disqualification ofLewis, 117 Ohio St.3d 1227, 2004-

Ohio-7359, which was decided under the prior Code of Judicial Conduct (hence, the citation to

Canon 3(E) as opposed to Jud.Cond.R. 2.11):

A judge should step aside or be removed if a reasonable and objective observer would
harbor serious doubts about the judge.'s impartiality. Canon 3(E)(1) ofthe Code of
Judicial Coiiduct ("A judge shall disqualify hiinself or herself in a proceeding in which
the judge's impartiality might reasonablv be questioned").

Id. at ¶ 8.

Under the circumstances, where ctn-rent aind fonner assistant public defenders are

specifically nained as victims of and witnesses to Judge Stokes' alleged misconduct, neither
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defen.dants represented by the Cuyahoga Countv Public Defender nor the public at large can. feel

any confidence that the judge can. be impartial or that the Public Defender can be an efi-ective

advocate in her courtroom. No one, after al.l, would voluntarily choose to be represented by a

lawyer who has publicly accused a judge of inisconduct in the course of the judge's duty - and

indigent defendants deserve the sarne quality of legal representation that they would choose if

they had the fimds to hire counsel.

Moreover, because indigent defendants caniiot be confident that, if they were to desire

counsel, theSr would be effectively represented before Judge Stokes by the Public Defender, the

deterinination of whetl.ier to waive counsel cannot be understood to be knowing, intelligent, and

voluntary as the Sixtli Amendment requires.

In circumstances such as this, the law is unequivocal that it is the judge --- not the lawyer ---

that must be recused.

(A) A judge shall disqualify himself or herself in any proceeding in which the
judge's impartiality might reasonably be questioned, including but not limited
to the following circumstances:

(1) The judge has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party or a party's
lawyer, or personal knowledge of facts that are in dispute in the proceeding.

Jud. Cond.R. 2.11 (emphasis in original).

Since the probable-cause deten.nination against Judge Stokes, the Ohio Supreme Court

has had occasion to exaniine Jud.Cond.R. 2.11. In Ohio State Brrr-As.sociatiern v. Evans, 137

Ohio St.3d 441, 2013-Ohio-4992, the Ohio Supreme Court recognized the judge's responsibility

to disqualify hiniself to prevent judge-attorney conflicts. Judge Evans believed there was a

conflict bet-w-een hiinself and the assistant public representing app-oxiinately 60 defendants on

the judge°s docket. Instead of disqualifying himself, the judge removed the assistant public
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defender fi•oin any case on the judge's docket. The Oh.io Supreme Court held that this decision

by Judge Fvans violated Jud.Cond.R. 2.11.

Accordingly, all. persons charged with misdemeanors of the fourth degree or above on

Judge Stokes' present docket should llave their cases assigned to a different courtroom. At1d all

nexv cases involving a fourth-degree misdem.eanor or niore serious offense should be assigned to

a judge other than Judge Stokes.

111. The Remedy

Rule 1.02 of the Local Rules of this Court provides in pertinen.t part, that "the authority of

the adininistrative judge shall extend ... to those matters relating to docket and case control."

RuIe 1.03(A), setting forth the duties and authority of the presiding judge, says that

The enforcement of all adniin4strative orders of the court, as well as the e.i.lforcement of
compliance with these rules. shall be the responsibility of the presiding judge, except as
set forth in Rule 1.02. Subject to the approval of a majority of the court, he or she shall
have the authority to issue or modify any procedural order of cour-t to obtain confonnity
with such orders andJor rules. Any other action tcrken bt- the presidin9judge may be
dis•approved crnd rescinded by a majority o.f the members of this coaaj t.

(italics added.)

The broad authority embodied in those rules provides the Administrative and Presiding

Judge the po«rer to control the docket of this Court for its efficient operation and, ianplicitly; so

that the Court will serve the very interests ofjustice which are its underlying purpose.

Under the ci.rcun, stances, that purpose, and the requirements of justice, fundainental

fairness, due process, and the Code of Judicial Conduct, can only be served by the recusal of

Judge Stokes from all criminal cases involving foiu-th-degree misdemeanors and above, current

and future, as to which the Cuyahoga County Public Defender is counsel for the defendant.

Indeed, it -vvould be proper for all criminal cases to be reanoved fr•oan her docket at least until the

disciplinary process is resolved.
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5;oraclus's.€€n

Where:fore; pursuant to the powers bestowed upon. and reserved by the Presiding and.

Administrative Judge, this Court should.

(1) reassign all cases currently pending before Judge Angela Stokes in which the

defendant is not represented by private counsel and is charged with a fourth-degree misdemeanor

or above; and

(2) refrain from assigning to Judge Stokes any future cases in which the defendant is

charged with a fourth-degree misdemeanor or above.

Respectft.illy sub+mitted

^__________-

B.O EI^`I' L. TOBIR. (0029286)
CUYAHOGA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
310 Lakeside Avenue, Suite 400
Cleveland, Ohio 44113

SERVICE

I hereby certify that one true copy of the foregoing has been hand delivered to Hon.

Angela Stokes, 15ih Floor, Justice Center, 1200 Ontario Street, Cleveland, Ohio and to Victor

Perez, City Prosecutor, 10th Floor, Justice Center, 1200 Ontario Street, Cleveland, Ohio on this

^^'^ay of March, 2014.

^ ^.
-- ------ --------- -------̂
ROBERT L. TOBIK (0029286)
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
ON GRIEVANCES AND DISCIPLINE OF

THE SUPREME COURT OF C)tHO

In re:

Complaint against

Hon. Angela Rochelle Stokes
Cleeretaract Municipal Court
1200 Ontario Sto
P.C)e Box 94894
Cleveland, OH 44113

Attorn^y Registration No. (0025650)

Respondent,

No.

FILED
APR 2 4 201^

130ARD OF COMM8SSiC1NERS
ON GRIEVANCES & DISCdPLt^^

RECEIVED
3 D

= AP^S

c

J '4

U6 "^Sc^prerrae Coe^rk

FIRST AME, NDE.^
COMPLAINT AND CERTIFICATE

(Rule V of the Supreme Court Rules f®t-
the Government of the Bar of Ohio.)

Disciplinary Counsel
250 CMe Center Drive, Suite 325
Columbus, Ohio 43215-7411

Relator.

Now comes relator, Disciplinary Counsel, and- alleges tbat respondent Angela Rochelle

Stokes, an attomey at law, duly admitted to the paac-tzce of law iza. the state ofObia, is guilty of

the followi-ag misconduct:

1_

2

Respondent was admitted to the practice of law in the state of Ohio on October 29, 14$4_

Respondent was elected to the Cleveland Mur%cipai Court in November 1995 and has

seaved as a judge of that court since that time. She is currently one of 13 judges on the

court.

As an attorney and a judicial officer, respondent is subject to the Code of Professional

Responsibility, the Ohio Rules ofProfessiorlal Conduct, aaxd the t7bi® Code of Judicial

Conduct,



Count One - Abuse of Court Resources

4. Since taking the bench in 1995, respondent has consumed a disproportionate amount of

the court's human and material resources due to her inability to administer her docket in a

timely manner, her lack of organization, and her unreasonable expectation that all court

employees be at her beck and call.

5. Starting in or around 2000, the Cleveland Municipal Court began enacting several "court-

wide" rules in an attempt to address respondent's inordinate consumption of court

resources. In addition, each department within the court has revised its policies and

procedures to address issues created by respondent's behavior, actions, and demands.

For example:

a. The court enacted a rule requiring the bailiff department to transport all
prisoners back to the workhouse by 4:00 P.M. The rule was later amended to
require the bailiff department to collect all prisoners at 12:45 P.M. for return

to the workhouse.

b. The court enacted a rule requiring that the Cleveland House of Corrections be
in charge of coordinating all transportation to and from psychiatric treatment

facilities.

c. The court enacted mandatory lunch breaks for employees.

d. The court enacted a"10-minute" rule requiring probation officers, case
managers, psychiatric clinic employees, and interpreters to return to their
assigned workstations if not utilized within ten minutes of arrival in a
courtroom to which they have been summoned.

e. The court enacted a rule that no judge can occupy more than 10% of any court
administrative sta_ff s time. Additionally, each administrative staff member is
limited to spending 30 minutes in any given judge's courtroom, after which
the employee is to return to their workplace.

f. The court enacted a rule giving the head of the probation departrnent the
authority to question referrals or conditions of probation when he/she does not
believe that the referral or condition is appropriately related to the offense. In
such cases, the head of the probation department is to contact the referring
judge, the presiding judge, and the court administrator whereupon a
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ccanferen^e will be held to determine what should be done with the case as it
relates to probation.

g. The court enaeted a rule requesting that a.iI official courtroom business eaad by
5:00 p_M. and permitting employees to leave the coizrtrQ®xn iFthe tisraeline is
not adhered to.

h. The court enacted a aule ordering that no probation officer or case manager be
called to acourtrocam after 3:45 P.M. urless the individual would be able to
leave the couartroom by 4:00 RM.

i. The bailiff departinent and probation departrgaent scheduled some employees
to work four 1(}-hour days rather than five 8-hour days to a.^^omraadate
respondent's late courtroom hou.zs.

The catu-t enacted a rule limiting the request for second psychiatric evaluatiori
requests to two per quarter.

k. 'Ib^ court enacted a rule ordering the probatiorfl department not to conduct any
substance abuse screens and/or assessments on individuals charged with
driving under suspension, no driver's 1ieense, hit-skip, or escalated moving
violations unless the charge is also accompanied by a charge involving
alcohol, drugs, or other naind-al.tering substances.

I. The court enacted a rule requiring psycbia.tric clinic sta^to interview vietirns
aradfor witaesses only if they deemed it to be appropriate in their professional
clinical judgment regardless of what may be stated on the referral form.

rfg. The court enacted a rule requiring judges to contact probation officers
assigned to a specific tase if assistance is needed. If the probation officer
assigned to a case is not available, then the following individuals should be
contacted in order listed: the probation officer's sxapervisor; the supervisor of
the day, the deputy chief probation officer, and the cbief probation officer.

6. In addition to the above rules, several agencies, as well as departments A-itbin the iouzt,

have red.axced rotations ia respondent's courtroom to avoid staff baar^out, For exarrepie,

security bailiffs are only assigned to four-hour shifts in respondent's co-u.rtreaom, whereas

they are assigned to eight-hour shifts in all other courtrooms. Public defenders only serve

a two-month rotation in respondent's courtroom, whereas the-y serve a tbreemznaab.th

rotation in other courtrooms. Moreover, after completing a two-month rotation in
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respondent's courtroom, public defenders are pernutted to pick the courtroom that they

would like to serve their next three-month rotation in as a "reward."

7. Similarly, the probation department assigns cases from respondent's courtroom to a

specific set of probation officers. This is in large part due to respondent's difficult-to-

decipher referral forms, the inordinate amount of requirements that respondent places on

defendants, and the fact that respondent does not provide the probation department with

relevant information in a timely manner making it difficult for respondent's probation

cases to be monitored.

As alleged in Count Two, respondent treats security bailiffs in her courtroom in a rude,

demeaning, and unprofessional manner. In an attempt to limit the confrontations that

may occur from respondent's erratic treatment of security bailiffs in her courtroom, the

bailiff department has created a list of "restricted assignment" bailiffs. Bailiffs on this

list are prohibited from serving in respondent's courtroom for a restricted period of time

ranging from a few weeks to indefmitely. There are currently 14 bailiffs on this list. The

"restricted assignment" list only applies to respondent's courtroom - no other courtroom

has need for a "restricted assignment" list because in no other courtroom are bailiffs

subjected to the treatment they receive from respondent.

9. Prior to the enactment of the above mentioned rules andlor policy changes, it would not

have been unusual:

a. For respondent to be holding court until 7:00 P.M. or even 8:00 P.M. when
other judges on the court had typically completed their dockets by 3:00 P.M.;

b. For six to eight prisoners to be held for several hours - in a holding cell
designed for two prisoners - while waiting for respondent to call their cases;

c. For city employees and attomeys, such as prosecutors, public defenders,
bailiffs, probation officers, and staff support, to work well beyond their
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scheduled lxoaars uzcurriiig excessive axrl.ount.s of overtime or eornpensatory
time;

d. For bailiffs to transport defendants assit;ned to respondent's docket to local
hospitals and wait for sever-at hours while the pa-asoner's evaluation was being
coznpleted;

e- For respondent to request that a secoxpd psychiatric evaluation be performed
wliera stae was not satis.^Zed with the results of the first exaxaiiaatioti} and

f For eoizrt personnel who respondent summoned to her eow-troom to wait in
excess of 30 minutes before being utilized.

10. Evera after the enactment of the above-rraentioared rules, respondent has persisted in

conduct that led to the imposition of the rules in the first place. For example:

a. On April 29, 2004, Judge Larry A. Jones, who was the Presiding aad
Administrative Judge at the -time, issued an. inter-office eorrespondence stating
that "interviews conducted by the doctor and staff of the Cleveland Municipal
^ouft's Psychiatric Clinic of alleged victims and(or witaosscs shall be
restricted to those occasions when it is deem_ed appropriate by the doctor using
his or her professional elirAc jardgrxerat.'>

b. Despite this memorandum, respondent eontaaaued to request that psychiatric
eiiriie staff irflterview victims and/or wilnesses.

c. On one particular occasion, on September 24, 2008, resporident refused to
proceed with a mitigation hearing beea-use the court psychiatric clinic dec;lined
to interview three witnesses that respondent requested be interviewed. In
open court, respondent berated the psychiatric clinic and stated that it had
"victimized" the witnesses again by choosing not to "pick up a telephone" and
interview the witnesses. Respondent continued the matter until the Mtaesses
coaald be subpoenaed to "voice their opinion" as to whether the defendant
should be released.

11. Ira respondent's eoa.artrooxn, it is not unusual for a matter to be continued five or six times

before bei-ng resolved thus requiring repeat appearances by a.ttorrtoyS, court staff, and

defendants. In fact, when Cleveland State University professors Dana J. Rubbard and

Wendy C. Regoeczi reviewed respondent's courtroom and practices as part of a

comprehensive review of Cleveiagad Municipal Court programs, they noted that
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continuances in respondent's courtroom were 300% greater than in any other judge's

courtroom on the CleveIand Municipal Court.

12. A majority of the continuances in respondent's courtroom are designated as being at the

"defendant's request," when in reality they are not.

13. Due to the manner in which respondent conducts her docket, the court administrative

office has a difficult time finding assigned counsel to handle cases in respondent's

courtroom when the public defender's office is conflicted off a case.

14. Many attorneys on the court's assigned counsel list will not accept cases in respondent's

courtroom given the amount of time they anticipate spending on a case and the maximum

fee to which they are entitled for the case.

15. Respondent regularly exhausts her yearly allotment of funds for drug and alcohol testing

early in the year and much earlier than any other judge on the Cleveland Municipal Court

because she orders defendants to undergo drug and alcohol testing even when it has no

reasonable relation to the charges against the defendant. For example:

a. In 2009, each judge was allotted $5,000 for their Indigent Driver's Alcohol
Assessment Fund. Respondent's fund was exhausted by May 1, 2009. At that
time, every other judge on the court had at least $2,727.83 remaining.

b. In 2009, each judge was allotted $5,000 for their Defendant Drug Testing
Account Respondent's fund was exhausted on or about April 14, 2009. At
that time, every other judge had at least $4,127 remaining.

c. In 2010, respondent's Indigent Driver's Alcohol Assessment Fund was
exha^,isted on or about July 31, 2010.

d. In 2011, each judge was allotted $5,000 for their Defendant Drug Testing
Account. Respondent's Drug Testing Account was exhausted on or about
July 18, 2011.
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16. When respondent's allotment of funds for drug and alcohol testing is exhausted, she

requires defendan.ts to pay for their own testing oftentimes causing a hardship on

defendants with limited fiaiancial resources.

17. Respondent's conduct as outlined above violates the Code of.Judicial Conduct, the Code

of Professional Responsibility, and the Rules of Professional Conduct, specifically Canon

1(a Judge shall uphold the integrity and independence of the judiciary), Canon 2(a judge

shall respect and comply with the law and shall act at all times in a manner that promotes

public confidence in the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary) and Jud R. 1.2 (a

judge shall act at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the

independence, integrity, and impartiality of the judiciary); Canon 3(c)(1) (a judge shall

diligently discharge the judge's administrative duties without bias or prejudice and

maintain professional competence in judicial administration, and should cooperate with

other judges and court officials in the adnxinistration of court justice) and Jud. R. 2.5 (a

judge shall perform judicial and aclrninistrative duties conapetently and diligently and

shall comply with guidelines set forth in the Rules of Superintendence for the Courts of

Ohio); and DR 1-102(A)(5) (a lawyer shall not engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the

administration ofjustice) and Prof. Cond. R. 8.4 (d) (a lawyer shall not engage in conduct

that is prejudiciat to the administration of justice).

Count Two -Abuse of Court Personnel

18. Relator incorporates paragraphs I through 17.

19. Respondent regularly acts in a rude, dezraeaning, and unprofessional manner towards

court personnel assigned to her courtroom. For example:
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a. Respondent has regularly subjected personal bailiffs and security bailiffs
assigned to her courtroom to "smell tests" in order to determine whether they
are wearing any perfume, cologne, or scented lotions, to which respondent
allegedly has a sensitivity. In doing so, respondent invades or causes another
to invade the personal space of her bailiffs.

b. Respondent expels court personnel from her courtroom for coughing or
sneezing while making comments such as "we don't want to expose this entire
courtroom to whatever you have:" On one occasion, respondent told a court
employee not to come to work for six weeks because the employee's mother
had shingles and the employee's daughter may have had chickenpox. Even
after the employee provided respondent with a doctor's note indicating that
shingles were not contagious and that her daughter did not have chickenpox,
respondent still accused the employee of exposing her to "diseases."

c. Respondent regularly makes unprofessional personal comments about court
personnel. For example, respondent accused one of her personal bailiffs of
being a "bad mother," and she accused a security bailiff of "switching," i.e.

walking with expressed hip movement.

20. Respondent regularly accuses bailiffs and probation officers in her courtroom of being

incompetent and not knowing how to do their jobs. Respondent makes these accusations

in open court and in front of inembers of the public.

21. Respondent imposes requirements on bailiffs in her courtroom that prevent them from

doing their jobs; however, when they attempt to perform their jobs and/or abide by

respondent's restrictive requirements, they are publicly humiliated by respondent. For

example:

a. Respondent does not allow her bailiffs to answer general questions from the
public, but then accuses the bailiffs of incompetence or of not doing their job
when a person interrupts court to ask respondent a question.

b. Respondent does not allow bailiffs to speak in court even if it is to ask
someone to be quiet, but then accuses the bailiffs of incompetence or of not

doing their job when the courtroom becomes too loud.

c. Respondent does not allow bailiffs to remove a person from the courtroom for
any reason without her permission, but then accuses the bailiffs of
incompetence or of not doing their job when the courtroom becomes too loud
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andr`ssr a baiIaff interrupts respondent to request penazissi®n to remove an
ira.divid^ fzom the courtroom.

d. Respondent does not a1low bailiffs .in her cou.i#room te?-review files in advance
of court, but then accuses the bailiffs of incornlaetence or of not douag their
jobs when the bailiffs are not aware of what happened on a previoEas day in
couxt.

22. Incidents octgarring on May 2, 2013 age illustratgve of conduct that regularly occurs in

resgaondexit's courtroom. On May 2, 20-13, Audene Vasquez was assigned to

respoxaderpt's courtroom as a security bailiff

a. Upon arrtval in respondent's courtroom at approximately I2:20 P.M. , another
security bailiff asked Vasquez to obtain information from a rnan standing near
the journalizer's desk. As Vasquez was attempting to do so, respondent asked
Vasquez what she was doing. Vasquez responded that she was tayiI2g to
obtain information from the man; however, respondent stated that she did not
ask her to do thatw Vasquez never obtained the rnan`s information.

b. Shortly thereafter, Vasquez positi-oned herself at the back door ofresponden:t's
courtroom. Moments later, Defendant Dyanthea Taylor entered the courtroom
and attempted to speak to Vasquez. Vasquez infbr.aaed Taylor not to speak.
When respondent saw Taylor attempting to speak to Vasquez, she stated in a
rude and demeaning manner that Taylor could not "continue to disrupt" court,
that the bailiffs could not answer her questions, and that if Taylor had a
question, she needed to direct it te, the court. Respondent informed Taylor
that if she disrupted court one more time, she would be placed in a holding
cell. Taylor appmntly rolled her eyes, whereupon respondent had Taylor
immediately placed in the holding ceIle

c. Respondent ordered that anodier security bailiff in the courtroom, Terry
Gallagher, place Taylor in the holding cell ara.d that Vasquez assist Gallagher
in doing so. Once in the holding cell area, Gallagher told Taylor to apologize
to respondent, and Taylor agreed to do so. Taylor, Gallagher, and Vasquez
began to re-enter the courtresorrl, however, as soon as respondent saw them,
she ordered them back to the holding cell area. A.fter re-euteaBrag the holding
ceII area, Taylor informed Vasquez that she was a diabetic and that she did not
have her medication with her. She fi.uther informed Vasquez that she had
been at the courthouse since 8:30 A.M. (approximately 4®^ hours) waiting for
her case to be called. Vasquez then contacted a bailiff department supervisor
regarding Taylor.

d. A short time later, respondent asked another bailiff in the courtroom to hand
some files to Vasquez to take to probation. Respondent then requested those
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same files back, while making the offhand comment that she [respondent] has

to do the bailiffs' jobs.

e. Sometime during the course of the day, a defendant, Tyisha Morrison,
informed Vasquez that she had recently delivered premature twins who were
still in the hospital. Morrison asked Vasquez to pray for her twins, and
Vasquez said that she would. Later in the day, Vasquez bowed her head and
prayed for Morrison and her twins. At the end of Vasquez's silent prayer, she
smiled. At that moment, respondent berated a bailiff supervisor, whom
respondent had requested come to her courtroom, for standing and "laughing"

with Vasquez.

f Between the incidents listed above and prior incidents, Vasquez felt so hurt
and disrespected by respondent that she had to leave the courtroom.

23. Respondent requires that court peisonnel act immediately upon her request. If action is

not taken immediately, respondent will accuse the employee of incompetence,

insubordination, and/or have the employee removed from her courtroom:

24. Respondent's public criticism of and/or personal comments about court employees has

reduced several employees to tears. Moreover, respondent's public criticism of

employees makes it very difficult for employees to perform their jobs because their

credibility has been diminished.

25. Respondent's impossible standards and dictates create an extremely stressful and hostile

work environment. In an attempt to address the work environment in respondent's

courtroom, security bailiffs only serve a four-hour shift in respondent's courtroom, rather

than the regular eight-hour shift in other courtrooms.

26. In addition, the court has decided not to provide respondent with a personal bailiff since

respondent has employed 21 different personal bailiffs at 27 different times since taking

the bench in 1995. Respondent's personal bailiffs have resigned from their position - a

position that pays nearly double the salary of a security bailiff - after a year or less.
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27. Respondent's conduct as outlined above violates the Ohio Rules of Judicial. Conduct and

the Ohio Rules ofPz-cafessiaraa.l Conduct, specifically Canon ]. (A- judge shall uphold the

integrity and independence of the jizdiciar-y), Canori 2 (a judge shall respect a.nd comply

with the law and shall act at all times in a niaaner that promotes public confidence in the

integrity and impartiality Qfthc judiciary), and Jud. R. 1.2 (A judge shall act at all times

irfl a manner that promotes public coafidence in the 'mde,pefYdcnce, integrity, and

irnpartia.lity of the judiciary); Canon 3(B)(4) (A judge shall be patient, dignified, and

courteous to litigants, jurors, witnesses, lawyers and others Aith whom the judge deals in

an official capacity) and Jud. R. 2.8 (A judge shall be patient, dignified, and courteous to

litigants, jurors, witnesses, lawyers, court sta.ff, court officials, and others with whom the

judge deals in a.n ®fFicia-l capacity); and DR 1-102(A-)(5) (a lawyer sh.al.l not engage in

conduct that is prejudicial to the administration -ofjusticc and Pro^ Cond. R. 8.4(d) (a

lawyer shall not engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the adrnani.stration ofjustice).

Count Three - Abuse of Lawyers

28. Relator incorporates Paragraphs 1 through 27.

29. Prosecutors, public defenders, and pd.va.te defense counsel that appear before respondent

are prohibited from asking questions about courtroom procedure or requesting further

clarification of respondent's rulings. If they do so, they are told that they are "out of

order" and threatened with contcqnpt or referral to a disciplinary authority. The following

are some examples of the confrontations that respondent has h.a.d with prosecutors, public

defenders, and private defense cc3urflsci in her cotn-tresoara.

David Eidenmiller
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30. On May 21, 2009, Matthew Gabriel appeared before respondent with his attorney, David

Eidenmiller, for sentencing on a Driving Under Suspension (DUS) charge_ (Case No.

2008 TRD 071751.) Gabriel's license had been suspended due to a DUI conviction.

31. The maximum penalty for DUS is 180 days in jail and a $1,000 fine.

32. Gabriel had already spent two days in jail. Respondent sentenced Gabriel to an

additional three days in jail and a $300 fine_ She suspended the remaining 175 days.

33. Respondent requested the location of Gabriel's vehicle so that she could have it

immobilized.

34. Gabriel informed respondent that he had sold the vehicle in January 2009, but that he did

not have proof of the sale with him in court.

35: Respondent noted that the probation report indicated that as of April 21, 2009, Gabriel

still appeared to be to the titled owner of the vehicle.

36, Based on this information, respondent ordered the full 178 days into execution, but set

the matter for a mitigation hearing on May 27, 2009.

37. When Eidenmiller tried to advocate on behalf of his client and explain that the probation

report only reflects the last person who registered the vehicle, respondent threatened to

hold Eidenmiller in contempt and place him in the holding cell with Gabriel.

38. The following day, Gabriel's family was able to provide proof that the vehicle had been

sold, and respondent reduced Gabriel's sentence to the original three days.

Michael Winston

39. On August 19, 2010, Keynan Williams pled °no contest to a minor misdemeanor Drug

Abuse marijuana charge and a 1" degree Driving Under Suspension (DUS) charge in
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exchange for a 4« degree Open Container charge and a nilnor rnisderneanor seat belt

charge being disnmissed. (Case nos. 2010 CRB 021617 and 2010 TRD 038170.)

40. On August 23, 2010, Williams was in court with his attorney, Michael Winston, for

sentencing.

41. On the DUS charge, respondent sentenced Williams to 180 days in jail with 178 days

suspended and a $1,000 fine with $800 suspended. On the drug abuse charge, respondent

fined Williams $50.

42. Respondent also ordered Williams to one year of active probation with random

breathalyzer and urinalysis testing.

43. . After the sentencing, Williams was taken to-th.e holding cell. After Williams left the

courtroom, Winston attempted to make an objection on the record as to the irnposition of

active probation because it was not related to the DUS charge and not permitted by the

drizg abuse charge.

44. Respondent proceeded to say that "this makes absolutely no sense" and that she would

have never accepted the plea if she knew that Williams objected to getting treatment. She

then threatened to sentence Williams to the full 180 days because of Winston's objection.

During the confrontation, respondent told Winston. twice to "shut your rnouth" and

threatened to place ham in the holding cell with Williams on conteanpt charges.

Tina Tricarichi

45. On October 28, 2010, Tina Tricarichi was in respondent's courtroom with her client,

Darius Andrews, for sentencing on several cases. (Case nos. 2010 CRB 040350, 2010

CRB 008032, 2010 TRD 001047.)
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46. During the sentencing, Tricarichi did not hear one of the conditions imposed on Andrews

because Andrews was talking to her_

47. Tricarichi said "Pardon," and repeated what she believed was the condition to ensure that

she had heard it correctly.

48. Respondent stated that Tricarichi was correct, but that she should have been listening to

the court in the first place. Respondent further stated that it was "outrageous" that she

had to repeat herself "three or four times" during a sentencing.

49. After the sentencing was complete, Andrews stated "Thank you, your Honor_"

50. Respondent continued to berate Tricarichi by stating, "He [the defendant] understands.

He knows. She [Tricarichi] doesn't understand what the court is saying."

51. Respondent accused Tricarichi of talking during the sentencing, but when Tricarichi

attempted to explain herself, respondent stated that she was "tired of going through this

for the Past two months" and that she was not "going to tolerate it."

52. Respondent then stated--in open court--that she had already spoken to Tricarichi's

supervisors about Tricarichi.

53. The confrontation ended with respondent threatening to hold Tricarichi in contempt and

placing her in the holding cell if she said "one other word."

Angela Rodriquez

54. On January 13, 2011, Attorney Angela Rodriquez was assigned to respondent's

courtroom as the city prosecutor.

55. On at least two occasions, respondent asked Rodriquez what was reflected on the LEADS

report for various defendants without being specific as to what type of information she
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was seeking, i.e. nuniber of previous convictions, nurnber ofpreviou.4 ddver3s lice3-ise

suspensions, or both.

56. In each case, Rodriquez answered as she believed appropriate, and respondent did not ask

follow-up questions or request additional information.

57. Later, when additional information on the LEADS report was revealed, respondent

publicly accused Rodriquez of intentionally providing the court with inaccurate

information.

Scott Malbasa

58. On June 16, 2011, Attorney Scott Malbasa was representing a defendant in a trial before

respondent.

59. One of the defense witnesses was being cross-examined by the prosecutor; however, the

individual was not seated An the witness stand. He was standing at the-podiurn. with

Malbasa.

60. At one point during the prosecutor's questioning, the witness began talkin.g at the same

time as the prosecutor.

61. Respondent interrupted the trial and instructed the witness not to speak at the same time

as the prosecutor

62. Respondent then stated that it would be better for the individual to sit in the witness stand

because he was "out of control in this courtroom" and she was "not going to perrnit it."

63. At that point, Malbasa attempted to place an, objection on the record.

64. Respondent would not permit Malbasa to make his objection, and the situation quickly

deteriorated into a shouting match between Malbasa and respondent with respondent

telling Malbasa to "shut your anouth" and threatening to hold him in contempt.
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Henry Hilow

65. On September 25, 2012, Attorney Henry Hilow was in court with his client, Frank

Petrucci, for a first pre-trial. (Case No. 2012 TRC 050939.)

66. Hilow and Petrucci both checked in at approximately 8:30 A.M.; however, the case was

not called until approximately 11:40 A.M.

67. When the case was called, Hilow informed respondent that he had already spoken to the

prosecutor and that the prosecutor had agreed to a continuance. Hilow requested that the

pre-trial be rescheduled for October 24, 2012.

68. After confirming Hilow's statements with the prosecutor, respondent asked Hilow what

time he would like the pre-trial to be set.

69. Hilow inquired into whether it would be appropriate to request a later start time because

based on his observations, respondent called cases with police officers first.

70. Respondent stated that Hilow's observations were incorrect for various reasons.

71. When Hilow informed respondent that he was not trying to insult the court, respondent

replied "I think that you are. I think you are out of order. This court is not going to

accept. it." Respondent then told Hilow that he was "out of order" again and that he

needed to "watch his conduct" in the courtroom.

Ashley Jones/Joanna Lopez

72. On May 7, 2013, Attorney Ashley Jones was in court with her client, Robert Downing.

Downing had been charged with Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol/Drugs (DUI).

(Case No. 2013 TRC 016088.)
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.73. This was Downing's 3d DUI in 6 years; therefore, the offense earxied r$aandatery.ga.il. time

and mandatory vehiele fozfeituree

74. Pfior to Downing's case being ealied, Jorfles liad advised the city prosecutor, Jaarma

Lopez, that Downing was willing to plead guilty to the I7UY, so long as some kind of deal

could be worked out where the vehicle would not forfeited. Jones in#oz-rned Lopez that

tiie vehicle was a farnaiy vehicle and that it would cause ha.rdsWp on the faniiiy if it was

forfeited. Jones fsrth.er infQr-ned Lopez that she believed there was soine type of

hardship exception in the statute that would allow the vehicle not to be forfeited.

75. Jones and. Lopez discdi.^sed a1 sorts ofpossibiiaties including arnending the charge to a 2d

in. 6, which did not require mandatory vehicle forfeitizre. 'Ulta.rnateiy, Jones and Lopez

agreed to approach respondent with details of their possible plea offer.

76. At the first sidebar, respondent was initially xeeepti -ie to the idea of a hardship exception,

but was eoh.eemed with the legality of sueh a,proposal, Jones ofTered to bnef the issue

for the court; however, respondent would not perexxit it. She ultimately informed Jones

and Lopez that she would not accept a plea rvffer without mandatory vehicle iorfeiture,

and that she would recall the case in a.few moments.

77. Jones left the sidebar and inforrned her client as to what respondent had stated at the

sidebar. Downing then irifzaamed Jones that he wanted a jury trial.

78. At a second sidebar, Jones informed respondent that her client wanted a juxy trial.

Respondent then stated that Jones was the reason this eaSe was nOt being resolved today

and that she could not beheve that Jones and Lopez would ask her to do something

"illega1." Respondent informed Jones and Lopez that she was "disgusted" by them and

that she should report them to the Supreme Court of Ohio for ethical vioiatiozs,
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79. Respondent's conduct as outlined above violates the Ohio Rules of Judicial Conduct and

the Ohio Rules of Professional Conduct, specifically Jud. R. 1.2 (a judge shall act at all

times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the independence, integrity, and

impartiality of the judiciary, and shall avoid impropriety and the appearance of

impropriety); Jud. R. 2.8 (a judge shall be patient, dignified, and courteous to litigants,

jurors, witnesses, lawyers, court staff, court officials, and others with whom the judge

deals in an official capacity); and Prof. Cond. R. 8.4(d) (a lawyer shall not engage in

conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice).

Count Four - Abuse of Defendants and the Public

80. Relator incorporates Paragraphs 1 through 79.

81. The Cleveland Municipal Court receives complaints from defendants- and the general

public about every judge on the court; however, the number of complaints received

against respondent is proportionally much higher than any other judge on the court.

a. * Most, if not all, of the complaints allege that respondent's attitude towards
them was patronizing, demeaning, insulting, or dismissive.

b. Many of the complaints allege that respondent has no respect for their time.
The complaints highlight scenarios in which a defendant was in court all day
waiting for his or her case to be called, only to be told that he or she needed to
return the next day. In some cases, a defendant has been required to come
back for a third day.

c. Many of the complaints also allege that an individual has or is in danger of
losing his or her job due to the amount of time spent in respondent's
courtroom.

82. Respondent also treats defendants and the public in her courtroom in an impatient and

unprofessional manner. She publicly reprimands individuals, expels them from her

courtroom, or places them in holding cells for minor infractions such as whispering.
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.83e Respondent regularly confiscates all cell phones in her comtroozn due to the presence of a

single displayed or ringing phone.

84. As with attorneys in her courtroom, if an individual speaks up --- clairns i.nnocence or

attempts to explain his or her conduct - respondent will threaten the individual with

conternpt of court and up to three days in jail.

85. Below are some examples of respondent's impatient and unreasonable ternperament in

response to activity in her courtroom, i..ncluding cell phone usage:

Ce11.Phrarae Usage

86. On October 28, 20 10, respondent confiscated all cell phones in the courtroom.

87. On July 20, 2011, respondent confiscated cell phones belonging to two individuals and

had the individuals thrown out. of the courtroom for using the phones. She also

threatened to place the individuals in a holding cell.

88. On August 9, 2011, respondent publicly berated a woman in the courtroo^xx because her

cell phone rarag_ Specifically:

a. On August 9, 2011, respondent was in the process of sentencing a defendant.

b. During the plea colloquy, respondent heard a cell phone say "droid."

c. Respondent ordered that the phone be confiscated, but either out of fear or
because she was unaware that it was her phone making the noise, the woman
did not adn-iit ownership of the phone.

d. When no one a.dmitted ownership of the offending phone, respondent ordered
her bailiffs to confiscate all cell phones in tbie-courtroorn.

e. As the bailiffs were confiscating phones, the woman's phone said "droid"
again, and respondent identified the phone as belonging to the woman.

f The woman began to say that she thought her phone was off9 but respondent
accused her of lying and ordered her to be placed in the holding cell.
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g. The woman attempted to say that she did not know that it was her phone that
was ringing; however, respondent would not permit her to speak. Respondent
further stated that if the woman said another word, she would hold her in
contempt and place her in jail for "three consecutive days" because her
conduct in the courtroom was "outrageous."

89. On March 21, 2013, there were two people in the courtroom who were using their

cellular phones; however, the. phones did not create a noticeable disruption to courtroom

proceedings. Rather than just confiscating the phones that were being used, respondent

ordered that every phone in the courtroom be confiscated.

90. The above listed examples are only a sampling of the times when respondent has

confiscated either an individual's or the entire courtroom's phones.

Novella Black

91. On October 28, 2010, Novella Black was in court on charges of domestic violence and

endangering children. (Case No. 2010 CRB 021049:)

92. The public defender's office was unable to represent Black due to a conflict of interest;

therefore, the matter was continued for appointment of counsel.

93. As Black was leaving the courtroom, the doors to the courtroom made an audible noise.

94. Respondent instructed her bailiffs to brin.g Black back into the courtroom.

95. When Black re-entered, respondent stated that she was holding Black in contempt and

placing her in the holding cell.

96. Black asked respondent what she had done, and respondent stated that Black had

slammed the doors and was rude to the court.

97. Black stated that she did not slam the doors, but respondent spoke over Black and ordered

her bailiffs to take Black into custody. Respondent then ordered Black not to "say

another word to this Court before you go to jail for three days."
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98. Black was taken into custody at approximately 11.43 A.M.

.99. At approximately2:551'.l`vl. (over three hours later), Black was brought back into the

courtroom.

100. Respondent asked Black if there was anything she wanted to say. Black replied that she

had nothing to say.

101. Respondent then stated that if Black did not apologize to the court, she would be placed

in jail for three days. Respondent "offered" to place Black back in the holding cell to

give her time to think about whether she wanted to apologize to the court.

102. At that point, Black abruptly stated, "I apologize to the court."

Charlotte Shutes

103. On September 27, 2011, Charlotte Shutes was in court with her son, who had a case

before respondent.

104. 'Upon entering the courtroom, Shutes was advised to remove her earpiece because

respondent permitted absolutely no talking in the courtroom. Shutes did as instr-axcted.

105. At one poi-nt, Shutes left the courtroom to pay her son's fme. When she reti3rned, she

handed the payment receipt to her son, who said "Tharsks" or $`Thank You." A few

Bninutes later, Shutes was expelled from the courtroom for taldrag.

106. Shutes was humiliated by the situation.

Shatauna Moore

107. Orr Novern.ber 20, 2012, Sh.atauna Moore was in coxa.rt with her attorney, Margaret NValsh,

for a probation violation hearing. (Case No. 2012 TRD 007856.)
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108. Moore had also been charged with a felony that was set for a pre-trial on the following

day, November 21, 2012.

109. Walsh requested a continuance of the probation violation hearing due to the fact that the

felony was still pending.

110. In deciding whether or not to grant the continuance, respondent began reviewing Moore's

file.

111. Respondent inquired into whether Moore had taken a urinalysis test recently. Moore

stated that she had approximately two weeks earlier through Key Decisions Treatment

Center.

112. Respondent informed Moore that she needed to take a urinalysis test through the

probation department and that she needed to do it before she would grant a continuance

of the probation violation hearing.

113. Walsh advised respondent that Moore did not have the _$9 to pay for the urinalysis test

that day, but that she could have it the following day.

1-14. Respondent told Moore that she was not going to place the matter on her docket for

tomorrow and that Moore needed to figure out how she was going to pay for the

urinalysis test that day.

115. Moore responded by rolling her eyes.

116. At first, respondent stated that if Moore rolled her eyes one more time, she was going to

take Moore into custody; however, respondent quickly changed her mind and decided to

take Moore into custody immediately for rolling her eyes.
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Kenneth Taylor

117. ®-u 1V®vearaber 27, 2012, Kenneth "I'ayior was representing bimsell'pro se agaillst amirioz

misdemeanor charge cafdisvrderly conduct. (Case No. 2012 CRB 038736.)

118- A few days earlier, Taylor had filed a Matiorl to 1'3isuxiss, wb.ich the city had not yet

responded to.

119. The case was contiFZiied until Deeernber 14, 2012 so that the city could respond to ttgc

IV-^'Jt3o31 to Dismiss.

120. Taylor eahnly stated that he would like to a-nake another Motion to L?isrmss because this

was his third time in court with no officer present.

121. ResPondent replied in a rude and r-orr-deseenda"ng manner_

Sir, let me teil you something. That's what you don't understand.
That's why you need to hire an attomey because you don't have a
clue as to what you are doing in a ^ourtro®m. You filed the
-motion. The city has a right to respond to the moti:or3„ She just got
the motion and she's gonna respond. And it's set for a hearing
December 14 at 2:00 P.M. Is there anything else?

122. When Taylor attempted to address another motion that he had filed, respondent requested

that Taylor be escorted to the elevator. As Taylor was leaving, re-spondent instructed her

bailiff to bring Taylor back into the courtrooan to go to the workhouse if he does

st^^^^^ out
of line" or if he "says another word."

Jamese Johnson, Jasmine Edwar°A and Lisa Barbee

123. On March 5, 2013, Jamese Johnson was in respondent's courtroom on a charge of Pettv

Theft. She was ac^omlsaTiied by her moth^r-in-law, Lisa Barbee. (Case No. 2011 CRB

043197.)
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124. On the same day, Jasmine Edwards was also in respondent's courtroom on charges of

Driving Under Suspension, Driving while Under the lnfluence of Alcohol or Drugs, and

other charges that were eventually dismissed. (Case Nos. 2011 TRC 002970 and 2012

TRD 068011.)

125. Johnson and Edwards did not know each other; however, while waiting for their

respective cases to be called, Johnson (and Barbee) and Edwards sat in the same row.

126. At approximately 11:45 A.M., Johnson caught her hair in the zipper of a piece of clothing

that she was wearing. Johnson reacted by saying "Ouch," "Fk," or something similar

to express the momentary pain caused by getting her hair caught in the zipper.

127. Respondent heard Johnson's expression, but attributed it to Edwards. Without requesting

any further information, such as a name or an explanation, respondent ordered her bailiff

to place Edwards in the holding cell.

128. At that point, Johnson spoke ap and stated that she was the one who had said something,

not Edwards. Respondent then ordered her bailiff to place Edwards and Johnson in the

holding cell.

129. As the bailiff approached, Barbee stated that Edwards and Johnson had done nothing

wrong. At that point, respondent ordered "all three" (Edwards, Johnson, and Barbee) to

be placed in the holding cell.

130. Edwards and Johnson were in the holding cell for approximately 30 minutes to an hour,

and Barbee was in the holding cell for 15-20 minutes longer than them.

131. During the above events, Attorney Ian Friedman was present. Although closer in

physical proximity to Johnson, Edwards, and Barbee than respondent, he did not hear any
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discussioil or disruptive behavior from fhern prior to respondent ordering her bailiff to

place Edwards in the h.olditpg cell.

1.32. Attorney Bryan Ramsey was also present during the above events. He heard some type

of audible noise shortlv before respondent ordered i;d-vvards to be p1aced in the holding

cell; h©wevez-, the noise was not disruptive to court proceedings.

133. Respondent's corPduct as autlined above violates the Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct and

the Ohio Rules of Professional Conduct, specifically Jud. R. 1.2 (a judge shail act at all

tirnes in a maiiner that promotes public confidence 'm the -mdepeaxdeaace, integrity, and

impartiality of the judiciary); Jud. R. 2.6 (a judge sha.ll accord to every person who has a

i.egal interest in a proceeding the right to be heard according to the law); Jud. R. 2. ^(a

judge shall be paEient diguffied, and courteous to litigants, jurors, witnesses, lawgTersw

court st4 court officials, and others with whom the judge deals in an official capacity);

and Prof. Cond. R. 8.4(d) (a lawyer shall not engage in conduct that is prejudicia.l to the

administration ofjustice).

Count Five -- Abuse of Constitutis^^-A Freedoms

134, - Relator incorporates ParagraOb.s I through. 133.

135. Respondent requires all individuals entering her courtroom, including family and fiiends

of defendants, to sign in and provide information as to why they are in the courtroom. At

times, respondent has also prohibited individuals from leaving her courtroQm., ev-en if it is

to use the xeste^om.

136. 1'hese practices inhibit the free flow of individuals from a public cointroorri atid may

even impact an individual's ability or willingness to attend a public proceeding.
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137. As discussed further in Count Six, respondent oversees the court's Project Hope docket.

When respondent conducts these dockets, they oftentimes have a religious overtone. For

example, during past Project Hope compliance hearings, respondent has had an

individual standing by her side on the bench that served as her "religious adviser." Ori at

least one occasion, a member of respondent's church presented Project Hope participants

with a scarf that had a cross on it and blessed each participant as they received the scarf

138. Respondent regularly prohibits or inhibits the right of defendants to represent themselves

pro se. Respondent will question defendants about their choice to represent themselves

and imply that they may be sentenced to a longer, jail sentence or larger fine if they do not

obtain counsel. In at least one case, respondent told a pro se defendant that he had to be

represented by counsel in her courtroom. Below are some of the most offensive

examples of instances where respondent has required or implied that a defendant needs to

be represented by counsel.

Carolyn Massengale-Hasan

139. On January 20, 2011, Carolyn Massengale-Hasan was in court on a License Required to

Operate, Seat Belt, and Expired Sticker charges. (Case No. 2010 TRD 077438.)

140. Massengale-Hasan informed respondent that she was not represented by counsel.

141. Respondent asked Massengale-Hasan what she intended to do about her legal counsel in

a case that carried a maximum fine of up to six months in jail and a $1,000 fine.

142. Massengale-Hasan asked respondent whether she was permitted to ask a question.

143. Respondent would not permit Massengale-Hasan to ask a question until Massengale-

Hasan had answered respondent's previous question about legal counsel.
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144. Masserflgale-Hasan again informed respondent that she did not have legal counsel, so

respondent eaxztiixued the matter until January 21, 2011.

145. Massengaie-Ilasan iarfarmed respondent that she had school on the 21", to which

i°es,pondertt stated that that was Ma.ssenga.le-Hasan's Problezri. Respondent stated that

Massengale-Hasan had to be in court on the 21't or acalsias would be issued for her

arrest.

146. When Massengale-l-Ia`5an attempted to spea.Ic, respondent threatened to hold Massengale-

Hasan in contempt ofccurte Respondent then had Nlassezzgale-flasan escorted out of the

courtroom so that she would not "slam doors or act tils in this courtroom."

147. Massengale-Hasan re6.umed to respondent's courtroom on Jaiaua.ry 21, 2011 wi.th counsel

that she retairxed in the h.ailway just -praor to entering the courtroom. She pled no contest

to the License Required ta Operate charge, ajid the remainder of the charges were

disarsissed_

Deza Walker

148. Or! March 2, 2011, Walker appeared in court on a traffic control violatior3. (running a red

ligh:t); however, the matter had been charged as a 3d degree misdemeanor. (Case No.

2011 TRD 007301.)

149. Walker appeared in court without counsel. He informed respondent that he had spoken to

the public defender's office, but that they would not represent hirne

150. The public defender assigned to respondent's courtroom then informed respondent that

Walker did not quali.fy for assistance.

151. Respondent informed Walker that he had "options," but the only option she gave hirn was

to continue his case to obtain counsel.
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152. Walker attempt to make a motion to dismiss because the officer was not present;

however, respondent informed Walker that the matter was not set for trial and that since it

was a 3fd degree misdemeanor carrying up to a $500 fme and 60 days in jail, he needed to

discuss the matter with an attomey.

153. Respondent continued the matter until March 29, 2011.

154. On March 29, 2011, Walker appeared without counsel. Although he still did not qualify

for assistance, the public defender assigned to respondent's courtroom agreed to assist

Walker if he wanted to resolve the matter that day. The public defender informed Walker

that the prosecutor would probably reduce the charge to a-4h degree misdemeanor, but

Walker stated that he was not guilty.

155. Respondent continued the matter until April 13, 2011 at 9:00 A.M. and advised Walker

that he had to retain counsel and that his counsel had to be present on April 13, 2011.

156. Although Walker's case was scheduled for 9:00 A.M. on April 13, 2011, it was not called

until 5:40 P.M. after the public defender had left for the day. Since Walker did not have

retained counsel with him, respondent inquired into whether he wanted the matter

continued so that he could be represented by the public defender.

157. Walker stated that he did not want a continuance and that he wanted the matter set for

trial. Respondent stated that Walker needed the public defender's office to make that

determiriation for him, but since the public defender was no longer there, she was

continuing the matter until the following day.

158. Walker informed respondent that he could not appear the following day, so respondent

arbitrarily set the matter for April 18, 2011. When Walker attempted to question

respondent about why his case kept getting continued, respondent stated that she was not
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going to "argue" with him. As Walker continued to talk, respondent threatened him wy.th

coraternpt and time in the holding cell the next tFrne he appeared iax court.

159. Walker failed to appear for his pxe-tiW on April 1$, 201.1.

160. The u-latter carne before respondent agaiaa ou June 29, 2011 at which time the prosecutor

disrnassesl the charges because they had been incorrectly charged as a 3rd degree

raiisdernearior rather than a minor mi.sderneanor and the time for bringing the matter to

trial had passed_

Fernczdo Taylor

161. On May 25, 2011, Femado Taylor was in court on a charge of Tow T ruck/City License.

(Case No. 2011 CRB 015357.)

162. Taylor was not represented by counsel, nor did he want a continuance to seek legal

counsel.

163. Respondent would not allow Taylor to proceed with his case and stated that "in this

courtroorn, you need to be represented by an attorney."

164. Respondent then told Taylor to "sit down" and "think about this." She then mumbled

under her breath, "this is oufrageous."

165. While Taylor was waiting for his case to be recalled, a bailiff in the courb°oom informed

Taylor that the only way he was going to be able to resolve his case is if he retained

counsel.

166. When Taylor's case was recalled, he stated that he would obtain an attomey, which he

subsequently did.

167. Respondent's conduct as outlined above violates the Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct,

speci#icaRy Canon 1(a judge shall uphold the independence and integrity of the
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judiciary) and Jud R. 1.2 (a judge shall act at all times in a manner that promotes public

confidence in the independence, integrity, and impartiality of the judiciary); Canon 2 (A

judge shall respect and comply with the law and shall act at all times in a manner that

promotes public confidence in the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary) and Jud. R.

2.2 (A judge shall uphold and apply the law, and shall perform all duties of judicial office

fairly and impartially); and DR 1- 102(A)(5) (a lawyer shall not engage in conduct that is

prejudicial to the administration of justice) and Prof. Cond. R. 8.4(d) (a lawyer shall not

engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice).

Count Six - Abusive Legal Errors

168. Relator incorporates Paragraphs 1 through 167.

169. Respondent regularly coerces pleas from defendants by implying that they will receive a

harsher sentence if they go to trial or by treating defendants in a frusttated and impatient

manner until they enter a plea to the charges.

170. Respondent regularly solicits information from defendants about their mental health

status and/or drug and -alcohol use even when it has no reasonable relationship to the

charges against the defendant. Oftentimes, respondent will reveal this information in

open court, i.e. reading from psychiatric reports, thus publicly revealing personal and

confidential information about defendants and making defendants very uncomfortable in

the courtroom. -

Hasty Decisions

171. Respondent uses information learned from defendants about their mental health status

and/or drug and alcohol use to make hasty and unwarranted decisions about the

defendants and/or about conditions for probation. For example:
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James Luster

172. Ou January 31, 2002, JaFrfles Luster appeared before respondent with his attomey,

Margaret Walsh, for sentezae'mg on a License Required to Operate Charge. (Case No.

2001 TRD 108484,)

173. Luster had previously been in court on January 7, 2002 and. January 30, 2002 for

sentencing; however both times, Luster's sentencing had beexi continued.

174s On January 31, 2002, respondent sezrteYicecl Luster to 180 days in jail, with 150 days

suspended, an alcohol assessment, and substance abuse eouraselmg. She also fined Luster.

$100.

175. F®^owing the serateneing order, Walsh challenged the court's imposition of an alco.hcsl

assessment and substance abuse counseling because they were not reasonably related to

the charge against Lm-ter. W atsh also xequested that Luster be given credit for time

served for the two days that Luster spent in respondent's courtroom waiting for his

sentencing hearing.

176. RespQrident denied Walsh's request and instead deeided to suspend only 120 days of

Luster's sentence thereby doubling Luster's aettW tim.e injaal to 60 days.

177. On February 15, 2002, Luster filed a Notice of Appeal with the Elgbth District ^ouA of

Appeals.

178. On March 15, 2002, respondent suspended all fmes against Luster and gave him credit

for the 34 days ®f jaal tiffie that he had already served. She suspended the remaining 146

days- ofLuster's sentence.

179. On November 27,2002, the Court of Appeals d.zsrrdssed Luster's appeal as moot beeaazse

Luster .bad already served his time in jail; however, the court nated that "a trial court
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abuses its discretion when it imposes a sentence based upon the conduct of the defense

attorney."

Gabriel Matthew

180. See Paragraphs 30 through 38 of Count Two for facts regarding Gabriel Matthew.

Daniel O'Reilly

181. On June 3, 2009, Daniel O'Reilly appeared before respondent on charges of aggravated

trespass and aggravated menacing. (Case No. 2009 CRB 014228.) He was not

represented by counsel.

182. O'Reilly politely ask.ed respondent for permission to say something on his own behalf,

but respondent would not permit him to speak without legal counsel present. At that

point, Attomey David Eidenmiller (public defender) agreed to assist O'Reilly with his

case.

183. O'Reilly's file indicated that O'Reilly had some kind of mental illness. Accordingly,

respondent asked O'Reilly whether he was taking his medication.

184. O'Reilly responded that he was not taking his medication and that he had not taken his

medication for over 30 days due to a number of reasons involving Medicare, Social

Security, etc.

185. Respondent then requested a sidebar on the record, however, halfway through the

sidebar, respondent muted all microphones in the courtroom.

186. During the sidebar, O'Reilly agreed to speak with Jerome Saunders, a court psychiatric

employee, regarding his mental health condition and lack of medication.

187. Thereafter, O'Reilly met with Saunders.
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188. O'Reilly's case was recalled approximately two htaurs later.

189. When the case was recalled, respondent asked Saunders to place his fizadiaYgs on the

record as to whether O'Reilly was stlacidaI, honiicidaI, or aeeded emergency psycbiatric

hospitaIization.

190. Saunders testified that O'Reilly was not suicidal or coraYicida1 and that he did not require

emergency psychiatric hospitalization. Saunders stated, however, that O'Reilly needed to

obtain and take his medication.

191. Based on Saunders' testimony, respondent continued the matter until June 9, 2009 (six

days later). She aIlowed O'Reilly's personal bond to remain in effect on condition that

he not g® to Tower City Mall, not have any contact with his alleged victim, and go

immediately to Lakewood Hospital to obtain his zrse.dicatissm O'Reilly confamcd that he

understood the court's orders and that he would abide by them,

192. As everyone was preparing to leave the Goaaztrocsm or move on-ta-the next case,

resporaderat toId. Saunders that O'Reilly takes fou.r Tylenol PM per night, wl^ch was

against the dosage recommendation on the box.

193. Saunders stated that O'Reilly had not told him this information during their conversation,

bizt that he still believed that O'Reilly was willing and able to obta.in his medication as

previously indicated.

194. Respondent then commented that if O'Reilly overdoses on the Tylenol PM, it will be "on

all oaxr consciences for the rest of our Iaves."

195. Respondent then ordered that O'Reilly appear in her courtroom on June 4, 2009, rather

than June 9, 2009, with proof that he had gone to Lakewood Hospital to obtain his

rrredicati®n.
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196. Thereafter, respondent changed her mind again because she did not have "peace" with the

situation.

197. Respondent ordered O'Reilly to be taken into custody immediately and transported to St.

Vincent's Charity Hospital. She stated that "it is not going to be on my conscience. It is

not going to be on my conscience." She then continued O'Reilly's case until June 5,

2009. (Emphasis added.)

198. On June 5, 2009, O'Reilly appeared in court with Attorney Eidenmiller.

199. Eidenmiller informed the court that O'Reilly had been seen by the court's psychiatric

clinic and by St. Vincent's, and both had released him without providing him with any

medications.

200. Based on this information, respondent initially stated that she was not going to release

O'Reilly from custody because she believed that he was a harm to himself and others.

She stated, "If I don't have peace, he won't be released."

201. However, respondent later changed her mind and gave O'Reilly a personal bond on

condition that he obtain his medication immediately.

Melvin Cary

202. On December 21, 2010, Melvin Cary was in court with his counsel, Thomas Kraus.

(Case No_ 2010 TRD 064130.)

203. Cary pled no contest to the two charges against him - Driving Under Suspension and Full

Time and Attention. The matter was referred to the probation department for a pre-

sentencing report and was continued until January 19, 2011.

204. On January 19, 201 l; Cary appeared with Kraus for-sentencing. The pre-sentencing

report indicated that this was Cary's 12th conviction for driving under suspension and that
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he had last used alcohol and marijuana in early December 2010. "Ihere vaas rao

infon-nation suggestiBYg that Cary's alcohol or marijuana usage was connected to the

peficling charge.

205. Based on this information, respondent sentenced Cary to 180 days in jail and placed lin

on two years of active probation with raad®in drug and alcoliol seree.ra.iz?g. R_espondent

set the matter for amitigati®n hearing on February 24, 2011; however, it was later

continued until March 8, 2011.

206. On March 8, 2011, Cary appeared with Kraus for a rn.itigation heaairag.

207.. During this hearing, respondent expressed concerns with Cary's marijuana and alcohol

use and stated that it was a "huge risk" to release Cary into the public.

208. She stated that if she released him from custody, she was considering placing him on

hoetse arrest and/or requiring him to wear a contanuo-us alcohol monitoring device.

209. The matter was continued until March 9, 2011 in order to obtain details, iae.. cost about

the cOratinazoaas alcohol monitoring de-vice.

210. On March 9, 2011, respondent suspended the remainder of Cary's sentence on condition

that he complete outpatient treatrnent and wear a continuous alcohol monitoring device_

211. "1'hereafter, a continuous alcohol monitoring device was plaeed on Cary, which he
waTe

until August 4, 2011.

Denise Pederson

212. On August 29, 2011,1-9enise Pederson was in court on an open container charge.

1'edersari was represented by counse.l.. (Case No. 2011 CR-B 029832.)

213. Pederson pled no contest to the charge and was sentenced to a$20fme, which was to be

paid within the next 24 hours.
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214. Pederson informed respondent that she was unable to pay the fine within 24 hours

because she was on disability and would not receive her next disability check until

September 3, 2011.

215. Respondent asked Pederson what her disability was. Pederson stated that she was

schizophrenic, but that she was not required to take medication.

216. Based on this information, respondent placed Pederson on one year of active probation

and referred her to the court's psychiatric clinic.

217. At that point, Pederson's attorney stated that it might be best if Pederson withdrew her no

contest plea.

218. Respondent stated that she would allow Pederson to withdraw her no contest plea;

however, she was still referring Pederson to the court psychiatric clinic because Pederson

needed to be evaluated.

219. Pederson was then taken into custody.

Burdensome Conditions

220. Respondent also places unduly burdensome conditions on individuals charged with other

offenses including, but not limited to solicitation.

Project Hope

221. Project Hope is a time-intensive specialized docket for defendants, primarily women,

who are on probation from solicitizzg offenses. Each month, Project Hope participants are

required to attend monthly compliance meetings.

222. Respondent oversees the Project Hope docket.
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223. When Project Hope was reviewed in 2011 by Cleveland State University Professors Dana

I Hubbard aad We.ady C. RegoecZi as part of coinprehensiare review of eight court

PtOgrarm for effectiveness and efliciiricy, -dje following observations were made:

a. !'Iiere are uo c'ear goals for the program. For exai.npIe, the prograin was
initeaLy designed for wo^^^^ convicted of solicitation, but at the time of the
review, the caseload cQ-usisted of 19 cases including five "^ohns,'° one male
solicitor, and one woman convicted of open container and disorderly offenses,

b. Motivational speakers are brought in every month to speak to Project Hope
participants; however, the speakers are iiot likely to have any effect on
recidivism rates.

€. I`here is nO incentive for partir-ipants who do well in the program to continue
doing well, i.e. graduated meeting attendance. Participants are required to
attend monUy compliance mee#ikgs regardless of the e€-reumstanees, and they
know that if they do not a.ttend for any reason or if they say somedling
d4wrongJS at the compliance meeting, they will besentenced to jai1. At the time
of the review, most of the participants expressed s,olac^m that they would
never cOmPIete the Project Hope docket Imause their cases were constantly
being continued so that another assessment cssuid be performed, another social
service agency ^oWd be contacted, or more information could be obtained.

d. Respondent publicly criticizes the Project Hope probation officer in fTont of
tae paiticipants. This creates confusion for the participants regarding whom
they should b-ust or listen toe

e. Respondent has no respect for the particiga-nts' tie. Project Hope
participants are often required to be in the courtroom by 9:00 A.M., but the
docket wiIl not start iintii 10:30 A.M. or 11:00 A.M. It then takes respondent
the whole day to complete the docICet_ Many participants have stated that they
are fearjU of leaving the ^^urtoom to make a phone call or go to the
bathroom because they are afraid that resporident wil1 sentence thern to jail.
Pvlany participants have also reported having prolaleirms, with employers, child
care, or other ^ommitments due to Project Hope compliance meetLigse

224. On one occasion, a Project Hope participant hIed a motion requesting that her jail

sinten^-e be ordered into execution so that she could cease attendance at the ffiorzthly

Project I-Iop^ ^^^pEauce .rner-fmgs.

ar On November 17, 2€I09, Sharon Lawsan-T^ennis appeared before respondent
on two r-harges oI`public intoxication, two cIiarges of havino, an open
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container, one charge of hitchhiking, and one charge of entering or leaving a
moving vehicle. In exchange for Lawson-Dennis's no contest plea to one
charge of public intoxication, one charge of having an open container, and the
charge of entering or leaving a motor vehicle, the remaining charges against
Lawson-Dennis were dismissed. Case Nos. 2009 CRB 036688, 2009 TRD
032231, 2009 CRB 015822, and 2008 TRD 003752.)

b. Respondent sentenced Lawson-Dennis to 30 days in jail, but gave her credit
for eight days of time served. Respondent suspended the remaining 22 days
of Lawson-Dennis's sentence and placed her on two-years of active probation
through Project Hope even though Lawson-Dennis had not been charged with
any solicitation offenses.

c. Between November 17, 2009 and April 25, 2011, Lawson-Dennis attended at
least 14 Project Hope compliance meetings. She was also required to meet
with her probation officer at least once a month, complete regular urinalysis
screens, undergo a psychiatric evaluation, attend grief counseling, and submit
herself for a vocational skills assessment.

d. At the Apri125, 2011 compliance meeting, another Project Hope participant
brought pictures of her child to share. Lawson-Dennis began crying because
her daughter had recently passed away. Respondent instructed Lawson-
Dennis to leave the courtroom until she could control herself. As she was
leaving the courtroom, Lawson-Dennis pushed the door of the courtroom too
hard and it slammed shut. Respondent had Lawson-Dennis brough.t back into
the courtroom whereupon respondent proceeded to hold her in contempt and
order the ful122 days of her sentence into execution. Lawson-Dennis was
held in custody for three days until April 28, 2011.

e. On Apri128, 2011, Lawson-Dennis was brought back before respondent on a
Motion to Mitigate her sentence. Respondent granted the Motion to Mitigate
and released Lawson-Dennis from custody; however, she refused to release
Lawson-Dennis from active probation as requested.

f. Lawson-Dennis attended Project Hope compliance meetings in May of 2011
and June 2011.

g. On July 14, 2011, Lawson-Dennis, through her attorney, James C. Young,
filed a motion to terminate her probation early. In the alternative, Lawson-
Dennis requested that the remainder of her jail sentence be ordered into
execution so that she would not have to attend any further Project Hope
compliance meetings.

h. On August 22,2011, a hearing was held on Lawson-Dennis's motion. At that
time, Lawson-Dennis withdrew her motion upon realizing that she only had
two months left of active probation.
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225. In their JurFe 2011 ^iuai report regarding court programs and efficiency, Hubbard and

Regoeezi recommended that Prcajeet Ilope be suspended, revamped, and/or bandled. by

another judgea

226. On Jwie 9, 2011, Chief Probation Officer Jerry Krakowski submitted a proposed list of

Project Hope guidelines to respondent for her review and approval. These guidelines

included but were not limited to the following:

a. Only persons ch.ag-ged with or convicted of solicitatiQn will be assigned to
Project Ilope;

b_ "Johns" or buyers of prostitution will not assigned to Project Hope;

c. The probation officer will determine what services will best assist the
defendants; however, it wiH be mandatory for Project Hope pargic ipauts to
complete a substance abuse assessment, weekly urinalysis testing, HIV and
STD education classes, and educational or vocational trairdag;

d: The probation officer will determine i$'it is necessary for Project Hope
participants to attend monthly compliance meetings with the caveat that all
Project Hope participants will attend at least one compliance meeting before
successful completion of the prograra,

e. Project Hope participagits will be required to complete all recornmeraded
treatment plans and programs; and

f The judge shall be notified of all positive drug screens and if the paiticipaaat
may be in danger or a danger to themselves.

227. Respondent never contacted Krakowski regarding these recoramendatiorls, nor ci$d she

take any formal steps to implement the recommendations.

Bobbi WiXams

229. BobbiWilliaz^ was charged with a 0 degree misdemeanor of A-Hawing Another to

Operate a Motor'Vehiele. without the Legal Right to Do So. Williams was represented by

counsel. (Case No. 2013 TRD 004239.)
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229. Williams' boyfriend, Freddie Johnson, had operated the vehicle, and he had also been

charged with various misdemeanors, including but not limited to, License Required to

Operate.

230. Johnson appeared in court on February 14, 2013 and pled not guilty to the charges against

him. A subsequent court date was set for February 19, 2013; however, Johnson failed to

appear. Accordingly, a capias was issued for Johnson.

231. On February 21, 2013, Williams appeared in court and pled no contest to the

misdemeanor charge against her. During the sentencing portion of Williams' case,

respondent became aware that a capias had been issued for Johnson.

232. Respondent refusea to continue sentencing Williams until Johnson appeared.

233. Respondent stated "It's her boyfriend. She can make sure that he comes into this

courtroom, or I can impose the jail time that I believe is appropriate today." (Emphasis

added)

234. Williams' attomey tried to inform respondent that Williams could not make her boyfriend

appear. In a very irritated manner, respondent then proceeded to sentence Williams to

two days in jail and a $100 fine.

Bond. Increases

235. Respondent increases bonds for defendants who request a trial. For example:

a. On June 30, 2009, Maurice Tucker appeared before respondent on two
charges - a recent Driving Under Suspension (DUS) charge and a 2008 nunor
misdemeanor traffic charge for which a capias had been issued. (Case Nos.
2008 TRD 052369 and 2009 TRD 040682.)

b. Tucker was represented by Attorney David Eidenmiller.

c. Tucker had a $1,500 bond on the DUS charge and a personal bond on the
traffic charge.
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d. .EidenmiEer informed the court that Tucker wished to enter a no contest plea
to the traffic charge, but that he wanted a continuance cn the DLTS chaa-ge_

e. Respondent accepted this proposal, but,rather than granting a cazitlrauance, she
set the matter for tzial. She also inquired into wbetlier Tiicker w®uld be able
to pay the $1,500 bond ®n the DUS charge.

f As the parties were trying to pick a trial date, Fgdenmaller requested that the
trial be for bath the DUS charge and the 2008 traffic claargee

& ResPondent stated that she was fme with Tucker withdrawing his no contest
plea on the 2008 traffic violation, but that afhe wanted a trial on the 200$
traffic violatioDs, slie was going to increase the bond on the DUS charge
becaia.se Tucker "doesn't come to court" on tlYe traffic charge.

b_ Respondent ftarther stated that "when we set bonds, we take everytllirig into
consideration, and this is a gentleznen that does not come back to court.'9 She
specifically noted, however, that she did not want to set a bond on a minor
rnzsderneanor case.

i. At the time that respondent initially set the $1,500 bond, she had all the same
infearm-ati®n available to her as when she decided to increase the bond. The
or.ly difference was that Tucker had requested a traal.

finproper Revacatidn

236. On at least one occasion, respondent improperly revoked a defendant's pzcsbati.on dae to

Nvhat she perceived to be rude and disrespectful conduct to the cotiTt.

a. On March 8, 2012, Angela Beckwith pled no contest to a charge of
solicitation. (Case No. 2012 CRB 002544.)

b. She was sentenced to 180 days injaal with aU 180 days suspended and a $200
fine. She was also placed on two years of active probation with an order that
she complete the court's Project Hope Program.

c. On December 17, 2012, Beckwith was in court for a 11'roject flope compliance
meeting. Late in the aftemoora, Beckwith's case was called. Beekvvztb was
presented with a Cerdficate of A.chievenierat and some gifts from local donors.

d. As Beckwith was leaving the comts®om, the door slammed because
Beckwith's hands were full. Respondent asked her bailiffs to bring Beckwith
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back into the courtroom whereupon respondent informed Beckwith that she
was being held in contempt.

e. Respondent then ordered the full 180 days of Beckwith's sentence into
execution without affording Beckwith any due process or conducting a proper
contempt hearing.

f. Respondent set the matter for a mitigation hearing on December 19, 2012 at
which time respondent ordered Beckwith to be held in custody for five
additional days.

g. Respondent suspended the remaining 172 days of Beckwith's sentence.

237. As noted in previous counts, individuals (prosecutors, defense counsel, and defendants)

are not permitted to question respondent's rulings or decisions without being threatened

witli contempt.

23 8. Respondent's conduct as outlined above violates the Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct and

the Ohio Rules of Professional Conduct specifically Canon 1(a judge shall uphold the

-independence and integrity of the judiciary) and Jud R. 1.2 (a judge shall act at all times

in a manner that promotes public confidence in the independence, integrity, and

impartiality of the judiciary); Canon 2(_A judge shall respect and comply with the law

and shall act at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the integrity and

impartiality of the judiciary) and Jud. R. 2.2 (A judge shall uphold and apply the law, and

shall perform all duties of judicial office fairly and impartially); DR 1-102(A)(5) (a

lawyer shall not engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration ofjustice) and

Prof. Cond. R. 8.4(d) (a lawyer shall not engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the

administration of justice); and DR 1-102(A)(6) (a lawyer shall not engage in any other

conduct that adversely. reflects on the lawyer's fitness to practice law) and Prof. Cond. R.

8.4(h) (a lawyer shall not engage in conduct that adversely reflects on the lawyer's fitness

to practice law).
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C€aunt Seven - -Request for Mental Health Evaluation

239_ Relator incorporates Paragraphs I through 23$. •

240. As alleged in the counts above, it is clear that forthe past several years respondent:

a_ Has been unable to efficieaitly run a courtroorn;

b. Perceives prablems where there are none;

C. Engages in unprofessional conduct, including needless shouting matches with
prosecutors, defemse eouFgsel, court employees, and the public; and

d. Views comments/questions about her decisioDs or ac-tioigs as a personal attack
on her and the integrity of the court.

241. From a global perspective, respondent's behavior has negatively impacted every

component of the erim.ijial justice system tba:e she has eonge into contact with as a judicial

officer including prosecutors, public defenders, security bailiffs, personal bailiffs, court

reporters, psychiatric clinic employees, probation officers, defendants, and the public __

and has led to the adoption of several eourt-wide rules or departinental policy changes in

order to accommodate respondent's unwarranted use of court resources and constantly

chs^^g expectations.

242. Despite these aceommodations, respondent has been unable or unwilling to recognize that

most, if not a1l, of the problems in her ^ourtroom are the result of her own actions.

Rather than accepting responsibility for her conduct and working towards a resolution,

respondent persists in blaming others for the problems in her courtroom.

243. Based upon the above facts agad allegations, relator believes that respondent may be

suffering from a mental illness that substaz3.ti.ally impairs her ability to perform her duties

as a judgcial officer. In accordanc.e wat.h. Gov, Bar R. V (7)(C), relator requests that the

Board of Commissioners on Grievances and Discipline or the hearing panel assigned to
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this case order a psychiatric examination of respondent by one or more physicians

designated by the Board or hearing panel.

Count Eight -- Conduct Occurring After Receiving Notice of the Formal Complaint

Jamie Barlay-Soto

244. On or about June 4, 2013, Jamie Barlay-Soto was arrested and charged with Driving

Under the Influence of Alcohol, Drugs, or a Combination of Both; Driving Under the

Influence with a Breath Alcohol Level of.08-.17; and Driving in Marked Lanes. (Case

No. 2013 TRC 031821.)

245. On June 5, 2013, Barlay-Soto pled nat guilty to the charges against her; however, on

September 6, 2013, Barlay-Soto withdrew her not guilty pleas and entered a plea-of no

contest to an amended charge of Physical Control of Vehicle while Under the Influence.

The Driving Under the Influence with a Breath Alcohol Level of .08-.17 charge and the

Driving in Marked Lanes charge were nolled/dismissed.

246. Respondent passed for sentencing on September 6, 2013 and requested a pre-sentence

investigation. Barlay-Soto's sentencing was scheduled for October 2,2013.

247. On October 2, 2013, Barlay-Soto appeared with her attorney, Catherine Meehan, for

sentencing. Respondent sentenced Barlay-Soto to 180 days in jail (all suspended), five

Mothers Against Drunk Driving classes, one alcohol education class, and one year of

active probation. Respondent also suspended Barlay-Soto's license for six months.

248. After issuing her sentence and stating that it would be joumalized in a few minutes,

respondent continued to address certain issues related to Barlay-Soto's sentence, such as

a time-to-pay date and driving privileges.
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249. While addressing these issues, respondent continued to peruse the pre-sentencino,

investigation report and -uoticed that the report indicated that Barlay-Soto had smoked

marzjuana. "in the pasto}" Accordingly, respozxdeiit asked Barlay-Soto "How long ago did

you s^-ioke ma.rijuafia?"

250. Barlay-Soto adamaady denied smok-irag marijuana or any other i 'Llegal substance in the

past. While doing so, Barlay-Soto -madvertently talked at the s.arne as z'espcsrzdent, to

which respond.erit irnmediately threateiied to place Barlay-Soto injaiF for disresp^ctU

coiiduct.

251. In response to Barlay- ;oto's' claim that she had never used marijuana, respr;.ndent

requested that the pre-sentencing investigation officer who had conducted the pre-

sentencing in#ervieikT and written the report come ^^-The coarVxtsomo ResporxdenteaUed

other cases while waiting for the pre-sex^tencang offir-er to a.nive.

252. Wlen the pre-sentencing investigation officer arrived, respondent inquired into whether

the officer stood by her report. The officer stated that she did. The officer firxt7er stated

that she included the indicator "in the pastx' because Barlay-Soto answered `Wo" wlien

asked "Do you smoke marijuana?" bta# "Yes" when asked "^iave you ever smoked

marijuana?"

253. Barlay-Soto continued to deny - both to the pre-sentencing officer ar-d respondent - that

she had ever smoked madjaiana

254. When it appeared that Barlay-Soto and the pre-sentencing o^"-rcer were not going to agree

about what had. ®ccuiTed d^g the pre-sentencing interview, resporiderst abruptly

terminated the cc^nVersati^n ab^^it Barlay-Soto's alleged marijuana use by ordering

Barlay-Soto to serve one day in jail immediately.
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255. Respondent claimed that Barlay-Soto's alleged marijuana usage had nothing to do with

her change in her sentence; however, this particular issue was the only difference

between respondent's original sentence and her new sentence.

Gus Rini/Ashley L. Thomas

256. On October 3, 2013, Ashley L. Thomas appeared before respondent on charges of

Driving Under Suspension, Failure to Control, Allowing Another to Operate a Motor

Vehicle without the Legal Right to Do So, Failure to Display Plates, and Lights Required.

(Case Nos. 2011 TRD 066038, 2013 TRD 041774, and 2013 TRD 050135.)

257. Although Thoinas' case was scheduled for 830 AM, it was not called until 3:41 PM.

After her case was called, Thomas informed respondent that she wished to seek legal

counsel to represent her in the matter.

258. Respondent continued the matter until October 9, 2013 at 10:00 AM.

259. On October 9, 2013, Thomas appeared with her attorney, Assistant Public Defender Gus

Rini. Although Thomas's case was sched-u.led for 10:00 AM, respondent did not call it

until 4:15 PM. When her case was called, Thomas pled no contest to the Driving Under

Suspension charge. All other charges against Thomas were nolled/dismissed.

260. Respondent passed for sentencing on October 9, 2013 and ordered Thomas to report to

the probation deparlment for a pre-sentencing investigation report. Respondent also

ordered the prosecutor to subpoena Laurie Morton and her husband - witnesses

associated with Case No. 2013 TRD 050135 - to Thomas' sentencing hearing, which was

scheduled for October 23, 2013 at 2:00 PM.
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261. On October 23, 2(}13Y Thon7:as appeared for sentencing with Attomey iZ.iYS.i. 'I'he Mortons

were also present. Although Thorrias's case was scheduled for 2:00 PM, it was not called

until 5:13 PM.

262. After Ih©Ynas' case was called, respondent spoke veith the Mortons. The Mortons, who

had driven from Youngstown, O.hio (approximately two hours away) to appear pursuant

to the subpoena, inforrned respondent that they did not wan.t T'ixoznas to reimburse thean

for a$25Q deductible that they had to pay for damages caused to their vebicle by

Thomas.

263. Respondent tliegx serzteaiced Thomas to tbree days in jail to be served ianmediately, a $200

fine plus court costs, and one year of inactive probation.

264. Respondent asked Rini whether Thonaas needed a "time to pay date" for the court costs

and fuie. Rini zeplied, "Yes judge. I - I need to address a few things with you thQuglz,-

265. Thereafter, Rini attempted to tell respondent that Thomas had a four-year old child that

she needed tr, pick up froixfl dayeare. Respondent stated that she would "quickly" listen to

what Rini had to say, but then prevented him fa-oul talking.

266. Dming, the heated coaiversation that ensued, respondent stated four t^e's that she was not

changing her mind and that Rini was "out of order." Respondent also stated in open

^omt that it was Rini's fault that Thomas' case was called so late.

October 23, 2013 - End of the Day

267. After his exchange with respondent regarding Ashley Thomas had concluded, ^^as Rini,

the assistant public defender assigned to respondent's courtroom, left respondent's

courtroom for the day. He left at approximately 5:28 PM. The prosecutor had previously

left respondent's coua-tTnom for the day at approximately 500PN4o
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268. Thereafter and continuing until approximately 6:05 PM, respondent continued to call and

hear cases of individuals without the prosecutor present.

269. Some of the defendants were represented by the public defender (Rini), who had

previously left the courtroom. In an attempt to deflect personal responsibility for the fact

that her conduct caused the docket to extend past 5:00 PM, respondent stated in open

court, "It's not this court's fault that he [Rini] doesn't talk to you and know who his

clients are in this courtroom. That's not my fault. I feel badly when they do not get to

your cases but there's really nothing I can do. But, all I can do is maybe give you a

continuance. Step forward. I can call each of you one at a time. I am so sorry. One at a

time!..."

270. She continued the case of one defendant who was represented by the now absent public

defender, "at the defendant's request."

271. After two more-cases, she asked if everyne else in the courtroom wa.s represented by the

public defender and two defendants stated that they were not. One of those defendants is

Cluistopher Behlolavek, whose case is explained below.

272. At one point, respondent stated, "I'm trying to help these people. You know? I will,

um. Tiffany is helping me but I'm trying to get to these people. When I stop to write, I

can't help them."

273. Another defendant was present for a minor misdemeanor but the respondent claimed that

she did not have her file. This defendant told respondent that she had been sitting in the

courtrtoom since 8:30 AM. Respondent noted that an officer never appeared on her case

and asked her if there was a motion she would like to make. The defendant stated,
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"I7isaraiss, please." The respondent granted the defendant's motion wathoa.at the

prosecutor being present.

.274. Respondent stated to another defendant who was represented by the paabl.ic defender,

"Attorney lZinl didn't get to people he represents. And he doesn't bave your name on this

list. I'll let you see it. Your name -- He doesn't even have your name on this list. So

what are you gonna do?"

275. After hearing that case, respondent asked, "Anyone else not represented by the public

defender's office?" She then stated, "This is incredible. Mr. I2in%. Did you hear him try

to blame me? How dare bim."

276. The next defendant wanted to dispose of his case. Although he had already stated that he

wanted to represent himself, the respondent asked hhn what he wanted to do abcsast his

legal representation. After he deca.ded to go to back to the public defender's office to

obtain representation, he tried to explaan-that he would need another-continuance until

after a schedWed surgery. Respondent exclairned., "This is ridiculous! These people are

-waitang while you gca_ on and on and on about these things. It is your responsibility to

seek your legal representation on these matters."

277o The next defendant also wanted to dispose of his case. The respondent asked, "Well,

how are you gonna do that?" She continued, "Wellx you didn't talk to the prosecutor and

Icannnt play the role of a prosecutor and negotiate this. I don't know what you wanna

do here. If you want aconiintiance to Ere an attcamey, if you just want to represent

yourself and talk to the public - the prosecutor about the case. I don't know what you

want to do." His case wa.s ultimately continued "at the defendant's request."
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278. The next defendant was represented by the public defender and requested a continuance.

Respondent became irritated and continued her case. to the following week, even though

she had asked for additional time.

279. The next defendant wanted a jury trial but the respondent proceeded to ask him why he

would not seek the help of an attomey. The following exchange occurred:

RESPONDENT:. Sir, but you're not an attorney! You're not licensed to practice. Not
that you have to be to represent yourself but it's not wise to go forward on these, such
serious charges. You've got two first degree misdemeanors which will - If there's a
conviction there are mandatory penalties. Why, why risk that if you can have an attorney
help you?

DEFENDANT: I'm not guilty and I, uh...

RESPONDENT: Sir, everybody who walks in here says not guilty! There's-not one
person who comes.

DEFEND-ANT: Yes ma'am.

RESPONDENT: That's why they have all said not guilty. That's why they're on the
docket. Everyone out of the arraignment.-room said not guilty. Every single one who's
on our personal dockets. So, just because you see a lawyer doesn't mean you're
admitting.any guilt. It's to help you understand your legal rights! And I don't
understand. I mean, you're taking a huge risk, which you can do. But it's not wise.

280. Later, respondent continued to say, "But why don't you get someone help you? Even in

your discussions with the prosecutor, I mean, you just. I, I mean - I'm not privy to those

conversations, but...(shakes her head as she looks at his file). So what do you think you

think? If you want to represent yourself, that's fine but, uh, I will certainly respect that

choice. Did the prosecutor make an offer to you?

281. Respondent then asked the defendant about the plea bargain that the prosecutor had

offered. After discussing it, the defendant reiterated that he wanted a jury trial to which

respondent stated, "Because, I'm not - I keep telling you that you could - it - I don't

know what it is! Why won't you seek an attorney to help you on such a serious offense?
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If there's a conviction on this one, and a jaadge is aware that there's another oaie, just

think about that. Even if it was outside of that six year period. I don't know why you

won't get legal help when you're not a lawyer. I mean.... It's - I just don't understand.

Tiffany, we're gonna write on these. IIe doesn't know what he wants to do. I've gotta

hurry up and do this. _.

282. Ultimately, the defendant decided to talk to a lawyer stating, "Um, I think, ^^ ^, as

many times as you've told me that I should, at least, talk to a lawyer and possibly get one,

I think maybe I should do that.

October 8, 2013

283. Incidents occurring on October 8, 2013 are illustrative of conduct that regularly occurs in

respondent's courtaome During the course of the day, responderat.

a. pu.bli.cly admonished seveml individtials for talking in_c.oaatg

b. publicly admonished one individual for bringing a chil d into the courtrooro.;

c. confiscated cell phones belonging to several individuals;

d. adruranished several defendants for not retaining legal counsel and implied that she

would impose jail tir,o.e on their cases if they did not seek legal representation;

e_ placed one woman in the holding cell for wi.ng her cell phone to tell her boss why she

was not at work and stated that she "did not care" if that same woman lost her job

because if she did, it would be a result of the woman's conduct; -,

f. placed at least three other individuals, including Jodi Williams (explained below), in

the holding cell for conduct that respondent perceived to be disrespect.fxal without

giving the individuals an opportunaty to explain their conduct;

g. yelled at everyone in the court that they were."all being irresponsible;"
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h. advised several individuals whose cases she did not call prior to the public defender

leaving for the day that she was "sorry" that the public defender had not gotten to

their cases; and

i. made one individual sit in the courtroom for two hours after she had already

continued the individual's case, and then threatened to hold that same individual

overnight for pushing too hard on the door when exiting the courtroom.

Jodi Williams

284. On August 16, 2013, Jodi Williams was charged with assault. (Case No. 2013 CRB

025290.)

285. The victizns of the alleged assault are tenants in a property over which Williams is

landlord. The alleged assault occurred while Williams was attempting to evict the tenants

from the property.

286. On August 17, 2013, the tenants/victims requested and were granted an ex parte

temporary protection order against Williams.

287. On September 20, 2013, Williams pled not guilty to the assault charge.

288. On October 8, 2013, Jodi Williams appeared before respondent for a first pre-trial.

Williams was represented by Assistant Public Defender Gus Rini.

289. After calling the case, respondent noted that a temporary protection order had been

grantea ex parte, and she inquired into whether Williams was willing to consent to a

continued protection order or whether she wanted a hearing on the matter.

290. Rini informed respondent that he wanted to discuss the matter with Williams.

291. Respondent called other cases while Rini spoke with Williams.

292. Williams' case was recalled at approximately 10:22 AM.
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293. When the case was recalled, Rirai infonned respondent that Williams was willig to

consent to a continued protection order on condition that the order did not interfere with.

Williams' ability to serve the tenants/victims with an eviction ipotieeo

294. Respondent approved/authorized that coriditicare. Respondent then rev iewed the

individual clauses of the temporary protection order vrith Williams to ensure that

Williarns understood wbat she was and was not permitted to do.

295_ At one point, respondent asked the tenan_tsfvietims iVlaether Williams had any keys to

their residence or garage. 1le tei:mtslvicti.ms did not answer respondent immediately,

therefore, Williams stated that tenants/victims did not have access to the garage.

296. Although WOliarns had doflie nothing to previously provoke respondeaat, respondent

immediately slammed her hand on the bench and stated "You know what Attorney Rini.

I've about had enough with her [Williams]. She needs to answer the co ► xte Does she

have keys or garage door openers? Or I can call this case, there are 100--"

297. During respondent's tirade, William said "yes,"

298. Respondent immediately ordered Williams to be placed in the holding eeiI for

"<disa-espeetful" conduct.

299. Wiliiams attempted to say that she did not mean to disrespect the court and that she was

just trying to answer the eourt's question.

300. .Ih response, respondent stated "Excuse rne. ^x'cuse me. I can't imagi-ne how you act

outside of a courtroom if you act like this iri a court of law. 1%tfomey Rini, you can talk

to her in that holding cell. When she thinks that she can respect this court and herself

properly, IwiIl recall the case. I^ave a 105-14 cases on this docket. I am not goi-Ug to

tolerate it. I'm gonna reeaU this case when she can get herself together and apologize to
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the court. In the meantime, place her in the holding cell. I am not going to accept this.

Attorney Rini, you can speak to her. Outrageous her conduct. It's too much"

301. At approximately 12:20 PM, respondent recalled Williams' case and instructed the

bailiffs to bring Williams into the courtroom.

302. The prosecutor informed respondent that Williams had keys to the tenants/victims'

residence, but no garage door openers, to which respondent stated "So where are those

keys, Attorn.ey Rini, because she has to tum over those keys_"

303. Rini stated that the keys were for a property that Williams owned and from which the

tenants/victims were being evicted. Respondent stated that pursuant to the temporary

protection order, the keys had to be turned over.

304. Rini informed respondent that Williams did not have the keys with her, to which

respondent stated "Ok, so what's she gonna do? Does-she [Williams] want to be held in

custody until she can turn over the keys?"

305. Williams started to inform respondent that the keys were at her home, but respondent cut

Williams off mid-sentence and stated that she was going to recall the case when "you all

figure it out."

306. Respondent continued to say that it was her position that the keys had to be turned over to

the court, and they had to be tumed over that day.

307. Rini attempted to tcll respondent what he had arranged with the prosecutor regarding the

keys, but respondent would not hear it. She stated that her position was that the keys had

to be turned over to the court and that that they had to be turned over that day_

308. At approximately 1:29 PM, respondent, Rini, and the prosecutor had a sidebar regarding

the Williams case. During the sidebar, respondent called Rini "nonsensical" and refused
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to listen to azlything that Rini had to say about the keys, why they shotzld not have to be

tumed over, or logistical problems in getting the keys to the court since Williams was at

court. Respondent continued to insist that the keys be tumed over that day.

309, At approximately 2;00 PM, someone brought several keys to the court for Williaans.

Williarns identified a key that she believed belonged to the tenautslvietiiras' residence, but

was not sure if that was the actual key because she had not used it in at least two years.

310. Respondent then requested that the tenants/victims leave the court and return to their

residence to see if the key was the correct key. Respondent stated that she would recall

the case when the tenants/victims returned to court.

311. At 4:59 PM, respondent recalled. Williams' case. The tenantsCvietims informed

respondent that the key-they had tested was not the correct key. Respondent then

requested that the tenantsfvic8.irm eheek a second key against their residence.

312. Ora belialf the tenants/victims, the-prosecutor stated that terraa7.tslvictimis would advise the

court the foIlow'ng day as to whether the key was correct. It was agreed that if the key

was correct, respondent would choose at3ew pre-trial date. Respondeiit stated, however,

that if the key was not earrect, Williams had to appear in court the following day or

respondent would issue awarrarit for her arrest.

313. On or about October 11, 2013, Williams' key to the tenants/victims residence was

provided to the eoiflrt and kept under seal.

314. On December 3, 2013, Williams withdrew her not guilty plea and pleaded no contest to

an amended charge of aggravated menacing. The key contairEed in the file was retamed

to Williams.
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315. Respondent sentenced Williams to 180 days in jaiI, but gave her credit for two days

already served and suspended the remaining 178 days. Respondent also fined Williams

$1,000, but suspended $800 of the fine. Finally, respondent ordered Williams to

complete one year of active probation and to attend anger management classes.

Christopher Belohlavek

316. On or about September 16, 2013, Christopher Belohiavek was charged with Driving

Under Suspension, Display of Fictitious Plates, and Driver Seatbelt Required. (Case No.

2013 TRD 053634.)

317. On September 19,2013, Belohlavek pled not guilty to the charges against him.

318. On October 8, 2013, Belohlavek appeared before Judge Stokes for a pre-trial. At that

time, Belohlavek requested a continuance to seek legal counsel. Respondent granted the

continuance and rescheduled Belolavek's criminal pre-trial for October 23, 2013 at 11:00

AM.

319. Although his case was scheduled for 11:00 AM on October 23, 20.13, respondent did not

call Belohlavek's case unti15:41 PM. By that time, the prosecutor and public defender

had already left the courtroom for the day.

320. On October 23, 2013, Belohlavek informed respondent that he mistakenly thought that

his next court date was on October 28, 2013 and that he did not realize that it was on

October 23, 2013 until just before he had to come to "court. Accordingly, he had not

spoken to the public defender yet. Nevertheless, he informed respondent that he thought

he would have been able to advise respondent of the above earlier in the day and then go

to see the public defender; however, he was afraid to leave the courtroom for fear of a

warrant being issued if he was not present when his case was called.
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321- Respondent continued Belohlavek's case until October 29, 2013 at 2:00 PM.

322. Although it was schednled for 2:001'M on October 29, 2013, Belohlavek's case w&s not

called unti14:2& PM. At that time, the po.blic defender itiforrned respondent that he did

not have afiAe on .13elohlavelc since Beloh.lavek had just registered with the public

defender's office that moxnirig. Respondent continued the c^se 1antil the next day,

October 30, 2013, at 9:00 AM.

323. AIthoargh it was schedaaled for 9:00 AM on October 30Y 2013, Belohlavek's case was not

called until 6:421'M. At that time, Belohlavek uri.thdreyv Ms not guilty p1ea and entered a

plea of no contest to driving under suspension. The fictitious plates and the sca.tbelt

cha.rges were nolledfdismi.ssed.

324. Respondent imposed a $1,000 fine against Belohlavek but suspended $500 of the ^a^e.

As to the remaining $500, respondent inquired into how Belohlavek wished to pay his

fine. 13-eIohlavek stated that.he wished to pay $50 every two weeks (when he received his

paycheck). Respondent initially stated that fBelolil.avek's request was "fine," but quickly

changed her naincl without reason or explanation and insisted that Belohlavek pay $50

every week since he was employed. Respondent's journa.I entry, however, stated that

Belohlavek was to pay $50 every two weeks.

Cyrrthia L. George

325. On Nazvember 26, 2013, Cynthia L. George appeared before respondent on four separate

traffic charges - a license required to operate charge, a max speed/assured clear distance

charge, a driver seatbelt required charge, and a passenger seatbelt required charge.

326. George's case was scheduled for 8:30 AM; however, respondent did not call the case

until 1:44 PM.
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327_ At the time that respondent called George's case, the prosecutor was at lunch and not

present in the courtroom.

328. When respondent called George's case, she advised George that the license charge was a

first degree misdemeanor and that it carried a maximum fine of $1,000 and up to six

months in jail. Respondent further advised George that she had the right to be

represented by counsel and that she could either request a continuance to retain counsel

or consult with the public defender's office. In the alternative, respondent advised

George that she could represent herself. Respondent then asked George "What would

you like to do."

329. In response to respondent's question, George clearly stated that she wanted to represent

herself.

330. Respondent then advised George that she would have to speak to the prosecutor about her

case when he reharned frozn lunch, which. would be in approximately 25 minutes.

331. Respondent recalled George's case at 3:42 PM. At that time, the prosecutor advised

respondent that he had spoken to George, but that they were unable to resolve the case,

Respondent then asked George "What would you like to do?"

332. George clearly stated that she wanted the case "set for trial."

333. During the awkward silence that followed George's request, George stated "I'm pleading

not guilty" to which respondent stated, "Excuse me. You are so out of order."

Respondent then told George that she had already pled not guilty and could not plead

again.

334. Even though George had already advised respondent that she wanted to represent herself,

respondent asked George a second time "so what do you want to do about your legal
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representation?" Respondent continued to say, "Do you want an attomey to help you in

this matter since you don't obviously know what you are doing in the rnatter in the

cour. trooiag2"

335. W-hen George did iaot i.rnmediately an.swer respondent, respondent stated "you thirLi;

about it." George then tried to speak aaid inquire into why her case was being delayed yet

againr however, respondent would not permit her to speak_

336. George eventually managed to say "I do-n't understand what you're saying" to which

respondent stated "That's why you're going to have a seat to your right and t'ra going to

^^^lain it again as I have tried all day long. Have a seat to your right!" Respondent therL

cal:Ied the next case without givi-n.g George a meanangful-oPFaaftarfity to speak.

337. Respondent recaffed George's case at 4:04 PM. Before anything was even said,

respondent sarcastically stated under her breath, "Try it again,"

338. Upon reca.ili-ng the case, the prosecutor again confiamed that-he had not been able to

resolve the case with George,

339. Respondent asked George for a th,.pd time "What do you want to do about youx legal

represeratatic^ia?"

340. Thereafter, the following exchange occurred:

GEORGE: I cannot afford legal representation.

RESPONDENT: So af'you're indigent and cannot afford to hire an attomeyr yoii can
go to the public defender's office. They will give you free legal representation. It's
up to you.

GEORGE: I'm not .. ,. e I .. - -Ysau had asked me before ^I wanted repres s - _

RESPONDENT: Right, but you don't know what you're doing, so why don't you
seek legal counsel from the public defender's office if they will give you free legal
representation n-- to help you on this matter. But it's up to ^otL
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GEORGE: I would still like to represent myself.

RESPONDENT: Are you an attorney? You --- you're trying to enter not guilty
pleas when you previously entered not guilty pleas. Why won't you seek legal
counsel from an attorney who can help you on this case to explain to you what you're
doing? Why won't you get help?

GEORGE: Cause I have two kids and I don't have the time. My daughter has
cerebral palsy - - -

RESPONDENT: But you know what, if you have a conviction, you might to jail for
up to six months on a case where you're not an attorney; you don't know what you're
doing in the courtroom, so why don't you ask them to help you. Don't think that I
won't impose the jail time if I deem it appropriate, but why won't you get help.
That's what the court cannot comprehend.

GEORGE: I don't-I don't have somebody to sit with my daughter.

RESPONDENT: But what are you going to do? You're nflt going to have a trial
today. You're gonna have to come back -:f you want a trial or maybe Mr. London
(public defender assigned to respondent's courtroom) would be kind enough to try to
help you now-on this case. Mr. London. Good Gracious.

341. Thereafter, respondent suggested that London to speak with George and advised him that

the License Required to Operate Charge should have actually been charged as Refusal to

Display License charge.

342. While London was speaking to George, respondent stated in open court in a frustrated

and demeaning manner "They have ample opportunity to seek legal counsel. They come

to the courtroom. They don't do that. They are told out of the arraignment room. Then

they don't know what they are doing in the courtroom."

343. George ultimately withdrew her not guilty plea and entered a plea of no contest to an

amended charge of Refusal to Display a License. The other charges against George were

dismissed/nolled. Ultimately respondent sentenced George to 180 days in jail and a

$1,000 fine; however, she suspended all 180 days of George's sentence and $900 of

George's fine.
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344. Respondent's conduct as outlined above violates the Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct,

specifically Jud R. 1.2 (a judge shall act at all #ir.nes in a manner that promotes public

confidence in the independence, integrity, and impartiality of the judiciary); Jud. R. 2.6 (a

judge shall accord to every person who has a legal interest in a proceediipg the right to be

heard according to the law); Jud. R. 2.8 (a judge shall be patient, dignified, and courteous

to litigants, jurors, witnesses, lawyers, court staff, court officials, and. others with whom

the judge deals in an official capacity); and Prof. Cond. R. 8.4(d) (a lawyer shall not

engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice)-

CONCLiTSI®N

Wherefore, pursuant to Gov. Bar R. V, the Ohio Code of Judicial Coaduct, and the Ohio

Rules of Professional Conduct, relator alleges that respondent is chargeable with xnisconduct;

therefore, relator requests that respondent be disciplined pursuant to Rule V of the Rules of the

Government of the Bar of Ohio.

Scott .^. Dre el 091467)
I^isciplir^ el
Office of Disciplinary Counsel
250 Civic Center Dr., Ste. 325
Columbus, ®hio 43215
(614) 461-0256
(614) 461-7205 - Facsimile
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CERTIFICATE

The undersigned, Scott J. Drexel, Disciplinary Counsel, of the Office -of Disciplinary

Counsel of the Supreme Court of Ohio hereby certifies that Michael E. Murman is duly

authorized to represent relator in the premises and has accepted the responsibility of prosecuting

the complaint to its conclusion. After investigation, relator believes reasonable cause exists to

warrant a hearing on such complaint.

Dated: April 24 , 2014

Scott J. Drexe D' ciplinary Counsel

Gov. Bar R. V, § 4(1) Requirementsfor Falang a Corraplaint

(1) Definition. "Complaint" means a fonnal wiitten -allegation of misconduct or mental

illness of a person designated as the respondent.

(7) Complaint Filed by Certified Grievance Committee. Six copies of all complaints shall be
filed with the Secretary of the Board. Complaints filed by a Certified Grievance Committee shall
be filed in the name of the committee as relator. The complaint shall not be accepted for filing
unless signed by one or more attorneys admitted to the practice of law in Ohio, who shall be
counsel for the relator. The complaint shall be accompanied by a written certification, signed by
the president, secretary, or chair of the Certified Grievance Committee, that the counsel are
authorized to represent the relator in the action and have accepted the responsibility of
prosecuting the complaint to conclusion. The certification shall constitute the authorization of
the counsel to represent the relator in the action as fully and completely as if designated and
appointed by order of the Supreme Court with all the privileges and immunities of an officer of
the Supreme Court. The complaint also may be signed by the grievant.
(8) Complaint Filed by Disciplinary Counsel. Six copies of all complaints shall be filed with
the Secretary of the Board. Complaints filed by the Disciplinary Counsel shall be filed in the

name of the Disciplinary Counsel as relator.
(9) Service. Upon the filing of a complaint with the Secretary of the Board, the relator shall
forward a copy of the complaint to the Disciplinary Counsel, the Certified Grievance Committee
of the Ohio State Bar Association, the local bar association, and any Certified Grievance
Committee serving the county or counties in which the respondent resides and maintains an

office and for the county from which the complaint arose.
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R^.EPEIVED
-7 a J °: L- I

GCT 16 2013

DiscipRinary Courasef
Scaprefne Court of Ohio

1-n re:

Complaint against

BEFORE THE BOARD OF COIVfi'VIXSSIONERS
ON GRIEVANCES AN7? DJSC.YPLTNE OF Kr" tEC E I

THE SU".PREME, COURT OF OHJO

Hone Angela Rochelle Stokes
Cleveland Municipal Court
1200 Ontario St.
P.O. Box 94894
Cleveland; OH 44113

Attorney Registration No. (0025650)

Respondent,

Disciplinary Cou.useY
25£1 Civic Center Drive, Suite 325
Columbus, Ohio 43215m74I1

Relator.

SEP 2 5 2013

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
ON GR1FV,NCES & DISCIPLINE

^ °^ ^^^ ^;
l^Fo. 1

COMPLAINT AND CERTIFICATE

(Rule V of the Supreme Court Rules for
the Government of the Bar of Ohio.)

FILED
OCT 14 ^^^.3

BOAR[? OF C,bi.;<n... = =;-:u
ON 1tifC-{IELfANtcr- ^..

Now comes relator, Disciplinary Counsel, and alleLyes that respondent, Angela Rochelle

Stokes, an attorrYey at law, duly adnx.ittedto the practice of law in the state of Ohio, is guilty of

the following nu'sconduct:

I

2.

Respondent was adrni.tted to the practice of law in the state of Ohio on October 29, 1984.

Respondent was elected to the Cleveland Municipal Court in November 1995 and has

seaved as a judge of that court s'mce that tsxne. She as cuirently orde of 13 judges on the

court_

3. As an attorney and a judicial officer, respondent is subject to the Code of Professional

Responsibility, the Ohio Rules of Professional Conduct, and the Ohio Code of Judicial

Conduct.



Count One --- Abuse of Court Resources

4. Since taking the bench in 1995, respondent has consumed a disproportionate amount of

the court's human and material resources due to her inability to administer her docket in a

timely manner, her lack of organization, and her unreasonable expectation that all court

employees be at her beck and call.

5_ Starting in or around 2000, the Cleveland Municipal Court began enacting several "court-

wide" rules in an attempt to address respondent's inordinate consumption of court

resources. In addition, each department within the court has revised its policies and

procedures to address issues created by respondent's behavior, actions, and demands.

For example:

a. The court enacted a rule requiring the bailiff department to transport all
prisoners back to the workhouse by 4:00 P.M. The rule was later amended to
require-the bailiff department to collect all prisoners at 12:45 P.M. for return
-to the workhouse.

b. The court enacted a rule requiring that the Cleveland House of Corrections be
in charge of coordinating all transportation to and from psychiatric treatment
facilities.

c. The court enacted mandatory lunch breaks for employees_

d. The court enacted a "10-minute" rule requiring probation officers, case
managers, psychiatric clinic employees, and interpreters to return to their
assigned workstations if not utilized within ten minutes of arrival in a
courtroom to which they have been suYrarnoned.

e. The court enacted a rule that no judge can occupy more than 10% of any court
administrative stafPs time. Additionally, each administrative staffinember is
limited to spending 30 minutes in any given judge's courtroom, after which
the employee is to return to their workplace.

f: The court enacted a rule giving the head of the probation department the
authority to question referrals or conditions of probation when he/she does not
believe that the referral or condition is appropriately related to the offense. In
such cases, the head of the probation department is to contact the referring
judge, the presiding judge, and the court administrator whereupon a
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coarference will be held to detennine what should be done with the case as it
relates to prabatissn_

g- The court enacted a rule requesting that aIl. of^iciai courtroom business end by
5:00 P.M. aiid perrfiitt€rag employees to leave the ctaur'traarrP if the timeline is
not adhered to..

la- The court enacted a rule ordering that no probation c^^cer or case manager be
called to a courtroom after 3:45 P.M. iu-dess the iaadividual would be able to
leave the courtrcaom by 4:00 P.M.

i. The ba.iliff depa.rtqrzerzt and probation depaBtxaxent scheduled sauae ejxaployees
to^'^ark four 1€1-bour days rather than five 8-hour days to accommodate
respondent's late courtroom laotirse

^- The court enacted a ni.le limitirag the request for second psychiatric evaluatiorr

requests to twcs per quarter-

k. The court enacted a ri1e ordering the probation department, not to conduct any
substance abuse screeras andlor assessments on individuals e.harged with
driving under suspension, no driver's Igcmse, hit-skip, or escalated zraoviug
violations unless the charge is also accompanied by a charge involving
alcohol, drugs, or otlier raind-alteriar.g substances.

1. The court enacted a rule requiring psychiatric clinic staff to interview victims
and/or witnesses only if they deemed it to be appropriate in their professional
elinical judgment regardless of what may bp- stated on the referral forzra,

m. The court enacted a rule requiring judges to contact probation officers
assigned W a specific case if assistance is needed. If the probation officer
assigned to a case is not available, t:hen. the following individuals should be
contacted in order listed:.the probation officer's supervisor, the supervisor of
the day, the deputy chief probation officer, and the chief probation officer.

6. In addition to the above nales, several agencies, as well as departments within tl-ae court,

have reduced rotations in respondent's courtroom to avoid staff b2zmoaat. For example,

security bailiffs are only assigned to four-hour shifts in respondent's courtroom, whereas

ihey are assigned to eight-bdoar shifts iD all other eourtaoorzas. Public defenders only serve

a two-month rotation mi respondent's courtroom, whereas they serve a tlaree-morith

rotation in. other courtrooms. Moreover, after completing a tvvo-arzor^$.b. rotation in
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respondent's courtroom, public defenders are permitted to pick the courtroom that they

would like to serve their next three-month rotation in as a"reward."

Similarly, the probation department assigns cases from respondent's courtroom to a

specific set of probation officers. This is in large part due to respondent's difficult-to-

decipher referral forms, the inordinate amount of requirements that respondent places on

defendants, and the fact that respondent does not provide the probation department with

relevant information in a timely manner making it difficult for respondent's probation

cases to be monitored.

8. As alleged in Count Two, respondent treats security bailiffs in her courtroom in a rude,

demeaning, and unprofessional manner. In an attempt to limit the confrontations that

may occur from respondent's erratic treatment of security bailiffs in her courtroom, the

bailiff department has created a list of "restricted assignment"-bailiffs. Bailiffs on this

list are prohibited from serving in respondent's courtroom for a restricted period of time

ranging from a few weeks to indefinitely. There are currently 14 bailiffs on this list_ The

"restricted assignment" list-only applies to respondent's cou.rtroom - no other courtroom

has need for a "restricted assignment" list because in no other courtroom are bailiffs

subjected to the treatment they receive from respondent.

9. Prior to the enactment of the above mentioned rules and/or policy changes, it would not

have been unusual:

a. For respondent to be holding court until 7:00 P.M. or even 8:00 P.M. when
other judges on the court had typically completed their dockets by 3:00 P.M.;

b. For six to eight prisoners to be held for several hours - in a holding cell
designed for two prisoners - while waiting for respondent to call their cases;

c. For city employees and attomeys, such as prosecutors, public defenders,
bailiffs, probation officers, and staff support, to work well beyond their
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selieduled heiirs incurring excessive ariiourits ofovei'tirrie or compensatory

time;

d. For bailiffs to transport defend.arits assigned to respondent's docket to local

hospitals and wait for several hoaars while tlie pr-isoner's eva.l3aa.tiaxi, was being

corA.p3eted;

e. For respondent to request that a second psychiatxic evalraatiarg be perfar-rried
when she was not satisfied with the results of the first exaaaiiizatiozi; arid

#: For e®wt personnel who respondent summoned to her courtroom to wait in

excess of 30 minutes before beiiag, utilizedo

10. Even after the enactment of the above-mentioned rules, resporzdent has persisted in

conduct that led to the iinposition of the rules in the first place. For example:

a_ On April 29, 20dI4, Judge Larry A. Jones, who was the Presiding and
Administrative Judge at the time, issued an inter-office correspondence stating
that "interviews conducted by the doctor and staff of ffie Cleveland Mwricipal
Court's Psychiatric Clinic of alleged victims andioz oxritaieSses shall be
restricted to those occasions when it is deemed apprepAiate by the doctor usirig

his or her professional clinic judgment."

b. Despite this memorandum, respondent coiitiaued to request that psychiatric

clinic staff interview vietains and/or witzzesses.

c. On one particular occasion, on September 24, 2008, respondent refused to
proceed. with a mitigation heariaig because the ecaurt psychiatric cliazie declined

to interview three witnesses that respondent requested be intersriewed_ In

open eowt, respondent berated the psychiatric clinic and stated that it had

x6vietimixed99.the witnesses agaan by elioosizig^.ncrt to "piek_up.a telephone" md
interview the vfitx3.essese Respondent continued the matter until the va°at3lesses

could be subpoenaed to "voice their apiaien" as to whether the defendant

should be released_

11. In respondent's courtroom, it is not unusual for a matter to be eontiziued five or six times

before being resolved thus requiring repeat appearances by a.ttarxieys, court staff, and

defendants. In fact, when Cleveland State University professors Dana J. Hubbard and

Wendy C. Regoeezi reviewed respondent's courtroom and practices as part of a

comprehensive review of Cleveland Municipal Court programs, they noted that
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continuances in respondent's courtroom were 300% greater than in any other judge's

courtroom on the Cleveland Municipal Court_

12_ A majonty of the continuances in respondent's courtroom are designated as being at the

"defendant's request," when in reality they are not.

13. Due to the manner in which respondent conducts her docket, the court administrative

office has a difficult time finding assigned counsel to handle cases in respondent's

courtroom when the public defender's office is conflicted off a case.

14. Many attomeys on the court's assigned counsel list will not accept cases in respondent's

courtroom given the amount of time they anticipate spending on a case and the maximum

fee to which they are entitled for the case.

15. Respondent regularly exhausts her yearly allotment of funds for drug and alcohol testing

early in the year and much earlier than any other judge on the Cleveland Municipal Court

because she orders defendants to undergo drug and alcohol testing even when it has no

reasonable relation to the charges against the defendant. For example:

a. In 2009, each judge was allotted $5,000 for their Indigent Driver's Alcohol
Assessment Fund. Respondent's fund was exhausted by May 1, 2009. At that
time, every other judge on the court had at least $2,727.83 remaining.

b. In 2009, each judge was allotted $5,000 for their Defendant Drug Testing
Account. Respondent's fund was exhausted on or about April 14, 2009. At
that time, every other judge had at least $4,127 remaining.

c. In 2010, respondent's Indigent Driver's Alcohol Assessment Fund was

exhausted on or about July 3 l, 2010.

d. In 2011, each judge was allotted $5,000 for their Defendant Drug Testing
Account. Respondent's Drug Testing Account was exhausted on or about

July 18, 2011.
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1 b_ W}ien respcaiaderzt's all®tm-eart of i'-^nd.s for drug and alcohol testing is exha.usted, she

requixes defendants to pay for their own testing oftentimes cau-sing a hardship on

defendants with limited financial resources.

17. Respondent's conduct as outlined above violates the Code of Judicial Conduct, the Code

of Professional Responsibility, and the Rules of Professioaral Conduct, specifically C:an-oa

i(a judge shall uphold Lhe integrity aqid independence a$the j-udieiarry), Canon 2(a,judge

shall respect and coinply with the law and shall act at all times i.n a manner that promotes

public confidence in the integrity and izxapaxtiality of-dae judiciary) and Jud K 1.2 (a

judge shall act at all times in a mamier that promotes public confidence 'm the

independence, integx-ity, and impartiality of the judieiary); Canon 3 (e)(1) (a judge shall

diligently discharge the judge's administrative duties without bias or prejudice and

maintain professional competence in judicial administration, and should cooperate with

other judges and court officials in the administration of court j-a.stice) and 7ud-R. 2.5 (a

judge shall perform judicial and administrative duties competently and diligently and

shall comply with guidelines set forth in the Rules of Super-mtendenee for the Courts of

Ohio); and DR 1-102(A.)(5) (a lawyer shall racat-erflgage "M conduct that is prejudicial to the

administration of justiee) and Prof C®nd- R. 8.4 (d) (a lawyer shall not engage irl conduct

that is prej'a.dicial to the administration of jsi-stice)-

Caunt Two - Abuse of Court Personnel

18. Relator incorporates paragraphs I through 17.

19. Resp©nde.nt regularly acts in a rude, demeaning, and unprofessional manner towards

court personnel assigned to her eoutroorn_ For exampl-e-
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a. Respondent has regularly subjected personal bailiffs and security bailiffs
assigned to her courtroom to "smell tests" in order to determine whether they
are wearing any perfume, cologne, or scented lotions, to which respondent
allegedly has a sensitivity_ In doing so, respondent invades or causes another

to invade the personal space of her bailiffs.

b_ Respondent expels court personnel from her courtroom for coughing or
sneezing while making comments such as "we don't want to expose this entire
courtroom to whatever you have_" On one occasion, respondent told a court
employee not to come to work for six weeks because the employee's mother
had shingles and the employee's daughter may have had chickenpox. Even
after the employee provided respondent with a doctor's note indicating that
shingles were not contagious and that her daughter did not have chickenpox,
respondent still accused the employee of exposing her to "diseases."

c. Respondent regularly makes unprofessional personal cornments about court
personnel. For example, respondent accused one of her personal bailiffs of
being a "bad mother," and she accused a security bailiff of "switching," i.e.

walking with expressed hip movement.

20. Respondent regularly accuses bailiffs and probation officers in her courtroom of being

incompetent and not knowing how to do their jobs. Respondent makes these accusations

in open court and in front of members of the public.

21 _ Respondent imposes requirements on bailiffs in her courtroom that prevent them from

doing their jobs; however, when they attempt to perform their jobs and/or abide by

respondent's restrictive requirements, they are publically humiliated by respondent. For

example:

a. Respondent does not allow her bailiffs to answer general questions from the
public, but then accuses the bailiffs of incompetence or of not doing their job
when a person interrupts court to ask respondent a question.

b. Respondent does not allow bailiffs to speak in court even if it is to ask
someone to be quiet, but then accuses the bailiffs of incompetence or of not

doing their job when the courtroom becomes too loud.

c. Respondent does not allow bailiffs to remove a person from the courtroom for
any reason without her permission, but then accuses the bailiffs of
incompetence or of not doing their job when the courtroom becomes too loud
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and/or a bailiff interrapts respondent to request pezmissioii to rerarave an

individual from the courtroom.

d_ Respondent does not allow bailiffs in her eouxtroorn to review files ir3. advance

of court, but then accuses the bailiffs of ixicompetenc;e or of not doing their

jobs when-the bailiffs are raot aware of what happeried on a previous day in

court.

22_ llxeidents cre'.curring on May 2, 2013 are illustrative of conduct that regularly occurs in

respande-ut's ioarrtrooarae On May 2, 2013, Audene Vasquez was assigiied to

Iespond.ent's eourtloom as a security bailiff-

a. Upon arrival in respondent's courtroom at approximately 12:20 P.M., another
security bailiff a.si€ed. Vasquez to obtain inforrnatiora from amasi standing near
the laurnalBzer's desk. As Vasquez was attempting to do so, respondent asked.
Vasquez what she was dot.ng, Vasquez responded that she was trying to

obtain anforrr3at3.oxi from the rnan, however, respondent stated that she did not

ask her to do that. Vasquez ne-ver obtained the man's arafarmatran.

b. Shortly thereafter, Vasquez positioned herself at the back door of respondent's
courtroom. Moments laLer, Defendant Dyanthea Taylor entered the eouTtroorn
and atterrgpted to speak to Vasquez. Vasquez informed Taylor not to speak.
'Whera respondent saw Taylor attemptAuo, to speak to Vasquez, she stated in a
rEide and demeaning manner that Taylor could not "continue to disrupt" caiirt,
that the bailiffs could not answer her questions, and that if Taylor had a
question, she needed to direct it to the court. Respondent informed Taylor
that if she disrupted court one more tirne, she worald be placed 'm a holding
cell. Taylor apparently rolled her eyes, whereupon respondent had Taylor

axnznedaately placed m the holdxng cell.

c. Respondent ordered that anot.her secnrity bailiff in the eourtIoorHi, Terry
Gallagher, place Taylor in the holding cell and that Vasquez assist ^'aallag;her
in doing so. Once in the holding cell area, Gallagher told Taylor to apologize
to respondent, and Taylor agreed to do so. Taylor, GaIlagher, and Vasquez
began to re-enter the courtroom; however, as soora as respondent saw them,
she ordered them back to the hrsldircg cell area. After re-erateriaag the holding
cell area, Taylor izaforcned Vasquez that she was a diabetic and that she did not
have her medication with her. She fi.rther i-ufoiar^ied Vasquez that she had
been at the courthouse since 8:30 A.M. (approximately 41/2 hours) waiting for
her case to be called. Vasquez theffi contacted a hallxff department supervisor

regarding Taylor.

d. A short time later, respondent asked another bailiff in the eouzilaom to harad.
some files to Vasquez to take to prabatiorg.. Respondent therz requested those
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saite files back, while making the offhand comment that she [respondent] has

to do the bailiffs' jobs.

a defendant, Tyisha Morrison,
e. Sometime during the co'use of the day,

informed Vasquez that she hadasked Vasquez to p ay for her twins, and were
still in the hospital. Momson V^uez bowed her head andin the day; q
Vasquez said that she would. Later '
prayed for Morrison and her twins. At the end of Vasquezs silenW^omer, she

suPerv1SOr
smiled. At that moment,reo oe do ^eb conrtroomm foI standing and "laug^ii.ng"
respondent had requested

with Vasquez.

f Between the incidents listed above had to leave the courtroom

felt so hurt

and disrespected by respondent that she

Res ondent requires that co'rrt Personnel act immediately upon her request. If action is
23 P

not taken immediately, respondent will accuse the employee of incompetence,

the employee removed from her courtroom.
insubordination, and/or have

4_ Res ondent's public criticism of and/or personal comments about court employees has
2 P

reduced several employees to-tears. Moreover, respondent's public cnticrsm of

employees makes it very difficult for employees to perform their Jobs because their

credibility has been diminished.

dent's impossible standards and dictates create an extremely stressfiil and hostile
25. Respon

work environment. In an attempt to address the work environment in respondent's

, security bailiffs only serve a four-hour shift in respondent's courtroom, rather
courtroom

than the regular eight-hour shift in other courtrooms.

2
6. In addition, the court has decided not to provide respondent with a personal bailiff since

res ondent has employed 21 different personal bailiffs at 27 different times since taking
P

nal bailiffs have resigned from their position - a
bench in 1995. Respondent's pexso

the bailiff - after a year or less.
position that pays nearly double the salary of a security
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27. Respondent's conduct as outlined above violates the Ohio Rules of Judicial Coaadiact aBYd

the Ohio P.Wes of Professiazaal. Conduct, specifieatly Canon i(A judge shall asphoId the

integrity and independence of the J'aad.iciary), Canon 2 (a judge shall respect and comply

with the law and shall act at all times in a marmdr that prorrtcstes PubIir confidence a;.z the

integrity and impartiality of the jud.iciary), axid Jud. R. 1.2 (A judge shall act at all tizraes

in a manner that promotes public confidence in the indege-nderzce, integrity, and

impartyallty of the judlciary); Canon 3 (B)(4) (A jiidge.shall be patient, d.igriified, and

courteous to litigants, jurors, witnesses, lawyers and others with whom the judge deals in

a:n official capacity) and Jud. R. 2.8 (A judge shaIl be patient, dignified, a-nd courteau-s to

litigants, ju;.ors, on'tnesses, lawyers, court staff, court officials, and others with whom the

judge deaIs_iaa an official capaei; and DR 1-102(A)(5) (a lawyer shall not engage in

conduct that is prejudicial to the administration ofjustice and ProL Cond. R. 8.4(d) (a

lawyer sha1I not engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration csf_jaastice),

Count Three - A1Suse of Lawyers

28. Relator incorporates Paragraphs 1 through 27.

23. Pro* secutors, pub.Igc defenders, and private defense counsel that appear before respondent

are Pronlibited 1rom asking questions about courtroQm procedure or requesting further

cIarffication of respondent's rulings. If they do so, they are toId that they are "out of

order" and tl-:reatened with contempt or referral to adiscapIinary authority. The following

are some examples of the confTQntatiorss that respo^.dent has had with prosecutors, public

defenders, aa:id private defense ccauzasel. 'm her courtroom.

David Eidenmiller
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30. On May 21, 2009, Matthew Gabriel appeared before respondent with his attorney, David

Eidenmiller, for sentencing on a Driving Under Suspension (DUS) charge- (Case No.

2008 TRD 071751.) Gabriel's license had been suspended due to a DUI conviction_

31_ The maximum penalty for DUS is 180 days in jail and a$1,000 fine.

32_ Gabriel had already spent two days in jail. Respondent sentenced Gabriel to an

additional three days in jail and a $300 fine. She suspended the remaining 175 days.

_ Respondent requested the locati on of Gabriel's vehicle so that she could have it
33

immobilized.

34. Gabriel informed respondent that he had sold the vehicle in January 2009, but that he did

not have proof of the sale with him in court.

Res ondent noted that the probation report indicated that as of April 21, 2009, Gabriel
35. P

still appeared to be to the titled owner of the vehicle.

36. Based on this information, respondent ordered the full 178 days into execution, but set

the matter for a mitigation hearing on May 27, 2009.

7_ VJhen Eidenmiller tried to advocate on behalf of his client and explain that the probation
3

report only reflects the last person who registered the vehicle, respondent threatened to

hold Eidenmiller in contempt and place him ir_-the holding cell with Gabriel.

38. The following day, Gabriel's family was able to provide proof that the vehicle had been

sold, and respondent reduced Gabriel's sentence to the original three days.

Michael Winston

39. On August 19, 2010, Keynan Williams pled no contest to a minor misdemeanor Drug

Abuse marijuana charge and a 1s' degree Driving Under Suspension (DUS) charge in
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exchange for a 46' degree Open Container charge and a inircor misd.erneanor seat belt

charge being dismissed. (Case nos. 2010 CRB 021617 and 2010 TRD 0381.10.)

40_ On A,uga.st 23, 2010, Williams was in eouzt with his attomey, Michael Winston, for

sentencing.

41. On the DUS charge, respondent senteneedWilliams to 180 days ir^jail vratli 178 days

suspended aild a $ 1,000 fine with. $800 saaspended. On the drug abuse charge, respondeait

fined Williams $50.

41 Respondent also ordered Williams to one year of active probation with random

breathalyzer and abriazalysis testing.

43. After the sentencing, Williams was taken to the holding eel.l. After Williams left the

couztroom, Winston attempted to make ax-objeetion on the record as to the imposition of

active probation because it was not related to the DUS charge and not perrm'tted by the

drug abuse charge.

44. Respondent proceeded to say that 'this makes absolutely no sense" and that she would

have never accepted the plea if she knew that Williams csb;eeted to getting treatment. She

then threatened to senteneeWilliams.to the M 180 days because of Winston's objection_

13uring the canftontation, respondegit told Winston twice to "shut your moutY" and

ttreatened to place him iia the holding cell with Willialras Ou eOntempt eharges.

Tina Tricarichi

45, On October 28,2010, Tina Tricarichi was in respondent's courtroom with her client,

Darius Andrews, for sentencing on several cases. (Case nas. 2010 CRB 040350, 2010

CRB 009032, 2010 TRD 003 047.)
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46. During the sentencing, Tricarichi did not hear one of the conditions imposed on Andrews

because Andrews was talking to her.

47. Tricarichi said "Pardon," and repeated what she believed was the condition to ensure that

she had heard it correctly_

48_ Respondent stated that Tricarichi was correct, but that she should have been listening to

the court in the first place. Respondent further stated that it was "outrageous" that she

had to repeat herself "three or four times" during a sentencing.

49. After the sentencing was complete, Andrews stated "Thank you, your Honor."

50. Respondent continued to berate Tricarichi by stating, "He [the defendant] understands.

He knows. She [Tricarichi] doesn't understand what the court is saying."

51. Respondent accused Tricarichi of talki..*rg during the sentencing, but when Tricariclu

attempted to explain herself, respondent stated that she was "tired of going through this

for the past two months" andthat she was not "going to tolerate it."

52. Respondent then stated--in open court--that she had already spoken to Tricarichi's

supervisors about Tricarichi.

53. The confrontation ended with respondent threatening to hold Tricarichi in contempt and

placing her in the holding cell if she said "one other word."

Angela Rodriquez

54. On January 13, 2011,- Attomey Angela Rodriquez was assigned to respondent's

courtroom as the city prosecutor.

55. On at least two occasions, respondent asked Rodriquez what was reflected on the LEADS

report for various defendants without being specific as to what type of information she
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v^a^.s see^g, i-e ^1zmbeg of previrrla:^ c^aa^victic^ns, number of pr^vi^us driv^r's license

suspensions, or batb-

In each case, ^-adriqaez answered as she believed appropriate, and respoude^.t did not ask

56_

follow--up questions or request additional irtforrnatian-

57. Later, when additional in.frsrfuatiorfl csar tbe LEADS report was revealed, respondent

^clzsed Rodriquez of intentionally providing the ca.aurt with irdaccurate
p^ablir aily a

infarsnatiou.

scQtt Malbasa

on 7ucce 16, 2011, A.ttOrney Scott Malbasa was represeut.irip, a defendant in a trial before
58.

respondent.

s was being crass-ex^.^e^ b^' the prosecutor, hc^'^o'^^r, the
defense ^tu^ss^59. oa^e of the

indi.viduW was not seated in the witness stand. ^^ was standing at the podium with

Malbasa.

W At one point during the prosecutor's quest%ardug, the witness began taWng at the same

time as the prosecutor.

61. Respondent iazterrupted the tzi^ and ^stla^t^d the ^i.t^a^ss ^z^t to speak at the s^ie time

as the prosecu.tar.

better for the indavidual to sit ir^. the witness st^zd.
^es c^r^deut then stated that it would be

62- p
because be was "Out of cOntol in this courtrooru" and she was "not going to perrnit it.

"

63. At that point, Malbasa attempted to place an objection on the record.

Res r^ndea^t would r^ot permit Malbasa to make his c^bje-ti©u, and the si^.uatic^u.
quicldy

64. p
deteriorated into a shouti.zag rnatch between Malbasa and respoardeut vaitll respondezlt

telling Malbasa to "shut your mo-utb." and tbreatening to bold him in couteznpt-
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Henry Hilow

65_ On September 25, 2012, Attorney Henry Hilow was in court with his client, Frank

Petrucci, for a first pre-trial_ (Case No. 2012 TRC 050939.)

66. Hilow and Petrucci both checked in at approximately 8:30 A.M_; however, the case was

not called until approximately 11:40 A_M.

67. When the case was called, Hilow informed respondent that he had already spoken to the

prosecutor and that the prosecutor had agreed to a continuance. Hilow requested that the

pre-trial be rescheduled for October 24, 2012.

68. After confirming Hilow's statements with the prosecutor, respondent asked Hilow what

time he would like the pre-trial to be set.

69. Hilow inquired into whether it would be appropriate to request a later start time because

based on his observations, respondent called cases with police officers first.

70. Respondent stated that Hilow's observations were incorrect for various reasons.

71. When Hilow informed respondent that he was not trying to insult the court, respondent

replied "I think that you are. I think you are out of order. This court is not going to

accept it." Respondent then told Hilow that he was "out of order" again and .that he

needed to "watch his conduct" in the courtroom.

Ashley Jones/Joanna Lopez

72. On May 7, 2013, Attorney Ashley Jones was in court with her client, Robert Downing.

Downing had been charged with Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol/Drugs (DUI).

(Case No. 2013 TRC 016088.)
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73_ This was Downing's 3`d DUI in 6 years; therefore, the offense carried mandatory jail time

and mandatory vehicle forfeiture.

74.
Prior toDowning's case being called., Jones had advised the city prosecutor, Joarn3.a

Lopez, that Downiaxg was willing to plead guilty to the DUI, so long as some kind of deal

could be worked out where the veliicle would not forfeited. Jones irafornzed Lopez that

the vehicle was a family vehicle and that it would cause hardship on the family if it was

forfeited_ Jories further informed Lopez that she believed there was some type of

hardship exception in the statute that would allow the vehicle not to be forfeited_

75. Jones and Lopez discussed all sorts of possibilities including amending the charge to a 2"

in 6, which did not require mandatory vehicle forfeiture. Ultirnately, Jones and Lopez

agreed to approach respondent with details of their possible plea offer.

76. At the first
sidebar, respondent was initially receptive to the idea of a hardship exception,

but was concerned with the legality of such a proposal. Jones offered to brief the issue

for the court; however, respondent would not perinit it. She ultimately informed Jones

and Lopez that she would not accept a plea offer without mandatory vehicle forfeiture,

and that she would recall the case in a few znornen.ts.

77. Jones left tlxe sidebar and informed her client as to what respondent had stated at the

sidebar. Downing then informed Jones that he wanted a jury txiale

7g. At a second sidebar, Jones in.formed respondent that her client wanted a jury trial.

Respondent then stated that Jones was the reason this case was not being resolved today

and that she could not believe that Jones and Lopez would ask her to do something

"illegale" Respondent informed Jones and Lopez that she was "disgusted" by them and

that she should report them to the Siapreme Court of Ohio for ethical violations.
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79_ Respondent's conduct as outlined above violates the Ohio Rules of Judicial Conduct and

the Ohio Rules of Professional Conduct, specifically Jud_ R. 1.2 (a judge shall act at all

times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the independence, integrity, and

impartiality of the judiciary, and shall avoid unpropriety and the appearance of

impropriety); Jud. R. 2.8 (a judge shall be patient, dignified, and courteous to litigants,

jurors, witnesses, lawyers, court staff, court officials, and others with whom the judge

deals in an official capacity); and Prof Cond. R. 8.4(d) (a lawyer shall not engage in

conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice).

Count Four -Abuse of Defendants and the Public

80. Relator incorporates Paragraphs 1 through 79.

-81. The Cleveland Municipal Court receives complaints from defendants and the general

public about every judge on the court; however, the number of complaints received

against respondent is proportionally much higher than any other judge on the court.

a- Most, if not all, of the complaints allege that respondent's attitude towards
them was patronizing, demeaning, insulting, or dismissive.

b. Many of the complaints allege that respondent has no respect for their time.
The complaints highlight scenarios in which a defendant was in court_all day
waiting for his or her case to be called, only to be told that he or she needed to
return the next day. In some cases, a defendant has been required to come
back for a third day.

c. Many of the complaints also allege that an individual has or is in danger of
losirig his or her job due to the amount of time spent in respondent's

courtroom.

82_ Respondent also treats defendants and the public in her courtroom in an impatient and

unprofessional manner. She publically reprimands individuals, expels them from her

courtroom, or places them in holding cells for minor infractions such as whispering.
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83_ 1Ze,sptrndent regularly confiscates all cell phones in her courtroorn diie to presence of a

siragle displayed or riaggizag phrsree_

84. As with attorDeys in her eoiirtratim, if an individual speaks up elaiaris innocence or

attempts to explain his or her
conduct - respQrident will threaten the iradividual with

contempt of eomt and up to three days injail.

85_ Below are some examples Of respondent's iinpatieiit aad unreasonable teixxpera.nent in

response to activity in her ec^^^oin, including cell phone usage:

Ce111'h^^e (Jsage

86on ®etober 28, 2010, respondent confiscated all cell phones in the cOurt.room.

8T On July 20, 2011, respondent confiscated cell phones belonging to two individuals and

had the individuals ths^own out of the courtroom for usirlg the p}iones. She also

threaterzed to place the individuals in a_hOlding eell.

g8. On August 9, 2011, respondent publically berated a woman in the cou.rtrocarn because her

cell Islione rang. Specifically:

On Auglist 9, 2011, respondent was in d.le prcacess of sentencing a deferidant.

respazxde^.t heard a eell phone say "droid."b. During the plea colloquy,

e. Respondent ordered that the phone be confiscated, but e^csise ot^.e woman
because she W^^.^a'^are tlia.t it was her ph.^sne a^.^rig the ,

did not admit ownersbip crf the phone.

d. When no one admitted ^^all cell hi ^^einf^e de®^oo^ , respondent ordered

her bailiffs to -®ise^tp

e. A-s the bailiffs were eo d rrti^ d the phone as l^elc^ragir^g^o the ^r^z^oid^^
^g^., and respondent z

f. The woman began toeh ^ta be pla^^d in the ^^ldyinbut

g eell^cand.ent

ac^c^ed Iaer of lying and ordered
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g. The woman attempted to say that she did not know that it was her phone that
was ringing; however, respondent would not permit her to speak_ Respondent
further stated that if the woman said another word, she would hold her in
contempt and place her in jail for "three consecutive days" because her
conduct in the court.room was "outrageous."

89_ On March 21, 2013, there were two people in the courtroom who were using their

cellular phones; however, the phones did not create a noticeable disruption to courtroom

proceedings. Rather than just confiscating the phones that were being used, respondent

ordered that every phone in the courtroom be confiscated.

90. The above listed examples are only a sampling of the times when respondent has

confiscated either an individual's or the entire courtroom's phones.

Novella Black

91. On October 28, 2010, Novella Black was in court on charges of domestic violence and

endangering children. -(Case No. 2010 CRB 021049.)

92. The public defender's office was unable to represent Black due to a conflict of interest;

therefore, the matter was continued for appointment of counsel.

93. As Black was leaving the courtroom, the doors to the courtroom made an audible noise.

94. Respondent instructed her bailiffs.to bring-Black.back.into the courtroom.

95. When Black re-entered, respondent stated that she was holding Black in contempt and

placing her in the holding cell.

96. Black asked respondent what she had done, and respondent stated that Black had

slammed the doors and was rude to the court.

97. Black stated that she did not slam the doors, but respondent spoke over Black and ordered

her bailiffs to take Black into custody. Respondent then ordered Black not to "say

another word to this Court before you go to jail for three days."
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98_ Black was taken into custody at approximately 11:43 A.M.

99. At approximately 2:55 P.M. (over three hours later), Black was brought back into the

courtroom.

100. Respondent asked Black if there was anything she wanted to say_ Black replied that she

had nothing to say.

101. Respondent then stated that if Black did not apologize to the court, she would be placed

in jail for three days. Respondent "offered" to place Black back in the holding cell to

give her time to think about whether she wanted to apologize to the court.

102. At that point, Black abruptly stated, `.`1 apologize to the court."

Charlotte Shutes

103. On September 27, 2011, Charlotte Shutes was in court with her son, who had a case

before respondent.

104. Upon entering the courtroom, Shutes was advised to remove her earpiece because

respondent perrn.itted absolutely no talking in the courtroom. Shutes did as instructed.

105. At one point, Shutes left the courtroom to pay her son's fine. When she returned, she

handed the payment receipt to her son, who said "Thanks" or "Thank You." A few

minutes later, Shutes was expelled. from the courtroom for_ talking.

106. Shutes was humiliated by the situation.

Shatauna Moore

107. On November 20, 2012, Shatauna Moore was in court with her attomey, Margaret Walsh,

for a probation violation hearing. (Case No. 2012 TRD 007856.)
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108. Moore had also been charged with a felony that was set for a pre-trial on the following

day, November 21, 2012.

109. Walsh requested a continuance of the probation violation hearing due to the fact that the

felony was still pending.

110_ In deciding whether or not to grant the continuance, respondent began reviewing Moore's

file.

111. Respondent inquired into whether Moore had taken a urinalysis test recently. Moore

stated that she had approximately two weeks earlier through Key Decisions Treatment

Center.

112. Respondent informed Moore that she needed to take a uri.nalysis test through the

probation department and that she needed to do it before she would grant a continuance

of the probation violation hearing.

113. Walsh advised respondent that Moore did not have the $9 to pay for the urinalysis test

that day, but that she could have it the following day.

114. Respondent told Moore that she was not going to place the matter on her docket for

tomorrow and.that Moore needed to figure out how she was going to pay for the

urinalysis test that day.

115. Moore responded by rolling her eyes.

116. At first, respondent stated that if Moore rolled her eyes one more time, she was going to

take Moore into custody; however, respondent quickly changed her mind and decided to

take Moore into custody immediately for rolling her eyes.
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Kenneth Taylor

117. On November 27, 2012, Kenneth Taylor was representing himself pro se against a minor

misdemeanor charge of disorderly conduct. (Case No. 2012 CRB 038736.)

118. A few days earlier, Taylor had filed a Motion to Dismiss, which the city had not yet

responded to.

119_ The case was continued until December 14, 2012 so that the city could respond to the

Motion to Disrniss_

120. "I'aylor cahn.ly stated that he would like to make another Motion to Disrniss because this

was his third tirne ixz couit with no of-ficer present.

121. Respondent replied in a rude arid condescending rnarmer:

Sir, let me tell you something. That's what you don't understando
That's why you need to hire an attorney because y oii don't have a
clue as to what you a:e doing in a cou:rtroom. You filed the
motiorr. The city has a right to respond to the motion. She just got
the motion and she's gonna respond. And it's set for a hear-ing
December 14 at 2:00 P.M. Is there anythin.g else?

122. When Taylor attempted to address another motion that he had filed, respondent requested

that Taylor be escorted to the elevator. As Taylor was leaving, respondent -mst€ucted her

bailiffto bra-ag Taylor back into the courtroom to go to th,e worklrouse is.̂ he does

"anythi.n g out of line" or if he "says another word_"

JameseJohnson, Jasmine EdwarA and Lisa.l3arbec

123. On March 5, 2013, Jamese Johnson was in respondent's courtroom on a charge of Petty

Theft. She was accompanied by her rnother-in-law9l,isa Barbee. (Case iNo. 2011 CRB

043197.)
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124_ On the same day, Jasmine Edwards was also in respondent's courtroom on charges of

Driving Under Suspension, Driving while Under the Influence of Alcohol or Drugs, and

other charges that were eventually dismissed. (Case Nos. 2011 TRC 002970 and 2012

TRD 068011.)

125 _ Johnson and Edwards did not know each other; however, while waiting for their

respective cases to be called, Johnson (and Barbee) and Edwards sat in the same row.

126_ At approximately 11:45 A_M., Johnson caught her hair in the zipper of a piece of clothing

that she was wearing. Johnson reacted by saying "Ouch," "F-k," or something similar

to express the momentary pain caused by getting her hair caught in the zipper.

127. Respondent heard Johnson's expression, but attributed it to Edwards. Without requestmg

any further inforrnation, such as a name or an explanation, respondent ordered her bailiff

to place Edwards in the holding cell.

128. At that point, Johnson spoke up and stated that she was the one who had said something,

not Edwards. Respondent then ordered her bailiff to place Edwards and Johnson in the

holding cell

129. As the bailiff approached, Barbee stated that Edwards and Johnson had done nothing

wrong_ At that point, respondent ordered "all three" (Edwards, Johnson, and Barbee) to

be placed in the holding cell.

130. Edwards and Johnson were in the holding cell for approximately 30 minutes to an hour,

and Barbee was in the holding cell for 15-20 minutes longer than them.

131. During the above events, Attomey Ian Friedman was present. Although closer in

physical proximity to Johnson, Edwards, and Barbee than respondent, he did not hear any
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discussion or disru.ptive behavior frorri thesn p:rzor to respoaideiit o:rderiag her bailiff to

place Edwards in the holding cell.

13?_ Attomey Bryan Ramsey was also present during the above events_ He heard some type

of audible.noise shortly before respondent ordered Edwards to be placed in the lxolding

cell; however, ttie noise was not disruptive to court proceedings.

133. Respondent's conduct as outlined above violates the Ohio Code ofludicial Conduct and

the Qbio Rules of Professional Conduct, specifically Jud. R. 1.2 (a judge shall act at all

times in a rnaraner that promotes public confidence in the independence, integrity, and

impartiality of the judiciary); Jud. R. 2.6 (a judge shall accord to every person who has a

legal interest in a proceeding the right to be heard according to the law); Jud.. R_ 2.8 (a

judge shall be patient, dignified, and courteous to litigants, jurors, witnesses, lawyers,

court staff, court officials, and others with whom the judge deals in an official capacity);

and Prof_ Cond. R. 8.4(d) (a lawyer shall not e:agage in conduct that is prejudicial to the

administration of justice).

Count Five - Abuse of Co.nstittrtianal. Freedoms

134. Relator incorporates Paragraphs I through 13.3.

135. Respondent requires all individuals entering her courtroom, inYCluding farnily and friends

of defendants, to sign in and provide iri.formatio.n as to why they are in the courtroorn_ At

times, respondent has also prohibited individuals from leaving her courtroom, evea. if it is

to use the restroom.

136. 'f'hese pra.ctices inhibit the free flow of individuals from a public courtoom and may

even impact an individua7's ability or will'nngness to attend a public proceed.ig°ig.
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137- As discussed further in Count Six, respondent oversees the court's Project Hope docket.

When respondent conducts these dockets, they oftentimes have a religious overtone_ For

example, during past Project Hope compliance hearings, respondent has had an

individual standing by her side on the bench that served as her "religious adviser-" On at

least one occasion, a member of respondent's church presented Project Hope participants

with a scarf that had a cross on it and blessed each participant as they received the scarf_

138. Respondent regularly prohibits or inhibits the right of defendants to represent themselves

pro se. Respondent will question defendants about their choice to represent themselves

and imply that they may be sentenced to a longer jail sentence or larger fine if they do not

obtain counsel. In at least one case, respondent told a pro se defendant that he had to be

represented by counsel in her courtroom. Below are some of the most offensive

examples of instances where respondent has required or implied that a defendant needs to

be represented by counsel.

Carolyn Massengale-Hasan

court
139. On January 20, 2011, Carolyn Massengale-Hasan was m on a License Required to

Operate, Seat Belt, and Expired Sticker charges. (Case No. 2010 TRD 077438.)

140. Massengale-Hasan informed respondent that she was not represented by counsel.

141. Respondent asked Massengale-Hasan what she intended to do about her legal counsel in

a case that carried a maximum fine of up to six months in jail and a$1,000 fine.

142. Massengale-Hasan asked respondent whether she was permitted to ask a question.

143. Respondent would not permit Massengale-Hasan to ask a question until Massengale-

Hasan had answered respondent's previous question about legal counsel.
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144_ Massengale-Hasan again informed respondent that she did not have legal counsel, so

respondent continued tlze m.atter until January 21, 20 11 _

145_ Massengale-Hasan informed respondent that she had school on the 21st, to which

respondent stated that that was Massengale-Hasan's prob!-em. Respondent stated that

.lo+lassengale-Hasan had to be in court on the 215t or a capias would be issued for her

aarest.

146. When Massengale-Ha.san attempted to speak, respondent threatened to hold Massengale-

Hasan in contempt of court. Respondent then had Massengale-Hasan escorted out of the

courtroom so that she would not "slam doors or act up in this courtroom."

147. Massengale-Hasan return.ed to respondent's courtraom on January 21, 2011 with counsel

that-she retained in the hallway;ust prior to entering the courtroom. She pled no contest

to the License Required to Operate charge, and the remainder of the charges were

dismissed.

Dezi Walker

148. On. Ivlarch 2, 2011, Walker appeared ira. court on a traffic control violation (rwming a red

light);.however, the matter had been-charged as a:3gd degree-m-isdemeanor. (Oase No.

2011 TRD 007301.)

149. Walker appeared in court without counsel. He infor.rr.aed respondent that he had spoken to

the public defender's office, but -th.at they would not represent hir.n.

150. The public defender a.ss.igned to respondent's courtroom then in1'orrned respondent that

Walker did not qualify for assistance.

151. Respondent informed Walker that he had "options," but the rsnly option she gave him was

to continue his case to obtain counsel.
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152. Walker attempt to make a motion to dismiss because the officer was not present;

however, respondent informed Walker that the matter was not set for trial and that since it

was a 3rd degree misdemeanor carrying up to a$500 fine and 60 days in jail, he needed to

discuss the matter with an attomey_

153_ Respondent continued the matter until March 29, 2011.

154. On March 29, 2011, Walker appeared without counsel_ Although he still did not qualify

for assistance, the public defender assigned to respondent's courtroom agreed to assist

Walker if he wanted to resolve the matter that day. The public defender informed Walker

that the prosecutor would probably reduce the charge to a 4a' degree misdemeanor, but

Walker stated that he was not guilty.

155. Respondent continued the matter until Apri113, 2011 at 9:00 A.M. and advised Walker

that he had to retain counsel and that his counsel had to be present on April 13, 2011.

156. Although Walker's case was scheduled for 9:00 A.M. on April 13, 2011, it was not called

unti15:40 P.M. after the public defender had left for the day. Since Walker did not have

retained counsel with him, respondent inquired into whether he wanted the matter

continued so that he could be represented by the public defender.

157. Walker
stated that he did not want a continuance and that he wanted the matter set for

trial. Respondent stated that Walker needed the public defender's office to make that

determination for him, but since the public defender was no longer there, she was

continuing the matter until the following day.

158. Walker informed respondentthat he could not appear the following day, so respondent

arbitrarily set the matter for April 18, 2011. When Walker attempted to question

respondent about why his case kept getting continued, respondent stated that she was not
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;oing to "argue" with him. As Walker continued to talk, respondent threatened b.im with

contempt and time in the holding cell the next time he appeared i. court.

159. Walker failed to appear for his pre-tzial on April 18, 2011.

160_ The inatter cane before resporident agai^ on June 29, 2011 at wb.icl^ time the prosecutor

disinissed the charges because they b.ad been incoireet1y charged as a 3d degree

misdemeaxaor rather than a zrainoz raa%sdmgeanor and the time for bran^g the matter to

trial had passed.

Fernado Taylor

161. On May 25, 2011, Femado Taylor was in coujt on a charge af Tow Truck/City License.

(Case No. 2011 CRB 0 15357.)

162. "Faylor was not represented by eowise1, nor did he want a cOrItinuan.ce tO seek legal

comnsel.

163. Respondent would not allow Taylor to -pr®eeed with bas case aaYd stated that "in this

courtroom, you need to be represented by an a.tterriey'_"

164. Respondent then told Taylor to "sit down" and "think about tliis." Sb.e tb.en mumbied

}uza.der her breath, "this is autrageous."

165. Wbile Taylor was -aaaiti.ng for his case to be recalled, a bailiff in the courtroom informed

Taylor that the only way he was going to be able to resolve his case is if he retained

counsel.

166, When Taylor's case was recalled, he stated that
he wctuld obtain an attomey, wbich he

subsequently did.

167. Respondent's conduct as outliiaed above violates the C3bia Code of Judicial Conduct,

specifieally ^a.non X(a judge shall
iAphold the independence and integnty of the
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d Jud R_ 12 (a judge shall act at all times in a m^er that Promotes public

judiciary) and 2 (A

rdence in the independence, integrity, and impartlality of the judiciary);
conf

res ect and comply wlth the law and shall act at all times in a manner that

judge shall P and Jud. R_
gri and impartrality of the judiciary)

promotes public confidence in the inte tY all duties of judicial office

2 2(A judge shall uphold and apply the law, and shall perform

artially); and DR 1 102(A)(5) (a lav`'yer shall not engage in conduct that is

fairly and imP 1 er shall not
re udicial to the a^l^tration of justice) and'Prof- Cond. R. 8.4(d) (a ^awy

P J
en age in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of Justice).

g

Count Six - Abusive Legal Errors

168. Relator incorporates Paragraphs 1 through 167.

ly coerces pleas from defendants by ^PlYmg that they will receive a

169. Respondent re ar̂ trated and impatient
harsher sentence if they go to trial or by treat^g defendants m a^

manner until they enter a plea to the charges.

. ... ... ent re .. arly solicits information from defendants about their mental health
170. Respond

dlor dnig and alcohol use even when it has no reasonable relationshiP to the

status an
ainst the defendant- Oftentimes, respondent will reveal this information in

charges against and
o en court, i.e. reading from psychiatric reports, thus Publically revealing personal

p uncomfortable in
andconfidential information about defendants making defendants very

the courtroom.

gasty Decisions

171. Respondent uses information learned from defendants about their mental health status

anted decisions about the
and/or dnzg and alcohol use to make hasty and unwarr

defendants and/or about conditions for probation. For example:
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James Luster

172_ On .larqua3.^7 31, 2002, Jarnes Ltflster appeared before respondent with his attorney,

Margaret Walsh, for sentencing on a License Required to Operate Charge. (Case No.

2001 TRD 108484.)

173. Luster had previously been in court on January 7, 2002 and January 30, 2002 for

sentencing; however both times, Luster's sentencing had been continued.

174. On January 31, 2002, respondent sentenced Luster to 180 days in. jail, with 150 days

suspended, an alcohol assessment, and substance abuse counseiing. She also fined Luster

$100.

175. Following the sentencing order, Walsh challenged the court's imposition of.an alcohol

assessment and substance abuse counseling because they were not reasonably related to

the charge against Luster. Walsh also requested that Luster be given credit for tixrie

served for th.e two days that Luster spent in respondent's courtroom waiting_ for his

senter^^cing heaxiri.g.

176. Resporzdezst denied Walsh's request and instead decided to sa^..spend or^J^t 12t^ clay5 of

Luster's sentence thereby doubling Liister's actual time. in jail to 60 days..

177. On February 15, 2002, Luster filed a Notice of Appeal with the Eighth District Couat of

Appeals.

178. On March 15, 2002, respondent suspended all fines against Luster and gave him credit

for the 34 days of jail time that he had already served. She suspended the remaining 146

days of Luster's sentence.

179. On November 27,2002, the Court of Appeals disxnissed. Luster's appeal as moot because

Luster had already served bis time in jail; however, the couTt noted that "a trial court
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abuses its discretion when it imposes a sentence based upon the conduct of the defense

»
attomey-

Gabriel Matthew

180. See ParagraPhs 30 through 38 of Count Two for facts regarding Gabriel Matthew.

Daniel D'Reilly

181 .
On June 3,2009, Daniel O'Reilly appeared before respondent on charges of aggravated

trespass and aggravated menacing. (Case No. 2009 CRB 014228.) He was not

represented by counsel.

O'Reilly politely asked respondent for permission to say something on his own behalf,
182.

but respondent would not permit him to speak without legal counsel present. At that

o^t, Aitomey David Eidenmiller (public defender) agreed to assist O'Reilly with his
P

case.

183. O'Reilly's file indicated that O'Reilly had some kind of mental illness. Accordingly,

respondent asked O'ReillY whether he was taking his medication.

184. O'Reilly responded that he was not.talang his medication and that he had not taken his

rnedication for over 30 days due to a number of reasons involving Medicare, Social

Security, etc.

185. Respondent then requested a_sidebaz on the record; however, halfway through the

sidebar, respondent muted all microphones in the courtroom.

Dui-ing the sidebar, O'Reilly agreed to speak with Jerome Saunders, a court psychiatric
186_

, regarding his mental health condition and lack of inedication.
employee

187. Thereafter, O'ReillY met with Saunders.
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188. O'Reilly's case was recalled approximately two hours later_

I$9_ When the case was recalled, respondent asked Saurirlers to place his findings on the

record as to whether O'Reilly was ssaicidal, homicidal, or needed emergency psychiatric

hospitali7zhon_

190. Saunders testified that O'Reilly was not suicidal or homicidal and that he did not require

emergency psychiatric hospitalization_ Saunders stated, however, that O'Reilly needed to

obtain and take his medication.

191 _ Based on Saunder's testimony, respondent continued the matter until Jttne 9, 2009 (six

days later). She allowed O'Reilly's personal bond to remain in effect on condition that

he not go to Tower City Mall, not have any contact with his alleged victim, and go

immediately to Lakewood Hospital to obtain his medication.. O'Reilly confirmed that he

understood the court's orders and that he would abide by them.

192. As everyone was preparing to leave the courtroom or move on to the next case,

respondent told Saunders that O'Reilly takes four Tylenol PM per night, which was

against the dosage recomrnendation on the box.

193. Saunders stated that O'Reilly 4ad not told hixn this information during their conversation,

but that he still believed that O'Reilly was willing and able to obtain his medication as

previously indicated.

194. Respondent then commented that if O'Reilly overdoses on the "l'ylenol PM, it will be "on

all our consciences for the rest of our lives_"

195. Respondent then ordered that O'Reilly appear in her courtroom on June 4, 2009, rather

than June 9, 2009, with proof that he had gone to Lakewood Hospital to obtain his

medication.
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196- Thereafter, respondent changed her mind again because she did not have "peace" with the

situation_197 ediately and transported to St.
. Respondent ordered O'Reilly to be taken into custody imm

Hos ital. She stated that "it is not going to be on my conscience. It is

Vincent's Charity P ^til June 5,

not going to be on my conscience_" She then continued O'Reilly's case

198. On June 5, 20 , s chiatric

denmiller i^lformed the court that O'Reilly had been seen by the court's
199.

P Y

El
's, and both had released him without providing him with any

c]^c and by St. Vincent

2009. (Emphasis added-)

09 O'Reilly appeared in court with Attorney Eidenrniller.

200.

20i

medications. release
ed on this inf°rmarion, respondent initially stated that she was not going to r

B^ to himself and others.
O'Reilly from custody because she believed that he was a hann

She stated, "If I don't have peace, he won't be released"
'Reilly a personal bond on

and gave O
res ondent later changed her mind

However, P

condition that he obtain his rnedication imznediately.

Melvin Cary

10 Melvin. Cary was in court with his counsel, Thomas Kraus-

202- On December 21, 20 ,

continued until January 19, 2011.
sentencing report and was

2011, Cary appe^^ with ^a^ for sentencing. The pre-sentencing

204. On Jant^' 19' undez suspension and that

report indicated that this was Ca^''s 12^ conviction for dirvrng

(Case No. 2010 TRD 064130.)

test to the two charges against him - Driv^g Under Suspension and Full

203. Cary pled no con
Time and Attention- The matter was referred to the probation department for a pre-
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he had last used alcohol and marijuana in early December 2010. There was no

information suggesting that Cary's alcohol or marijuana usage was connected to the

pending c.barge.

205. Based on this ini.orrnation, respondent sentenced Cary to 180 days in jail and placed him

on two years of active probation with random drug and alcohol screening_ Respondent

set the rrnatter for a mitigation hearing on February 24, 2011; however, it was later

contiriued until March 8, 2011.

206. On 1`!iarch 8, 2011, Cary appeared with KralLs for a anitigation hearing.

207. During this heazing, respondent expressed concerns with Cary's marijuan.a and alcohol

use and stated that it was a "huge risk"-to_ release Cary into the public.

208. She stated that if she released him from custody, she was considering placing him on

hnuse arrest and/oz requiring him to wear a continuous alcohol monitoring device.

209.. The matter was continued-until March 9, 2011 in order to obtain details, i.e. cost about

the continuous alcohol monitoring device.

210. C1n Murch 9,2011, respondent suspended the remainder of Cary's sentence on condition

that he complete outpatient treatment and wear a continuous alcohol monitoring device.

211. Thereafter, a continuous alcohol monitoring device was placed on Cary, which he wore

until August 4, 2011.

Denise Pedersan

212. On August 29, 2011, Denise Pederson was in court on an open container charge.

Pederson was represented by counsel. (Case No. 2011 CRB 029832.)

213. Pederson pled no contest to the charge and was sentenced to a $20 fine, which was to be

paid within the next 24 hours.
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214_ Pederson informed respondent that she was unable to pay the fine within 24 hours

because she was on disability and would not receive her next disability check until

September 3, 2011.

215. Respondent asked Pederson what her disability was- Pederson stated that she was

schizophrenic, but that she was not required to take medication_

216_ Based on this information, respondent placed Pederson on one year of active probation

and referred her to the court's psychiatric clinic.

217. At
that point, Pederson's attomey stated that it might be best if Pederson withdrew her no

contest plea.

21-8. Respondent stated that she would allow Pederson to withdraw her no contest plea;

however, she was still referring Pederson to the court psychiatric clinic because Pederson

needed to be evaluated.

219. Pederson was then taken into custody.

Burd,ensome Conditions

220. Respondent also places unduly burdensome conditions on individuals charged with other

offenses including, but not limited to solicitation.

Project Hope

221 _ Project Hope is a time-intensive specialized docket for defendants, primarily women,

who are on probation from soliciting offenses. Each month, Project Hope participants are

required to attend monthly compliance meetings.

222. Respondent oversees the Project Hope docket.
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223. When Project Hope was reviewed in 2011 by Cleveland State University Professors Dana

J. Hubbard and Wendy C. Regoeezi as part of co.rnpreheazsive review of eight court

pr©gt^anis for effectiveness and efficiency, the following observations were made^

a_ There are no clear goals for ttie program. For example, the program was
ii7itially designed for women convicted of solicitation, but at the time of the
review, the caseload eori.sisted of 19 cases inetaxdmg five "johns," one male
solicitor, and one woman convicted of open container and disorderly off-enses.

b. MotPvatiaxial speakers ar:. brought in every month to speak to Project Hope
participants; however, the speakers are not likely to have any effect oaa

recidivism rates.

c. There is no incentive for participants who do well in the program to continue
doing well, i.e. graduated meeting att.exidsnce. Participants are required to
attend monthly compliance meetmg.s regardless of the circumstances, and they
know that if they do not attend for any reason or if they say something
"wran.g" at the compliance meeting, they will be sentenced to jail. At the tinie
of the review, most of the participants expressed concerri that they would
never complete the Project-Hcage docket because their cases were eonstantiy
bemg coaatinued so that-another assessment ecrWd be perforrned, another social
service agency could be contacted, or more iDforrriation could be- obtained.

d. Respondent publica.lly criticizes the Project Hope probation officer in front of
the pa.rki.eipants. 1`his creates confusion for the participants regardiiig whom
they should trust or listerL toa

e. Respondent has no respect for the participants' time. Project Hope
participants are often required to be in the courtroom by 9:.00 A-M., but the
docket wiU not staz-t uritil 10:30A.M. or 11:00 A.M. It ttaen.take.s.Tespondent
the whole day to complete the docket. Many partacapaiits have stated that they
are fearful of leaving the eovgtro®m to make a phone ea.11or go to the
bathroom because they are afraid that respondent will sentence them to jail.
Many participants have also reported having problems with employers, cbiRd
care, or other corcinat.ments due to Project Hope compliance meetarigs.

224. On one occasion, a Project Hope participant filed a motion requesting that her jail

seritence be ordered into execution so that she could cease attendance at the monthly

Project Hope compliance meetings.

a. On November 17, 2QQ9, Sharon Lavason-Deraiis appeared before respondent
on two charges of publie intoxication, two charges of having an. open
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b

C.

e of hitchhiking, and one charge of entering or leaving a
container, one charg

vehicle_ In exchange for Lawson Dennis's no coenecontaiaeor,oand the
moving having an oP
charge of public intoxication, one charge of remaining charges against
charge of entering or leaving a motor vehicle, the 036688, 2009 TRD
Lawson-Dennis were dismissed. Case Nos. 2009 5 RH
032231, 2009 CRB 015822, and 2008 TRD

Res ondent sentenced Lawson-Dennis
spondto 30 days in jail, but gave her credit

p 22das
for eight days of time served- Rd ent suspende -d theyears of

remainm
active g probation

of Lawson-Dennis's sentence Placed her on two
through Project Hope even though Lawson Dennis had not been charged with

any solicitation offenses.

Between November 17, 2009 and April 25, 2011, Lawson Dennis attended at
s. She was also required to meet

least 14 Project Hope compliance meeting complete regular urinalysis
with her probation officer at least once a attend grief co^seling, and submit
screens, undergo a psychia^c evaluation,
herself for a vocational skills assessment.

20l 1 compliance mneting, another Project Hope particrPant
d. At the APrd 25, g because

brought pictures of her child to sha a LRe po dent nuLstructed^W bon-
her daughter had recentlY p^sed y 'was
Denrus to leave the courtroom un els ^^ ed ^e doorof the courtro m too
leaving the courtroom, Lawson D P
hard and it slammed shut. Respondent had to h ld herbn ontempt and
the courtroom whereupon responden proceeded

full 22 days of her sentence intcr execution. Lawson Dennis was
order the 'mtil Ap
held in custody for three ^ysril 28, 2011.

On APril 28, 2011, Lawson-Dennis was brenghtante theoe. Motion to 1vlirigate

Motion to Mitigate her-sentence. Respon however, she refused to release

and released fromD ti probation as requested.

Lawson of 2011
f. Lawson-Dennis attended Project Hope compliance meetings in May

and June 2011.

1, Lawson-Dennis, through her attorn.ey, James C. Young,
g. On July 14, 201 In the alternative, Lawson-

filed a motion to terminate her probation early- d
uested that the remainder of her jail senteehb eP o ect Hope
so that she would not have to attend any

execution
Demus req

compliance meetings. th t

t 22, 2011, a hearing was held on Lawson-Dennas's motion. At
h- On Aug^ realizing that she only had

time, Lawson-Dennis withdrew her motion upon

tvvo months left of active probation
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225_ In their June 2011 final report regarding court programs and efficiency, Hubbard and

Regoeczi recommended that Project Hope be suspended, revamped, and/or handled by

another judge.

226. On June 9, 2011, Chief Probation Officer Jerry Ka-akowski subrnitted a proposed list of

Project Hope guidelines to respondent for her review and approval. These guidelines

included but were not limited to the following:

a. Only persons charged with or convicted of solicitation will be assigned to
Project Hope;

b. "Johns" or buyers of prostitution will not assigned to Project Hope;

c. The probation officer will determine what services will best assist the-
defendants; however, it will be mandatory for Project Hope participants to
complete a substance abuse assessment, weekly urinalysis testing, HIV and
S^ID education classes, and educational or vocational trainirrg; -

d. "fflge probation officer will determine if it is necessary for Project Hope
participants to attend monthly compliance meetings with the caveat tliat-all
Project Hope participants will attend at least one compliance meeting before
successful completion of the program;

ee Project Hope participants will be required to complete all recommended
treatment plans and programs; and

f. ih.e judge shall be notified_of all positive.drsag screens and if-the-participar3t
.may be in danger or a darsger to themselves.

227. Respondent never contacted Krakowski regarding these recommendations, nor did she

take any forraal steps to implement the recommendations.

Bobbi Williams

228. Bobbi Williarns was charged with a 1" degree misdemeanor of Allowing Another to

Operate a Motor Vehicle without the Legal Right to Do So. Williams was represented by

counsel. (Case No. 2013 TRI? 004239.)
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229. Williams' boyfriend, Freddie Johnson, had operated the vehicle, and he had also been

charged with various misdemeanors, including but not limited to, License Required to

Operate.

230_ Johnson appeared in court on February 14, 2013 and pled not guilty to the charges against

him. A subsequent court date was set for FebruarY 19, 2013; however, Johnson failed to

appear. Accordingly, a capias was issued for Johnson.

231. On February 21, 2013, Williams appeared in court and pled no contest to the

misdemeanor charge against her. During the sentencing portion of Williams' case,

respondent became aware that a capias had been issued for Johnson.

232. Respondent refused to continue sentencing Williams until Johnson appeared.

233. Respondent stated "It's her boyfriend. She can make sure that he comes into this

courtroom, or I can impose the jail time that I believe is appropriate toda ." (Emphasis

added.)

234. Williams' attorney tried to inform respondent that Williams could not make her boyfriend

appear. In a very irritated manner, respondent then proceeded to sentence Williams to

two days in jail and a$100 fine.

$ond Increases

235. Respondent increases bonds for defendants who request a trial. For example:

a. On June 30, 2009, Maurice Tucker appeared before and a 2008 minor
charges - a recent Driving Under Suspension (D ) charge

^ had been issued. (Case Nos.
misdemeanor traffic charge

040681)2008 TRD 052369 and 2009 TRD

b. Tucker was represented by Attorney David Eidenmiller.

c. Tucker had a $1,500 bond on the DUS charge and a personal bond on the

traffic charge-
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d_ Eidenrniller i-nf'orrn.ed the court that Tucker wished to enter a no contest plea
to the traffic charge, but that he wanted a continuance on the DUS charge.

e. Respondent accepted this proposal, but rather than granting a continuance, she
set the matter for trial. She also inquired into whether Tucker would be able
to pay the $1,500 bond on the DUS chaige.

f. As the parties were trying to pick a txial date, Eidenrniller requested that the
trial be for both the DUS charge and the 2008 traffic charge.

g. Respondent stated that she was fme with Tucker withdrawing his no contest
plea on the 2008 traffic violation, but that if he wanted a trial on the 2008
traffic violations, she was going to increase the bond on the DUS charge
because Tucker "doesn't come to coaart" on the traffic charge,

h_ Respondent further stated that "when we set bonds, we take everything into
consideration, and this is a gentlemen that does not come back to court." She
speci.fically noted, however, that she did not want to set a bond on a minor
rnisdeaneanor case.

i. At the time that respondent initially set the $1,500 bond, she had all the same
information available to her as when she decided to increase the bond. The
only di.fference was that Tucker had requested a trial.

Improper Revocation

236. On at least one occasion, respondent irnproperly revoked a defendant's probation due to

what she perceived to be xude and disrespectful conduct to the coaxrt

a_ On March 8, 2012, A--igela Beckwith pled no contest to a charge of
solicitation. (Case No. 2012 CRB 002544.)

b. She was sentenced to 180 days in jail with all 180 days suspended and a $200
fine. She was also placed on two years of active probation with an order that
she r-oanplete the court's Project Hope Program.

c. On December 17,2012, Beckwith was in court for a Project Hope compliance
meeting. Late in the afternoon, Beckwith's case was called. Beckwith was
presented with a Certificate of Achievement and some gifts from local donors.

d. As Beckwith was leaNing the courtroorn, the door slanuned because
Beckwith's hands were full. Respondent asked her bailiffs to bring Beckwith
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back into the courtroom whereupon respondent informed Beckwith that she

was being held in contempt. sentence

e. Respondent then ordered the full 180 days a BeTOCess or conducting a proper
execution without affording Beckwith any p

contempt hearing-

f Respondent set the matter for a mitigation hearing on December 19, 2012 at
which time respondent ordered Beckwith to be held in custody for five

additional days.
ck

g. Respondent suspended the remaining 172 days of Bewit's sentence.

As noted in previous counts, individuals (
prosecutors, defense counsel, and defendants)

237.
are not ermitted to question respondent's rulings or decisions without being threatened

P

with contempt.

es ondent's conduct as outlined above violates the Ohro Code of Judicial Conduct and
238_ R P

essional Conduct spec^^lY C^on 1(a judge shall uphold the
the Ohio Rules of Prof

inde endence and integritY °f the ludiciary) and Jud R. 1-2 (a judge shall act at all times
P

in a manner that promotes public confidence in the independence, integrity, and

im arti^itY of the Judiciary); Canon 2(A judge shall respect and comply with the law
P

and shall act at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the integrity and

im artiality of the judiciary) and Jud. R. 2.2 (A judge shall uphold and apply the law, and
P

artially); DR 1-102(A)(5) (a
shall perfo^ all duties of judicial office fairly and ^P

la er shall not engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice) and
^'

Prof. Cond. R- 8-4(d) (a lawyer shall not engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the

lawyer shall not engage in any other

administration of justice); and DR 1-102(A)(^ (a

conduct that adversely reflects on the lawyer's fitness to practice law) and Prof. Cond. R.

8.4(h) (a lawyer shall not engage in conduct that adversely reflects on the lawyer's fitness

to practice law).
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Count Seven -]Etequest for Mental Health Evaluation

239_ Relator incorporates Paragraphs 1 through 23$.

240- As alleged in the counts above, it is clear that for the past several years respondent:

a. Has been un.able to efficiently run a courtroom;

b. Perceives problems where there are none;

c. Engages in u^^.professional conduct, including needless shouting matches with
prosecutors, defense counsel, court employees, and the public; and

d. Views comments/questions about her decisions or actions as a personal attack

on her and the integrity of the court.

241. From a global perspective, respondent's behavior has negatively impacted every

component of the criminal justice system that she has come into contact with as a judicial

officer including prosecutors, public defenders, security bailiffs, personal bailiffs, court

reporters, psychiatric _clinic employees, probation officers, defendants, and the public -

and has led to the adoption of several court-wide rules or departmental policy changes in

order to accommodate respondent's unwarranted use of court resources and comstantly

changing expectations.

242. Despite these accona.modations; respondent has-been unable or unwilling to recognize that

most, if not all, of the problems in her courtroom are the result of her own actions.

Rather than accepting responsibility for her conduct and working towards a. resolution,

respondent persists in blaming others for the problems in her courtroom.

243. Based upon the above facts and allegations, relator'®elieves that respondent may be

suffering from a mental illness that substantially impairs her ability to perform her duties

as a judicial officer. In accordance with Gov. Bar R. V (7)(C), relator requests that the

Boazd of Comrnissioners on Grievances and Discipline or the hearing panel assigned to
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this case order a psychiatric examination of respondent by one or more physicians

designated by the Board or hearing panel.
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CONCLUSION

Wherefore, pursuant to Gov. Bar R. V, the Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct, and the Ohio

Rules of Professional Conduct, relator alleges that respondent is chargeable with misconduct;

therefore, relator requests that respondent be disciplined pursuant to Rule V of the Rules of the

Government of the Bar of Ohio.

A, ^'1 A-- 7
Michael B. 1,.4n.rman (013290 6)

Special Prosecutor to the
Offi-ce of Disciplinary Counsel
14701 Detroit Avenue, Suite 555
Lakewood, Ohio 44107
(216) 228-6996 -- Phone
(216) 226-9011 - Facsimile

-45-



CERTIFICATE

The undersigned, Jonathan E. Coughlan, Disciplinary Counsel, of the Office of

Disciplinary Counsel of'the SuPreme Court of Oliio hereby certifies that Michael E. Murman is

duly authorized to represent relator in the premises and has accepted the resPonsibility of

prosecuting the complaint to its conclusion. After investigation, relator believes reasonable

cause exists to warrant a hearing on such complaint

Dated: September 2013

Gov. Bar R V,
§ 4(1) Requirements for Filing a Comptaznt.

tl) Definition. "Complaint" means a formal written allegation of misconduct oL mental

illness of a person designated as the respondent.

(7) Complaint Filed by Certified Grievance Committee. Cert fiedeGrievance. Committeeashall
filed with the Secretary of the Board. Complaints filed by a

e all not
be filed in the name of the committee as a^tted to the practicesof 1 w in Ohio, whoforhaOllinbg

eunless signed by one or more attorneys written certification, signed by
counsel for the.relator._ The complaint shall be accompanied by a
the president, secretary, or chair of the Certified Grievance Committee, that the counsel areresponsibility
authorized to represent the relator in ^ he action shall constitute the authorization of
prosecuting the complaint to conclusion. esign
the counsel to represent the relator in th ^^ a^l ^e ^ and leimmunatres of an office ®f
appointed by order of the Supreme Court privileges
the Supreme Court. The complaint also may be signed by the grievant. with

(8) Complaint Filed by Disciplinary Coun^e D^ciplinary Counsel sh 1 be filed in the
the Secretary of the Board. Complaints filed by

name of the Disciplinary Counsel as relator. of the Board, the relator shall
(9) Service. Upon the filing of a complaint with the Secretary
forward a copy of the complaint to the Disciplinary Counsel, the Certified Grievance Committee
of the Ohio State Bar Association, the local bar association, and any Certified Grievance

complaint ee respondent resides and maintains an
Committee serving the county or counties
office and for the county from which the -46-
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09/29/2014 MOTION FILED BY DEFENDANT 5.00 5.00
MOTION TO REMOVE THE LISTING
OF AN ADMINSTRATIVE SUSPENSION
FROM THE DEFS. PERMANENT
DRIVNG RECORD

07/28/2014 CASE IS DISMISSED FOR WANT OF 0.00
PROSECUTION. THE DEFENDANT IS
HEREBY DISCHARGED AS TO THIS
CASE. Charge #1: DRIV UNDER
INFLUENCE ALC/DRUG OR
COMBINATION OF THEM

07/28/2014 CASE IS DISMISSED FOR WANT OF 0.00
PROSECUTION. THE DEFENDANT IS
HEREBY.DISCHARGED AS TO THIS
CASE. Charge #2: DRIV UNDER
INFLUENCE ALC/DRUG;

07/28/2014 CASE IS DISMISSED FOR WANT OF 0.00
PROSECUTION. THE DEFENDANT IS
HEREBY DISCHARGED AS TO THIS
CASE. Charge #3: UNSAFE OPERATION
AROUND EMERGENCY VEHICILE

06/30/2014 SET FOR JURY TRIAL AS OF JE DATED 0.00
6/18/2014

06/18/2014 ON COURT'S OWN MOTION THIS 0.00
MATTER IS CONTINUED. The following
event: CRIMINAL JURY TRIAL scheduled
for 06/18/2014 at 1:30 pm has been resulted

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
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as follows: Result: CONT. AT COURT'S
REQUEST Judge: ADRINE, RONALD B.
Location: 15TH FLOOR COURTROOM A

06/18/2014 HEARING SCHEDULED: Event: 0.00 0.00
CRIMINAL JURY TRIAI. Date:
07/23/2014 Time: 1:30 pm Judge:
ADRINE, RONALD B. Location: 15TH
FLOOR COURTROOM A

05/21/2014 HEARING SCHEDULED: Event: 0.00 0_00
CRIMINAL JURY TRIAL Date:
06/18/2014 Time: 1:30 pm Judge:
ADRINE, RONALD B. Location: 15TH
FLOOR COURTROOM A

05/21/2014 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS
REQUEST The following event:
CRIMINAL JURY TRIAL scheduled for
05/21/2014 at 1:30 pm has been resulted as
follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST Judge:
ADRINE, RONALD B. Location: 15TH
FLOOR COURTROOM A

05/21/2014 SET FOR JURY TRIAL

04/30/2014 UNSUCCESSFUL SERVICE Method :
(CR) BAILIFF SERVICE Issued :
04/04/2014 Service : SUMMONS
ORDERED ISSUED$$ Served : 04/30/2014
Return : 04/30/2014 On : COLLINS, CARL
A Signed By : Reason :(CR) BAIL SERV
RET - MAIL SLOT Comment : Tracking #:
G000035528

10.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

04/04/2014 Issue Date: 04/04/2014 Service: 0.00 0.00
SUMMONS ORDERED ISSUED$$
Method: (CR) BAILIFF SERVICE Cost
Per: $ COLLINS, CARL A 12621
WALNUT HILL DR N ROYALTON, OH
44133 Tracking No: G000035528

04/04/2014 BY ORDER OF TFIE COURT, THE 10.00 0.00
CLERK HAS ISSUED A SUMMONS FOR
THE DEFENDANT

04/04/2014 SUMMARY OF ACTIONS IN COURT: 0.00 0.00
The following event: MOTION HEARING
scheduled for 04/04/2014 at 3:00 pm has
been resulted as follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST Events Added:
CRIMINAL JURY TRIAL has been
scheduled with ADRINE, RONALD B. on
05/21/2014 from 1:30 pm to 1:30 pm Event
Notes:

04/04/2014 HEARING SCHEDULED: Event:
CRIMINAL JURY TRIAL Date:
05/21/2014 Time: 1:30 pm Judge:
ADRINE, RONALD B. Location: 15TH
FLOOR COURTROOM A

04/04/2014 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS
REQUEST The following event: MOTION
HEARING scheduled for 04/04/2014 at
3:00 pm has been resulted as follows:
Result: CONT. AT DEFENDANT'S
REQUEST Judge: STOKES, ANGELA R.
Location: 15TH FLOOR COURTROOM C

0.00 0.00

10.00 0.00

04/04/2014 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: DEFT TO BE 0.00 0.00
NOTIFIED

https://pa.clevelandmunicipalcourt.org/pa/prodpa.urd/pamw2000.docket lst?4468157
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04/04/2014 HEARING SCHEDULED: Event:
MOTION HEARING Date: 04/04/2014
Time: 3:00 pm Judge: STOKES, ANGELA
R. Location: 15TH FLOOR COURTROOM
C Result: CONT. AT DEFENDANTS
REQUEST

04/01/2014 SUMMARY OF ACTIONS IN COURT:
The following event: MOTION HEARING
scheduled for 03/28/2014 at 2:00 pm has
been resulted as follows: Result: HEARING
HELD - PREVIOUSLY SENTENCED

Page 3 of 11

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

04/01/2014 MOTION TO SUPPRESS DENIED 0.00 0A0

03/28/2014 HEARING SCHEDULED: Event:
MOTION HEARING Date: 03/28/2014
Time: 2:00 pm Judge: STOKES, ANGELA
R. Location: 15TH FLOOR COURTROOM
C Result: HEARING HELD -
PREVIOUSLY SENTENCED

01/23/2014 SUMMARY OF COURT ACTIONS: The
following event: CRIMINAL PRETRIAL
scheduled for 0 1/22/2014 at 2:00 pm has
been resulted as follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANTS REQUEST Events Added:
MOTION HEARING has been scheduled
with STOKES, ANGELA R. on 02/07/2014
from 2:00 pm to 2:00 pm Event Notes:

01/23/2014 HEARING SCI-DULED: Event:
MOTION HEARING Date: 02/07/2014
Time: 2:00 pm Judge: STOKES, ANGELA
R. Location: 15TH FLOOR COURTROOM
C

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

01/23/2014 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS 10.00 0.00
REQUEST The following event:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL scheduled for
01/22/2014 at 2:00 pm has been resulted as
follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANTS REQUEST Judge:
STOKES, ANGELA R Location: 15TH
FLOOR COURTR©OM C

0 1/23/2014 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: IF NEED THE 0.00 0.00
JURY TRIAL WILLBE HELD ON 2/28/14
AT 9 ;OOAM

01/23/2014 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: CASE 0.00 0.00
REFERRED TO THE MAGISTRATES
DEPARTMENT FOR LEGAL
RESEARCH

01/23/2014 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: THE 0_00 0.00
COURTS WRITTEN DECISION
REGARDING DEFENDANT'S MOTION
TO SUPPRESS WILL BE ISSUED ON
2/7/14. MR. COLLINS WAIVED HIS
APPEARANCE FOR 2/7/14.

01/23/2014 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS
REQUEST 2/7/14 2PM

01/10/2014 SUMMARY OF COURT ACTIONS: The
following event: CRIMINAL PRETRIAL
scheduled for 0 1/09/2014 at 2:00 pm has
been resulted as follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANTS REQUEST Events Added:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL has been
scheduled with STOKES, ANGELA R. on

10.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

https_//pa.clevelandmunicipalcourt.org/pa/prodpa.urd/pamw2000.docket lst?4468157 11/3/2014
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01/22/2014 from 2:00 pm to 2:00 pm Event

Notes:

01/10/2014 HEARING SCHEDULED: Event:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL Date: 01/22/2014
Time: 2:00 pm Judge: STOKES, ANGELA
R. Location: 15TH FLOOR COURTROOM
C

01/10/2014 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS
REQUEST The following event:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL scheduled for
01/09/2014 at 2:00 pm has been resulted as
follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST Judge:
STOKES, ANGELA R. Location: 15TH
FLOOR COURTROOM C

01/10/2014 FINAL CONTINUANCE GRANTED
(MOTION HEARING)

01/10/2014 THE DEFENDANT HAS EXEICUTED A
WRITTEN JURY DEMAND

01/10/2014 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: DEFENDANT
SIGNED HIS JURY DEMAND FORM ON
1/9/2014. DUE TO THE LARGE
DOCKET, DEFENDANT AND
PROSECUTOR TANUDA DID NOT
REVIEW THE CASE WITH EACH
OTHER.

01/10/2014 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: IF NEEDED
THE JURY TRIAL WILL BE HELD ON
1/30/2014 AT 9AM.

0.00 0.00

10.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

01/10/2014 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: THE 0.00 0.00
COURT'S WRITTEN DECISION
REGARDING MOTION TO SUPRESS
WILL BE ISSUED ON OR BEFORE
1/22/14. THE TRANSCRIPT OF THE
12/30/13 MOTION TO SUPPRESS
HEARING WAS PROVIDED TO THE
COURT ON 1/9/2014 AND SUBMITTED
TO THE MAGISTATE DEPARTMENT
ON 1/10/2014.

01/04/2014 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS 10.00 0.00
REQUEST The following event: MOTION
HEARING scheduled for 12/30/2013 at
2:00 pm has been resulted as follows:
Result: CONT. AT DEFENDANTS
REQUEST Judge: STOKES, ANGELA R.
Location: 15TH FLOOR COURTROOM C

01/02/2014 MOTION FILED BY DEFENDANT
REBUTTAL TO PLAINTIFFS ANSWER
TO MOTION TO SUPPRESS

12/31/2013 SUMMARY OF ACTIONS IN COURT:
Events Added: CRIMINAL PRE"I`RIAL has
been scheduled with STOKES, ANGELA
R. on 01/09/2014 from 2:00 pm to 2:00 pm
Event Notes:

5.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

12/31/2013 HEARING SCHEDULED: Event: • 0.00 0.00
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL Date: 01/09/2014
Time: 2:00 pm Judge: STOKES, ANGELA
R. Location: 15TH FLOOR COURTROOM
C

12/31/2013 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: PLEASE 0.00 0.00
NOTE THAT DEFENDANT'S COPY TO

https://pa.clevelandmunicipalcourt.org/pa/prodpa.urd/pamw2000.docket lst?4468157
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THE COURT/CASE FILE OF HIS
REBUTTAL TO THE CITY"S RESPONSE
TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
SUPPRESS WAS NOT FILED WITH THE
CLERK AND IT HAS HIS 5 EXHIBITS
ATTACHED WHICH ARE WITH THE
COURT REPORTER'S OFFICE.

12/31/2013 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: DEFENDANT 0.00 0.00
REPRESENTS HIMSELF ON THIS
CASE. CASE REFERRED TO
MAGISTRATE'S DEPARTMENT
REGARDING MOTION TO SUPPRESS
AND LEGAL RESEARCH.

12/31/2013 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: TRANSCRIPT 0.00 0.00
OF 12/30/13 HEARING WAS ORDERED.

12/31/2013 OFFICER PRESENT IN COURT 0.00 0.00
TROOPER JACKSON WAS PRESENT

12/31/2013 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS 10.00 0.00
REQUEST 1/9/2014 2PM

12/16/2013 PROSECUTORS RESPONSE TO 0.00 0.00
DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR
DISCOVERY

12/14/2013 SUMMARY OF COURT ACTIONS: The
following event: CRIMINAL PRETRIAL
scheduled for 09/17/2013 at 11:00 am has
been resulted as follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANTS REQUEST

12/14/2013 CON'TINCJED AT DEFENDANTS
REQIJEST The following event:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL scheduled for
09/17/2013 at 11:00 am has been resulted as
follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST Judge:
STOKES, ANGELA R. Location: 15TH
FLOOR COURTROOM C

12/04/2013 SUMMARY OF COURT ACTIONS: The
following event: CRIMINAL PRETRIAL
scheduled for 12/03/2013 at 3:00 pm has
been resulted as followss: Resail.t: CONT. AT
DEFENDANTS REQUEST Events Added:
MOTION HEARING has been scheduled
with STOKES, ANGELA R. on 12/30/2013
from 2:00 pm to 2:00 pm Event Notes:

12/04/2013 HEARING SCHEDULED: Event:
MOTION HEARING Date: 12/3 0/2013
Time: 2:00 pm Judge: STOKES, ANGELA
R. Location: 15TH FLOOR COURTROOM
C

12/04/2013 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS
REQUEST The following event:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL scheduled for
12/03/2013 at 3:00 pm has been resulted as
follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANT°S REQUEST Judge:
STOKES, ANGELA R. Location: 15TH
FLOOR COURTROOM C

12/04/2013 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: PER THE
PSYCHIATRIC REPORT DATED
DECEMBER 2,2013, DEFENDANT IS
COMPETENT TO STAND TRIAL AND
ABLE TO RF,PRESENT HIMSELF AND

0.00 0.00

10.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

10.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

Page 5 of 11.
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HE IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR'THE
MENTAL HEALTH COURT.

12/04/2013 PROSECUTOR _KINAST WILL 0.00
SUBPOENA WITNESS

12/04/2013 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS 10.00
REQUEST 12/30/13

11/22/2013 SUI\ IIvIARY OF COURT ACTIONS: The 0.00
following event: CRIMINAL PRETRIAL
scheduled for 11/20/2013 at 3:00 pm has
been resulted as follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST Events Added:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL has been
scheduled with STOKES, ANGELA R. on
12/03/2013 from 3:00 pm to 3:00 pm Event
Notes:

11/22/2013 HEARING SCHEDULED: Event: 0.00
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL Date: 12/03/2013
Time: 3:00 pm Judge: STOKES, ANGELA
R. Location: 15TH FLOOR COURTROOM
C

11/22/2013 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS 10.00
REQUEST The following event:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL scheduled for
11/20/2013 at 3:00 pm has been resulted as
follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST Judge:
STOKES, ANGELA R. Location: 15TH
FLOOR COURTROOM C

11/22/2013 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: DEFENDANT 0.00
WILL ATTEND HIS 11/25/13
PSYCHIATRIC APPOINTMENT. THE
PSYCHIATRIC REPORT WILL BE
READY ON 12/03/13.

11/22/2013 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS 10.00
REQUEST 12/03/13 3:00 PM

11/20/2013 DEFENDANT'S WRITTEN MOTION TO 5.00
SUPPRESS FILED WITH THE CLERK
BY

11/20/2013 DEFENDANT'S WRITTEN DEMAND 0.00
FOR A JURY TRIAL FILED WITH THE
CLERK

11/08/2013 SUMMARY OF COURT ACTIONS: The 0.00
following event: CRIMINAL PRETRIAL
scheduled for 11/07/2013 at 11:00 am has
been resulted as follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST Events Added:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL has been
scheduled with STOKES, ANGELA R. on
11/20/2013 from 3:00 pm to 3:00 pm Event
Notes:

11/08/2013 HEARING SCHEDULED: Event: 0.00
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL Date: 11/20/2013
Time: 3:00 pm Judge: STOKES, ANGELA
R. Location: 15TH FLOOR COURTROOM
C

11/08/2013 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS 10.00
REQUEST The following event:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL scheduled for
11/07/2013 at 11:00 am has been resulted as
follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST Judge:

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
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STOKES, ANGELA R. Location: 15TH
FLOOR COURTROOM C

11/08/2013 MOTION GRANTED FOR: OF COURT 0.00 0.00
FOR PSYCHIATRIC EVALUATION OF
DEFENDANT

11/08/2013 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: CLINIC 0.00 0.00
REFERRAL PSYCHIATRIC 92945.371
(COMPETENCY TO STAND TRIAL)
PLEASE REFER TO ALL
INFORMATION ON CLINIC
REFERRAL. SEE IN CASE FILE.

11/08/2013 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: DEFENDANT 0.00 0.00
WILL CONSIDER IN HIRING AN
ATTORNEY

11/08/2013 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS
REQUEST 11/20/13 3PM

10/24/2013 SUMMARY OF COURT ACTIONS: The
following event: CRIMINAL PRETRIAL
scheduled for 10/23/2013 at 2:00 pm has
been resulted as follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST Events Added:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL has been
scheduled with STOKES, ANGELA R. on
11/07/2013 from 11:00 am to 11:00 am
Event Notes:

10.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

10/24/2013 I-IF,ARY'i IG SCHEDUl:,}?D: Event: 0.00 0.00
CRIMNAL PRETRIAL Date: 11/07/2013
Time: 11:00 am Judge: STOKES,
ANGELA R. Location: 15TH FLOOR
COURTROOM C

10/24/2013 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS 10.00 0.00
REQUEST The following event:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL scheduled for
10/23/2013 at 2:00 pm has been resulted as
follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANTS REQUEST Judge:
STOKES, ANGELA R. Location: 15TH
FLOOR COURTROOM C

10/24/2013 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: DEFENDANT 0.00 0.00
STATED HE WILL CONFER WITH
LEGAL COUNSEL TO DETERMINE IF
HE WILL HIRE AN ATTORNEY.
DEFENDANT DOES NOT MEET THE
CRITERIA TO BE REPRESENTED THE
PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE.

10/24/2013 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS
REQUEST 11/7/13 11AM

10/17/2013 MOTION/DEMAND FOR DISCOVERY
FILED BY DEFENDANT

10.00 0.00

5.00 0.00

10/08/2013 SUMMARY OF COURT ACTIONS: The 0.00 0.00
following event: CRIMINAL PRETRIAL
scheduled for 10/08/2013 at 2:00 pm has
been resulted as follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST Events Added:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL has been
scheduled with STOKES, ANGELA R. on
10/23/2013 from 2:00 pm to 2:00 pm Event
Notes:

10/08/2013 HEARING SCHEDULED: Event: 0.00 0.00
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL Date: 10/23/2013
Time: 2:00 pm Judge: STOKES, ANGELA

https://pa.clevelandmunicipalcourt.org/pa/prodpa.urd/pamw2000.docket lst?4468157
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R. Location: 15TH FLOOR COURTROOM
C

10/08/2013 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS 10.00 0.00
REQUEST The following event:
CRIMINAL PRET'RIAL scheduled for
10/08/2013 at 2:00 pm has been resulted as
follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST Judge:
STOKES, ANGELA R. Location: 15TH
FLOOR COURTROOM C

10/08/2013 FINAL CONTINUANCE GRANTED 0.00 0.00

10/08/2013 JOURNAL. ENTRY NOTE: DEFENDAN"1' 0.00 0_00
WILL RESPOND TO THE CITY'S
DISCOVERY REQUEST IN WRITING
BY 10/16/13

10/08/2013 OFFICER PRESENT IN COURT 0.00 0.00
TROOPER JACKSON WAS PRESENT

10/08/2013 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS 10.00 0.00
REQUEST 10/23/13 2PM

09/18/2013 SUMMARY OF COURT ACTIONS: The 0.00 0.00
following event: CRIMINAL PRETRIAL
scheduled for 09/17/2013 at 11:00 am has
been resulted as follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST Events Added:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL has been
scheduled with STOKES, ANGELA R. on
10/08/2013 from 2:00 pm to 2:00 pm Event
Notes:

09/18/2013 HEARING SCHEDULED: Event: 0.00 0.00
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL Date: 10/08/2013
Time: 2:00 pm Judge: STOKES, ANGELA
R. Location: 15TH FLOOR COURTROOM
C

09/18/2013 CON'I'INUED AT DEFENDANT'S 10.00 0.00
REQUEST The following event:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL scheduled for
09/17/2013 at 11:00 am has been resulted as
follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST Judge:
STOKES, ANGELA R. Location: 15TH
FLOOR COURTROOM C

09/18/2013 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: 0.00 0.00
PROSECUTOR LYNN WILL SUBPOENA
DISCOVERY TO BE REVIEWED BY
PROSECUTIOR LYNN AND
DEFENDANT

09/05/2013 PROSECUTORS RESPONSE TO 0.00 0.00
DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR
DISCOVERY

09/05/2013 PROSECUTOR'S RESPONSE TO 0.00 0.00
DEFENDANT'S MOTION/DEMAND FOR
DISCOVERY.

08/16/2013 SUMMARY OF COURT ACTIONS: 0.00 0.00
Events Added: CRIMINAL PRETRIAL has
been scheduled with STOKES, ANGELA
R. on 09/17/2013 from 11:00 am to 11:00
am Event Notes:

08/16/2013 HEARING SCHEDULED: Event: 0.00 0.00
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL Date: 09/17/2013
Time: 11:00 am Judge: STOKES,

Page 8 of 11
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ANGELA R. Location: 15TH FLOOR
COURTROOM C

08/16/2013 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: THE JUDGE
HAS READ AND EXPLAINED THE
CHARGES AGAINST ME AND I HAVE
HAD MY RIG.HTS EXPLAINED TO ME.
THE JUDGE HAS INFORMED ME OF
THE MAXIMUM PENALTIES WHICH
CAN BE IMPOSED IF I PLEAD TO Ar\TD
AM CONVICTED OF THE OFFENSES
AS CHARGED--ORC 4511.19A I A 1 ST
DEGREE MISD, WHICH CARRIES
FINES UPTO $1075 AND MANDATORY
MINIMUM FINES $375.00 AND COURT
COSTS. SEE FORM IN CASE FILE

08/16/2013 SUMMARY OF COURT ACTIONS: The
following event: CRIMINAL PRETRIAL
scheduled for 08/09/2013 at 2:00 pm has
been resulted as follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANTS REQUEST Events Added:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL has been
scheduled with STOKES, ANGELA R. on
09/17/2013 from 11:00 am to 11:00 am
Event Notes:

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

08/16/2013 HEARING SCHEDULED: Event: 0.00 0.00
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL Date: 09/17/2013
Time: 11:00 am Judge: STOKES,
ANGELA R. Location: 15 T H FLOOR
COURTROOM C

08/16/2013 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS
REQUEST The following event:
CRIMINAL PRETRTAL scheduled for
08/09/2013 at 2:00 pm has been resulted as
follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDAN"I`S REQUES`I' Judge:
STOKES, ANGELA R. Location: 15TH
FLOOR COURTROOM C

08/16/2013 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: ON 8/9/13
DEFENDANT REQUESTED A
CONTIUANCE TO 8/14/13 TO DECiDE
WHETHER HE WOULD SEEK LEGAL
COUNSEL

10.00 0 00

0.00 0.00

08/16/2013 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: ON 8/14/13 0.00 0.00
DEFENDANT SIGNED A WAIVER OF
ATTORNEY FORM.

08/16/2013 COURT ORDERS SUBPOENAS ISSUED 0.00 0.00
TO WITNESSES/COMPLAINANT.
PROSECUTOR LYNN WILL SUBPOENA
WITNESSES

08/16/2013 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS
REQUEST 9/17/13 11AM

08/14/2013 MOTION FILED - MOTION FOR
DISCOVERY

10.00 0.00

5.00 0.00

07/30/2013 SUMMAR.Y OF COURT ACTIONS: The 0.00 0.00
following event: CRIMINAL PRETRIAL
scheduled for 07/30/2013 at 8:30 am has
been resulted as follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANTS REQUEST Events Added:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL has been
scheduled with STOKES, ANGELA R. on
08/09/2013 from 2:00 pm to 2:00 pm Event
Notes:

https://pa.clevelandmunicipalcourt.org/pa/prodpa.urd/pamw2000.docket lst?4468157
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07/30/2013 HEARING SCHEDULED: Event: 0.00 0.00
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL Date: 08/09/2013
Time: 2:00 pm Jtidge: STOKES, ANGELA
R. Location: 15TH FLOOR COURTROOM
C

07/30/2013 CONTINUED AT DEFENDANTS 10.00 0.00
REQUEST The following event:
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL scheduled for
07/30/2013 at 8:30 am has been resulted as
follows: Result: CONT. AT
DEFENDANT'S REQUEST Judge:
STOKES, ANGELA R. Location: 15TH
FLOOR COURTROOM C

07/30/2013 THE DEFENDANT HAS BEEN 0.00 0.00
ADVISED OF HIS/HER
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO AN
ATTORNEY FOR REPRESENTATION
ON THIS CASE

07/30/2013 JOURNAL ENTRY NOTE: DEFENDANT 0_00 0.00
WILL SEEK LEGAL COUNSEL & GO
TO THE PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE

07/15/2013 THE DEFENDANT HAS BEEN 0.00 0.00
ADVISED OF HIS/IER
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO AN
ATTORNEY FOR REPRESENTATION
ON THIS CASE

07/15/2013 HEARING SCHEDULED: Event: 0.00 0.00
CRIMINAL PRETRIAL Date: 07/30/2013
Time: 8:30 am Judge: STOKES, ANGELA
R. Location: 15TH FLOOR COURTROOM
C Result: CONT. AT DEFENDANTS
REQUEST

07/15/2013 CASE ASSIGNED TO TI-IE PERSONAL 0.00 0.00
DOCKET OF: Participant(s): Judge
ANGELA R. STOKES

07/15/2013 DEFENDANT HAVING BEEN ADVI-SED 0.00 0.00
OF HIS/IER RIGHTS, ENTERS A PLEA
OF NOT GUILTY. Charge #3: APP PUB
SAFETY VEHICLE W/CARE

07/15/2013 DEFENDANT HAVING BEEN ADVISED 0.00 0.00
OF HiS/IER RIGHTS, ENTERS A PLEA
OF NOT GUILTY. Charge #2: DRIV
UNDER INFLUENCE ALC/DRUG;

07/15/2013 DEFENDANT HAVING BEEN ADVISED 0.00 0.00
OF HIS/IER RIGHTS, ENTERS A PLEA
OF NOT GUILTY. Charge #1: DRIV
UNDER INFLUENCE ALC/DRUG OR
COMBINATION OF THEM

07/11/2013 COMPLAINT HAS BEEN RECEIVED 0.00 0.00
AND IS HEREBY FILED Charge #3: APP
PUB SAFETY VEHICLE W/CARE

07/11/2013 COMPLAINT HAS BEEN RECEIVED 0.00 0.00
AND IS HEREBY FILED Charge #1:
DRIV UNDER INFLUENCE ALC/DRUG
OR COMBINATION OF THEM

07/11/2013 COMPLAINT HAS BEEN RECEIVED 0.00 0.00
AND IS HEREBY FILED Charge #2:
DRIV UNDER INFLUENCE ALC/DRUG;

07/11/2013 BASIC COURT COSTS Charge #1: DRIV 141.00 0.00
UNDER INFLUENCE ALC/DRUG OR
COMBINATION OF THEM

Page 10 of 11
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07/11/2013 HEARING SCIIEDULED: Event: 0.00 0.00
TRAFFIC ARRAIGNMENT
(AFTERNOON) Date: 07/15/2013 Time:
1:30 pm Judge: CRIMINAL,
JUDGE/MAGISTRATE Location: 3RD
FLOOR COURTROOM B

01/01/1900 BACK FILED IMAGES 0.00
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
ON GRIEVANCES ANI) DTSCIPLINF,

OF
THE SUPREME COURT OF OMO

In re: Complaint against:

Judge Angela Rochelle Stokes
(0025650),

Respondent

CASE NO.: 2013-057

ANSWER OF RESPO1^ENT `IAO
RELATADR^^ FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT

Disciplinary Counsel

Relator

Respondent The Honorable Angela Rochelle Stokes for her ^^-vver to the First Amended

Complaint and Certificate of Relator, Disciplinary Counsel, states as fullowse

Respondent re-alleges and incorporates herein her ans,,AYerse denials, a-nd affirmative

defenses contained in her Answer of Respondent to Relator's Complaint and Certificate filed on

F^bmary 2, 2014.

By way of a general denial5R^^^ondenf denies and objects to the characterization of the

paragraphs contained within Cotmt.s l: th£ ough VHI of the First Amended Complaint (paragraphs

1 __. 344^ as being argumentatlve and not supported by the paragraphs related to the titles of those -

counts. Further, Respondent ^sw^^g as follows:

244. Respondent admits the allegations ^ont^ned. in Paragraph 244 of the First.

A-mena^ed Complaint.

245. Respondent admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 245 of the First

Amended Complaint.

246. Respondent admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 246 of the First

Amended Complaint.



247. Respondent admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 247 of the First

Amended Complaint.

248. Respondent states that as a part of imposing the sentence concerning Jamie

Barlay-Soto, Respondent addressed certain issues relating to Ms. Barlay-Soto's sentence, such as

a time-to-pay date and driving privileges, and discussed journaiizing the sentence, and denies

each and every remaini.ng allegation in Paragraph 248 not expressly admitted herein.

249. Respondent admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 249 of the First

Amended Complaint.

250. Respondent admits the factual allegations contained in Paragraph 250 of the First

Amended Complaint. Respondent denies the characterization of these factual allegations

contained in this paragraph.

251. Respondent admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 251 of the First

Amended Complaint.

2-52. Respondent admits the- allegations contained in Paragraph 252 of the First '

Amended Complaint.

253. Respondent admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 253 of the First

A-nended Complaint.

254. Respondent states that she sentenced Ms. Barlay-Soto to a one-day jail sentence

based upon all of the circumstances relating to said Defendant of which the Court was aware,

including but not limited to the Court's assessment of the level of truthfulness of Ms. Barlay-

Soto, and denies each and every remaining allegation of Paragraph 254 not expressly admitted

herein.
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255. Regardless of any statements made on the record by P.esponden:t relating to Ms.

Barlay-Soto's sentence, Ms. Barlay-soto's sentence was based on ail. of the circumstances of

which Respondent was aware at the time of Ms. Barlay-Soto's sentencing hearing, and

Respondent denies each aaid every remaining allegation of Paragraph 255 not expressly admitted

herein.

256. Respondent adniits the allegations contained in Paragraph 256 of the First

Amended Complaint.

257. Respondent admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 257 of the First

Amended Complaint but specifically states that the Couirt had 90 criminal cases on its docket on

October 3, 2013.

258. Respondent admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 258 of the First

Amended Complaint but specifically states that the continuance granted was at Defendant

Ashley T. Thomas's request.

259. Respondent admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 259 of the First

Amended Complaint.

260. Respondent admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 260 of the First

Amended Complaint and specifically states that the continuance for sentencing was at the

Defendant's and the City's request, and that the reason for the Court to inquire with the

prosecutor as to Laurie Morton and her availability was because Ms. Morton was a motor vehicle

accident victim in the subject case.. Respondent denies that characterization that Respondent

"ordered" the prosecutor to issue a subpoena to the accident victims.

3



261. Respondent admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 261 of the First

Amended Complaint but specifically states that the Court had 95 criminal cases on its docket on

October 23, 2013 and there were miscommunications that delayed this case from being called.

262. Respondent adrnits the allegations contained in Paragraph 262 of the First

Amended Complaint but specifically states that the Mortons had requested restitution as set forth

in the presentence investigation report. The Mortons also stated at Court that they did not want

restitution as long as no one was hurt.

263. Respondent admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 263 of the First

Amended Complaint.

264. Respondent admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 264 of the First

Amended Complaint.

265. Respondent admits that near the conclusion of the sentencing proceeding

conceming Thomas, Attomey Rini told the Court he wanted to address a few things. The Court

permitted Attorney Rini to proceed quickly. Shortly thereafter, Attorney Rini told Respondent

that Ms. Thomas had a four-year-old child who she had to pick up. Respondent denies all

allegations of said Paragraph 265 not expressly admitted herein.

266. Respondent admits that a conversation ensued-but denies that it was "heated" and

admits that Respondent stated four tixnes that Respondent was not changing her mind and that

Attomey Rini was out of order, but Respondent specifically denies telling Attomey Rini that the

case was called late due to Attorney Rini's fault and all other allegations of Paragraph 266 not

expressly admitted herein.

267. For her response to Paragraph 267 of the First Amended Complaint, Respondent

admits the allegations in Paragraph 267, but also states the public defender and the prosecutor
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informed Respondent that they had resolved 3uh.e four cases identified a..̂  being assigiied to the

public defender, Attomey Riiii. The prosecutor left the courtroom because he was not needed for

these cases. After the exchange with Respondent regardi-ng Ms. Thomas, _&ttom.ey Rini left -the

courtroom leaving behind individuals who were repr esented by the public defender's office.

Respondent denies all allegations of Paragraph 26-7 not expressly admitted herein,

268. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 268 of the First Amended

Complaint.

269. For her response to Paragraph 269 of the First Ameiided Complaint, Respondent

ad€nits that Attomey Rini had left the courtroom even though his clients remained in the

courtroom. Respondent admits that the quoted language in Paragraph 269 is an accurate

transcription of part of her sta.tem-ents to those renBairdug in court after .Attorney Rini's departure.

• Respo-ndent denies the remaingng allegations in this' paragraph and ti-ie eharacterizations of her

statements,

270. Respondent admits th6 allegations 'LU Paragraph 270 of the First Amended

Complaint.

271. Respondent admits the. allegations in Paragraph 271 of the First Amended

Complaint.

272. Respondent admits the allegations in f'aragraph 272 of the First Amended

Complaixat,

273. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 273 of the First Amended

Complaint. Respondent denies the characterization of the facts that she "claimed" to not have

the defendant's file>

5



274. For her response to Paragraph 274 of the First Amended Complaint, Respondent

states that the defendant indicated that she was represented by the public defender's office.

Respondent admits the remaining allegations of this paragraph of the First Amended Complaint.

275. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 275 of the First Amended

Complaint.

2.76. For her response to Paragraph 276 of the First Amended Complaint, Respondent

states that the defendant had previously been before the court on October 8, 2013 and had been

granted a continuance to meet with the public defender's office. Respondent states that she

offered the defendant another continuance to meet with the public defender regarding his case.

The defendant continued to discuss why he had not met with the public defender's office.

Respondent admits the remaining allegations of this paragraph of the First Amended Complaint.

Respondent denies the characterization of her statements in the paragraph and objects to the fact

-that the quote is included in the paragraph without the complete context.

277. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 277 of the First Amended

Complaint. But she denies the characterization of her statements in the paragraph and objects to

the fact that the quote included in the paragraph is not offered with the complete context.

278. For her response to Paragraph 278 of the First Amended Complaint, Respondent

-states that the defendant described in this paragraph had visited the public defender's office but

had not spoken with Attoriiey Rini that day. Respondent admits that the case was continued and

that the defendant had asked for a later date. Respondent denies the characterization of her

statements in the paragraph.

279. For her response to Paragraph 279 of the First Amended Complaint, Respondent

states that the defendant described in this paragraph was charged with Driving Under the
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Influence and other misdemeanors. Respondent admits that she expressed to the defendant that

these charges were serious. Respondent admits that the quoted language in the paragraph is

accurate, but denies the characterization of her statements.

280. The Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 280 of the First Amended

Complaint, but denies the characterization of her statements.

281. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 281 of the First Amended

Complaint. But she denies the characterization of her statements in the paragraph and objects to

the fact that the quote included in the paragraph is not offered with the complete context.

282. Respondent adniits the allegations in Paragraph 282 of the First Arxended

Compi^iit.

283. For her response to Paragraph 283 of the First Amended Complaint, Respondent

states that Respondent does address behaViLor that is dasruptb^e to the operations of the Court and

that the Court has adopted rules which address the need for proper behavior in the courti°ooTn,

'1'he prohibition on the us.e of cell phones is one example of this type of behavior. For subpart

(a), Respondent admits that she addressed a number of individuals for taildng while the Court

was in session. Respondent denies the characterization that she "publicly admonished" these

individuals. For subpart (b), Respondent admits that she asked an individual who brought a child

into_ the courtroom to wait with the child on the first floor of the Justice Center for her case to be

called so her child would not disrupt the court proceedings in Respondent's courtroom or other

courtrooms. Respondent denies . the characterizatia-n that she "publicly admonished" this

individual. For subpart. (c), Respondent admits that she confiscated cell phones from a few

individuals who violated the prohibition on ^eH phone use i-n the courtroom, but specifically

states that these phones were retumed to the owners. Respondent deni.es the remaining

I
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allegations in this subpart. For subpart (d), Respondent denies that allegations in this subpart.

For subpart (e), Respondent admits that an individual was placed in a holding cell, in part, for

talking on her cell phone.. Respondent denies the characterization of her statements. For subpart

(f), Respondent does admit to placing individuals in the holding cell during on October 8, 2013

for engaging in disrespectful conduct and Respondent denies the remaining allegations in this

subpart. For subpart (g), respondent admits that she did make the statement "all being

irresponsible" during the day, but specifically denies the characterization of this conversation

and the remaining allegations in this subpart. For subpart (h), Respondent admits that she

apologized to individuals who were represented by the public defender's office whose cases

were not heard before the public defendant left the courtroom. Respondent denies the

characterization of this conversation and the remaining allegations in this subpart. For subpart

(i), Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations in this subpart because she is without

knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of these allegations.

Respondent denies the remaining allegations in this Paragraph and the characterization of the

factual allegations.

284. Respondent admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 284 of the First

Amended Complaint.

285. Respondent admits that Jodi William's tenant, Mona Bongivonni is the alleged

victim of the assault with which Ms. Williams was charged and that various other family or

household members of Mary Bongivonni were listed on a Temporary Protection Order issued in

the subject case as protected persons. However, Respondent denies, for want of information and

otherwise, the balance of the allegations of Paragraph 285 of the First Amended Complaint not

expressly admitted in this paragraph.
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286. Respondent admits that on August 17, 2013, Mary Bongivonni requested and

was granted an Ex Parte Temporary Protection Order against Ms. Wilig.arm and denies, for want

of information and knowledge and otherwise, the balance of the allegations of Paragraph 286 of

the First Amended Comp:iaint not expressly admitted herein.

287. Respondent adnzits -the allegations contained in Paragraph 287 of the First

Amended Complaint.

288. Respondent admits the allegations con.ta.iiied in Paragra.pb. 288 of the First

Amended t=,ozn.piaint.

289. Respondent adniits the allegations coxitained in Paragraph 289 of the First

Amended Complaint.

290. Respondent adniits the allegations contained in Paragraph 290 of the First

Amended Complaint.

291. Respondent adnnits the allegations contained in Paragraph 291 of the First

Amended Complaint.

292. Respondent admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 292 of the First

Amended Complaint.

293. Respondent admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 293 of the First

Amended Complaint, with the correction/addition that service was to be made with an eviction

notice by a third party.

294. Respondent adnits the allegations contained in Paragraph 294 of the First

Amended Complaint.

295. Respondent admits that she asked the tenants if Ms. Williams had keys to their

apartment or a garage door opener. Respondent specifically states that while she was waiting for
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the tenants to answer the question, Ms. Williams interjected stating that the tenants did not have

access to the garage. Respondent denies the characterization of this conversation as alleged in

Paragraph 295 of the Axnended Complaint.

296. For her response to Paragraph 296 of the Amended Complaint, Respondent

admits she made the quoted statements in this paragraph but that the statements as written in the

Amended Complaint do not track the video transcript of this conversation verbatim. Respondent

denies the remaining allegations in Paragraph 296.

297. Respondent admits that Ms. Williams said "yes" while the Court was inquiring

whether Ms. Williams had keys or the garage door opener, but specifically denies that the Court

was engaging in a "tirade" as alleged in Paragraph 297 of the First Amended Complaint.

298. Respondent admits that the Respondent ordered Ms. Williams to be placed in a

holding cell, but denies that the Respondent stated that this was for "disrespectful" conduct as

alleged in Paragraph 298 of the First Amended Complaint. Respondent actually stated at the

time that "...she's not going to disrespect the Court" and "herself."

299. Respondent admits that Ms. Williams made a statement that "I'm just answering

your question," but denies all other allegations contained in Paragraph 299 of the First Amended

Complaint not expressly admitted herein.

300. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 300 of the Amended Complaint.

Respondent specifically states that the quoted language in this paragraph does not track the video

transcript of this conversation verbatim.

301. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 301 of the Amended Complaint.

302. For her response to Paragraph 302 of the First Amended Complaint, Respondent

admits during a discussion regarding a temporary protective order involving the defendant, Ms.
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Williams, that the prosecutor informed her that Ms. NVillianis was in possession of keys to the

individuals protected by the temporary protective order and that Ms. Williams did not have a

garage door opener to the property. Respondent admits that she did inquire from both Ms.

NVilliams and her attorn.ey where the keys were located. Respondent also states that the quote

contained in paragraph 302 is accurate. Respondent denies the remaining allegation.s contained

in paragraph 302 of'the First Amended Complaint.

303. For her response to Paragraph 303 of the First Amended Complaint, Respondent

states that Attorney Rini stated that Ms. Williams was the owner of propet°ty from which the

individuals protected by the Temporary Protection Order were in the process of being evicted.

Attorney Rir'ai stated that Ms< Williams had keys to the property and that she would not violate

the 3'emporary Protection Order. Respondent admits that she inf'orrned Attorney Rini that

pursuant to the agreed Protection Order, Ms. Williams was required to tum hi her keys to the

property.

304. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 304 of the First Amended

Complaint. Respondent specifically states that the quoted language in this paragraph does not

track the video transcript of this conversation verbatim.

305. For her response to Paragraph 305 of the First Amended Complaint, Respondent

states that Ms. Williams did inform her that the keys were in her house. Respondent decided to

recall the case later in the day to permit someone to get the keys. She instructed the parties to

"figure it out" and that the keys were to be returned to the Court that day to be placed under seal

in the case file with the Clerk of Court. Respondent denies the characterizations of her

statements in Paragraph 305.
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306. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 306 of the First Amended

Complaint.

307. For her response to Paragraph 307 of the First Amended Complaint, Respondent

admits that she continued to state that pursuant to the Protection Order, Ms. Williams was

required to turn in the keys and the Respondent wanted the keys to be turned over that day.

Respondent also admits that she stopped the conversation with Attorney Rini to call the next

case. Respondent denies the remaining allegations in Paragraph 307.

308. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the allegations in Paragraph 308 of the

First Amended Complaint because she is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a

belief as to the truth of these allegations.

309. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 309 of the First Amended

Complaint.

310. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 310 of the First Amended

Complaint. Respondent specifically states that she asked if Ms. Bongivonni was willing to

return to her apartment to verify that the key provided by Ms. Williams was the correct key.

311. For her response to Paragraph 311 of the First Amended Complaint, Respondent

admits that Ms. Williams' case was recalled at approximately 4:59 p.m. and that the prosecutor

informed her that the key purported to be Ms. Williams' key to the victims' apartment was not

correct. Respondent then stated that she wanted to make sure that the key was correct

considering the fact that Ms. Williams was charged with assault and now subject to a Protection

Order. Respondent admits the remaining allegations in Paragraph 311.

312. For her response to Paragraph 312 of the First Amended Complaint, Respondent

states that the parties agreed to return the next day to place the correct key under seal with the
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Clerk of Courts and it'the key was not the correct key, Ms. Williams agreed to appear in couit on

that day or a warrant would be issued for her arrest. °f'he parties agreed that they woo.ld choose a

inutual.ly agreed pretrial date. Respondent admits the remaining allegations of Paragraph 312.

313. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 313 of the First Amended

Conipgaint.

314. Respondent admits the allegations in parap-raph 314 of the First Amended

Coniplai.nt.

315. :Responden.t admits the allegations in ParaBraph 315 of the First Amended

Complaint.

316. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 316 of the First Amended .

Coinplaint. Respondent specially states that the charging date was September 5, 2013 rather than

September 16, 2013.

317. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 317 of the First Amended

Complaint.

318. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 318 -of the First Amended

Complaint.

319. . For her response to Paragraph 319 of the First Amended Complaint, Respondent

admits that Mr. Belohavek's pretrial was scheduled for 11:00 a.m. and that his case was not

called unti15:41 p.m. Respondent admits the remaining allegations in this paragraph.

320. For her response to Paragraph 320 of the First Amended Complaint, Respondent

admits Mr. Belohavek's pretrial was scheduled for October 23, 2013 and that he stated that he

mistakenly thought that his pretrial was scheduled for October 28, 2013. Mr. Belohavek stated

that he had not spoken with the public defender's office, however, Respondent states that Mr.
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Belohavek had been granted a continuance to seek legal counsel at the October 8, 2013 pretrial.

He did inform the Respondent that he remained in the court room so that he would not miss his

case being called and was concerned that a warrant would be issued if he was not present. He

stated that he wanted to meet with the public defender's office and was not able to because he

did not want to miss his case being called. Respondent is unable to admit or deny the remaining

allegations in Paragraph 320 of the First Amended Complaint because she is without knowledge

or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of these allegations..

321. Respondent- admits the allegations in Paragraph 321 of the First Amended

Complaint.

322. Respondent admits that the pretrial was scheduled for 2:00 p.m. Respondent

specifically states that she does not have sufficient knowledge to admit or deny that the case was

called at 4:28 p.m. Respondent admits the remaining allegations in this Paragraph and denies the

characterizations of the facts as stated therein.

323. Respondent admits in part the allegations in Paragraph 323 of the First Amended

Complaint, specifically she is without sufficient knowledge regarding the precise time that Mr.

Belohavek's case was called on October 30, 2013 and at this time is unable to admit or deny this

allegation for lack of knowledge.

324. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 324 of the First Amended

Complaint regarding the $1,000 fine and the suspension of $500 of that fine, the biweekly

payment of $50 and the journal entry reflecting this biweekly payment. Respondent denies the

characterizations of her statements contained in this paragraph. Respondent is unable to admit or

deny the remaining allegations in this paragraph of the First Amended Complaint because she is

without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of these allegations.
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325. P.espondent a.dnnzts the allegations in Paragraph 325 of the First Amended

Complaint.

326.

Conlplaint.

327.

Complaint.

328.

Complaint.

329,

.329.

330.

Complaint.

331.

Complaint.

Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 326 of the First Amended

Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 327 of the First Amended

Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 328 of the First Amended

Respondent denies the characterizations of Ms. George's statements in Paragraph

Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 330 of the First Aanended

Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 331 of the First Arnended

332. Respondent denies the characterizations of Ms. George's statements in Paragraph

332.

333. Respondent- denies the characterizations of "...awkward silence..." and admits

the remaining allegat.lons in Paragraph 333 of the First Amended Complaint. Respondent

specifically states that she infornxed- Ms. George that because Ms. George had previously pled

not gu.rlty, she could not plead not guilty again.

334. Respondent denies the characterizations of Ms. George's prior representations

but admits the remaining allegations in Paragraph 334 of the First Amended Complaint.
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335. Respondent denies the characterizations of the allegations in Paragraph 335,

Respondent does admit to the quoted language.

336. Respondent denies the characterizations of the allegations in Paragraph 336.

337. Respondent admits that Ms. George's case was recalled at 4:04 PM but

Respondent denies the characterizations of the remaining allegations in Paragraph 337.

338.

Complaint.

339.

Complaint.

Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 338 of the First Amended

Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 339 of the First Amended

340. Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 340 of the First Amended

Complaint. Respondent specifically states that the quoted language in this paragraph does not

track the video transcript of this conversation verbatim.

341, Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 341 of the First Amended

Complaint.

342. Respondent denies the characterizations of the allegations in Paragraph 342, but

admits the quoted language set forth in the allegations in Paragraph 342.

343.

Complaint,

344.

Complaint.

345.

Respondent admits the allegations in Paragraph 343 of the First Amended

Respondent denies the allegations in Paragraph 344 of the First Amended

Respondent denies all remaining allegations not specifically admitted or denied

in this Answer to the First Amended Complaint.
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Affirmative Defenses

346. Respondent ^^^-Oeges and incorporates by reference herein a1 of the affirmative

defenses alleged in RespondentR.s Answer to R..eIatorgs ^^^^^laint and states that the aff

defenses apply to the Firs.t.^ended Complaint in its entirety as woll,

3347. ^miy of the allegations contained in the Fsrst Ainenal^^ Cornp1ai.^^ are not

specific enough to provide Rcspon¢1ent the proper notice of the conduct at issue in the

Complaint, and it is amposslble to fairly and effectively respond to vague and generalized

allegations.

^48,

necessary.

Respondent reserved the right to assert additional affirmative defenses as

Rospoctfuly submitted,

BLJCKING1-1AM, D€^OL1TI'1^ & BURROUGHS, LLC

By, ' t
F'etor T. Cahoon #0007343
Nfichael R,Puterbaugh #0041568
J6slaua D. Nolan #0084592
3800 Embassy ^^kw^.^yF Suit^ 300
Akron9 Ohio 44333m8332
(330) 376-5300
(330) 258-6559 (fax)
laoahoon bdblqw,coM
m utorbau ;.ajbd^laAY.oo^
inolan(@bdblaw.com

Attor^eysf^^ ^esp€arz^ent
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2014, to: Ms. Karen Osmond at the Office of Disciplinary Counsel for the Supreme Court of
Ohio, at Karen.Osmond@sc.ohio.gov; Attorney Michael Murman at murmanlaw@aol.com;
Attorney Steven Rodeheffer at srodeheffer@rodehefferlaw.com; Attorney Janica Pierce Tucker
at ;pierce@taftlaw.com; Judge Robert Ringland at ringlaridrp@twelth.courts.state.oh.us_and to

Attorney Richard Allcire at rick@alkirelawyer.com.

^Al°""-- -----------
Peter T. Cahoon #00137343
Co-Counsel for Respondent

AK3:1172031 v5
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BEFORE A PROBABLE CAUSE PANEL
OF

TiIE BOAI1^ OF COMMISSIONERS
ON GRIEVANCES AND DYSC1Pi,rNE

OF
THE SUPREME COURT OF OHIO

In re;

Complaint against

A.aagela I2cseheRle Stokes
Attorney Reg. No. (0025650)

Respondent

Disciplinary Counsel
Relator

ENTRY

Case No. 2013-057

RECEIVED

OCT 16 2013

0is41iraargr CQune;ef
SuPreme cauri of Ohic^

FILED
OCT ^ ^ ^^1-1

BGAFiC OF COit: . ,,.•,;,;v^^^`;_,r-s5
:i: . ^ON G[3i-il `^CE ^' Gi c.n^5L

":"
îY"'L tt̂̀ «,. ^

The Secretary of the Board of Commissioners on Grievances and Discipline, having

received a complaint from Relator that alleges misconduct, as defined in Gov. Bar R. V, Section

6(A)(1), on the part of Respondent and that appears to satisfy the a.ppFieable requirements of

Gov. Bar R. V, Section 4(1)(5), (7), and (8), has assigned the complaint to a duly constituted

probable cause panel of the Board pursuant to Gov. Bar R. V, ;;ecti0n 6(D)(I). Upon review of

the summary of investigation and formal complaint filed by Relatar. agairast Respondent, the

probable cause panel bereby finds that probable cause exists for the filing of a formal complaint

and certifies the complaint to the Board of COmziissi0ners. It is hereby ordered that the

complaint be accepted for filing and that notice of the filing be served forthwith by mail to

Respondent at 1.200 OntariQ,P 0 Box 94894, Cleveland, OH 44-113m

This entry is dated this 14th day of October, 2013.

RICHA.RD A. VE, Seeretary

Rev. 9/1/2012
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{YASCIPLtNA%Y C:pU NaEL

SCOTT J. DREXEL

CHiEFASSISTANT DISCIPLINARY COUNSEL

JOSEPH M. CALEGBURP

pii5dplilu^ amm2tl
THE aUffirEME C0UFiT OF OHIO

250 CIVIC CENTER DP,lVE, SE.3lTF 325
COLUP31BL3S, OHIO 43215-7411

(614) 461-0256
FAX (614) 461-7205

1-800-588-5256

October 27, 2014

B_Y_.CrM..1L- &-B^.' F.il^.>^'T-CL^.^S -Nf^^IL---------
PERSONA^^ & CONi' iDEN1yIAL,

Richard C. Alkire, Esq.
Law Office of Richard C. Alkire Co. LPA
6060 Rockside Woods Blvd., Suite 250
Independence, Ohio 44 13 I

Re: Hon. Angela R®elxell.e Stokes
File No. 13y057

Dear J1\'ir. Alkire:

AS.SISTANT UCSCEPI_INAqY COUNSEL

STACY SOLOCHEK RECKMAPi
MICHELLE R. F305,11tdiAN
D10NIVE C. DeNUNZIO
KAREN H. OSMOND
CATHERINE M. RUSSO
DONALD M. SCHEETZ
AMY C. STONE
AUDREY E. !/AFfiJvEG

I am i-n receipt of the letter tbat you emailed to me following our telephone conversation
this morning. In- your letter, you asked me to provide you with information regarding the
grounds upon which our anticipated motion for Judge Stokes' interim remedial suspension from
practice-is based. Following is my response to your request.

As I'm sure you're aware, the grounds for a motion for the interim remedial suspension
of a justiee, judge or attorrgey are speeified in Rule V(5a)(A)(1) o$'the Rules for the Goverrmaexrt
of the Bar of Ohio ("Gov. Bar R."): That section provides that Disciplinary Counsel "shall" file
a motion with the Supreme Court requesting that the Court order an interim remedial suspension
"[u]pcsn reeeipt'of substantial, credible evidence demonstrating that a Justice, judge, or attorney
has committed a violation of the Code of Judicial Co-nduct or t)hio RWes of Professional
Conduct and poses a sixbstantial threat of serious harm to the publie ..."

The Office of Disciplinary Counsel's ("ODC") first Letter of Inquiry relating to the
matters that are now included in the formal disciplinary proceeding in tb.i.s case was sent to Judge
Stokes in Janwry 2012. Although Judge Stokes was represented by another attomey during the
initial portion.of ODC's investigation, it is my understanding that you began representing Judge
Stokes in or before October 2012. Generally speaking, the alleged misconduct investigated by
ODC involved dozens of complaints that included, but were not limited to, (a) Judge Stokes'
mistreatment of parties and counsel in criminal proceedings in her courtroom; (b) ber
mistreatment of other participants and employees, including police officers, bailiffs, witnesses,
court employees and members of the general public; (c) her rnismauagement and grossly
disproportionate use oftb.e court's human and rrraterial rescaurces, and (d) her disregard for the
law in individual cases, resulting in the imposition of unurag°ranted and burdensome decisians,
sentences and probationary terms.



Richard C. Alkire, Esq.
October 27, 2014
Page 2

Following the completion of its investigation, ODC filed a for•nal complaint that was
certified by a probable cause panel of the Board of Commissioners and filed by the Board on
October 14, 2013. It is the position of Disciplinary Counsel that the misconduct alleged in the
formal complaint in Board Case No. 13-057 demonstrates multiple violations of the Code of
Judicial Conduct and the Rules of Professional Conduct.

Notwithstanding the -initiation of the formal disciplinary proceeding against her, Judge
Stokes continued to engage in the same conduct that formed the basis for the filing of the formal
complaint. Moreover, Judge Stokes persisted in this conduct despite her knowledge that ODC
was investigating allegations of subsequent misconduct tl-cat occurred during the pendency of the
original investigation and after the filing of the formal complaint. Additionally, in her answer to
the initial complaint in this matter, Judge Stokes denied that her conduct was inappropriate to
any degree and in any respect, a strong indicator that her misconduct will be repeated.

During the pendency of its investigation of the further allegations of misconduct against
her, Disciplinary Counsel considered the possibility of filing a motion for interim remedial
suspension. However, before any decision regarding the mouon was made, Administrative-
Presiding Judge Ronald B. Adrine issued a number of administrative orders that precluded Judge
Stokes from being assigned to criminal cases. Since Judge Stokes has been assigned to a
primarily ci_vil docket, the number of new grievances against her has -dramatically decreased. As
a result, ODC did not immediately pursue a motion for interim. remedial suspension.

However, by order filed September 3, 2014, the Supreme Court issued an alternative writ
of prohibition. Thereafter, on September 17, 2014, Judge Adrine issued an administrative order
that ostensibly restored Judge Stokes's criminal docket to her, although implementation of the
admini.strati-ve order ha.s apparentl.y been delayed pending the Supreme Court's considerati_on of
a motion for clarification that-was filed by Judge Adrine on September 22, 2014.

Thiu-s, based upon (a) the large number of instances of serious misconduct committed by
Judge Stokes, both before and after the filing of the formal complaint in this matter on October
14, 2014; (b) Judge Stokes' persistent denial of and refusal to acknowledge any misconduct; and
(c) Disciplinary Counsel's reasonable concern that Judge Stokes' misconduct regarding the
management of her criminal docket and her conduct in the criminal cases before her will resume
at such time as the criminal docket is restored, Discipli_nary Counsel believes that there is
substantial and credible evidence that Judge Stokes has committed multiple violations of the
Code of Judicial Conduct and the Rules of Professional Conduct and that her conduct poses-a
substantial threat of harm to the public within the meaning of Gov. Bar R. V(5a)(A)(1).

Sinc ly,
I

Scott . D xel
Discip 'n Counsel
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